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Introduction to Literature Review

Chapter 1

Mark Wolery, Patricia Minson Doyle, Melinda Jones Ault, and David L. Oast

Many issues in the education of students with moderate and severe

handicapping conditions are interesting and demand research attertion.

Examples include service delivery models, assessment and placement procedures,

control of inappropriate social behaviors, acceptance of the population in the

community, family involvement, and personnel preparation and development.

Another critical issue is instruction. The Comparison of Instructional

Strategies (CIS) research project is designed to investigate issues related to

instruction. CIS is a project funded by the Field Initiated Research Program

of the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services of the United

States Department of Education to the Department of Special Education of the

University of Kentucky. The CIS Project has three primary objectives:

1. To conduct a thorough review of the applied research literature that will
result in a written product describing the instructional procedures that
have been used in teaching students with moderate and severe retardation
in applied settings.

2. To conduct and report on twelve investigations (four per year) using the
selected instructional procedures (progressive time delay, constant time
delay, mand-model procedure, system of least prompts) that result in
recommendations concerning the relative effectiveness and efficiency
(i.e., sessions, trials, and errors to criterion, and dirert instruction
time) of these prucodures in teaching functional skills to preschool and
elementary age students with moderate and severe retardation.

3. To develop and field test four modules/manuals that (a) describe the four
instructional procedures (progressive time delay, constant time delay,
mand-model procedure, system of least prompts), and (b) provide
recommendations for the use of these procedures based on the results of
the proposed investigations.

This product is an outcome of the first CIS objective. It was completed

during the first year of Project CIS.
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Purpose of Literature Review

This document describes what is currentlr known in the special education

literature about instructional strategies used with students who have moderate

and severe handicapping conditions. Researchers and teacher-trainers were

targeted as the primary readers; practitioners were targeted to a lessor

degree. The purpose of the document is twofold: (1) to assist researchers,

teacher trainers, and practitioners in placing their own research and

practices in the context of what is known about instructional strategies, and

(2) to stimulate further research comparing the various procedures.

Description of the Review

The articles reviewed for this document addressed instructional

atrategiet, primarily those used with subjects whose handicaps were moderate

to severe handicaps. A strategy is defined as a replicable, systematized

approach for providing instruction that addresses both antecedent and

consequent events. The review focuses on instructional procedures, that is,

how to teach. It does not, however, focus on manipulation of isolated

instructional variables that are common across strategies. For example, the

importance of manipulating reinforcement contingencies to facilitate attending

during instruction is recognized, but this issue is not addressed because it

is not unique to any given instructional strategy. Primary attention is given

to acquisition of responses, although maintenance and generalization of

responses are discussed. The review ii limited, in large part, to studies

that occurred since 1975, appeared in the professional literature, targeted

students with moderate to severe handicaps, and addressed socially important

behaviors.

7
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Methods Used in Conducting_the Review

The literature revive progressed through six distinct stages. First, the

limits of the revive were defined. This step involved identifying

professional journals that were likely to include reports of research related

to teaching students with moderate and severe handicaps. These journals

included:

American Journal of Mental Retardation,

Analysis and Intervention in Develo2mental Disabilities,

Applied Research in Mental Retardation,

Behavior Research of Severe Developmental Disabilities,

Educatiim and Treatment of Children,

Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis,

Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders,

Journal of the Association for Persons with Severe Handicaps, and

Mental Retardation.

The parameters of the review also were specified and included: (a) all

journal issues from 1975 until early 1986, (b) all articles addressing

instruction of subjects with moderate or severe handicaps (age of the subjects

and setting were not issues), and (c) only articles that were conducterd in

applied settings or addressed applied behaviors/problems.

Second, each article from the identified literature was screened using a

form developed by the project personnel (this for is available from the

authors). Definitions of each item on the form are available from the

authors. The completed forms were then categorized by instructional strategy.

Although specific strategies (e.g., progressive time delay and the system of
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least prompts) were identified,a priori, some categories of strategies were

added, modified, or deleted as the articles were analyzed. These nine

categories emerged from the literature: (a) error correction, (b) antecedent

prompt and test, (c) antecedent prompt and fade, (d) most-to-least prompting,

(e) system of least prompts, (f) constant time delay, (g) progressive time

delay, (h) naturalistic teaching, and (i) stimulus rodifications. An

additional category included comparison studies where two or more of the above

procedures were coapared directly. Articles Were placed into rimse categories

based on the similarities of experimenter behavior across articles. Thus,

categorization occurred on the basis of the described procedures rather than

on the labels applied by authors. In many cases, experimenters used identical

procedures but labeled them differently.

Third, each article was analyzed. The specific variables analyzed

depended upon the rtrategy being reviewed; however, in all cases, the

population, behaviors, antecedent events, consequent events, effectiveness,

efficiency, maintenance, and generalization were addressed. The analysis for

each category of the instructional strategies occurred separately.

Fourth, a description of the analyzed literature was written. Each

strategy was described separately and was included as a separate chapter of

this document. A final section was written that described summary statements

from the review tor researchers, teacher-trainers, and practitioners, and made

suggestions about selecting instructional strategies.

Fifth, the written descriptions of each study were checked for

reliability. A Research Associate who had not been the primary reviewer for a

given section, reviewed a minimum of ten percent of the articles to ensure

that the information in the written descriptions was correct. Interobserver
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Agreement percentages for each category on the effectiveness tables were:

gender 100; age 94; diagnosis 0 92; setting 94; behavior taught 100;

effectiveness 0 100; efficiency 0 83; generalization data 100; maintenance

data 100; and design Is 92. For strategy specific tables, the interobserver

Agreement percentages were as follows: name of behavior taught 100; type of

behavior taught 0 100; procedural specifications 0 100; consequences for

correct responses 0 94; and consequences for errors 100.

Sixth, the written documents were reviewed by all project staff members.

Other persons were also asked to review the product and to make comments for

revisions. This product represents the summation of this process.

Organization of the Review

The review is organized into twelve chapters: an initial introductory

chapter, a chapter for each of the identified instruction strategies, and a

final chapter describing recommendations from the review and issues for

selecting appropriate instructional strategies. For each chapter that

describes an instructional strategy, an operational description of the

procedure is presented followed by a review of the research pertaining to that

strategy. The review of each strategy focuses on (a) the population and

behaviors taught, (b) a description of the methodological parameters of the

strategy, (c) the results from its use including effectiveness and efficiency

data, and (d) summary statements about the itrategy.

Other Important Instructional Issues

Since this review is limited to instructional strategies used in teaching

persons with severe and moderate handicaps, many issues are not addressed.

Some of these issues are mentioned here to acknowledge their importance and

place the strategies within a broader instructional context. Wolery and Gast

1 f;
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(1984) suggest that all instructional endeavors implicitly or explicitly

address at least four issues; these are discussed in the following paregraphs.

The content of instruction should be syecified. Content refers to what

is to be taught and is frequently known as the curriculum or scope and

sequence. Teachers of students with moderate to severe handicaps commonly use

two sources when identifying the content of the curriculum: normal

development (e.g., Cohen 6 Gross, 1979a; 1979b) and the demands of current and

immediate future environments (Brown et al., 1979). With the former, called

the developmental (or "academic") model, the sequences of skill acquisition

observed in pypical children are transformed into instructional objectives for

students with handicaps. The developmental model seeks to prepare students

for a broad range of potential environments, and has been used extensively in

early childhood special education programs and the development of early

childhood assessment tools. With the latter approach, called the functional

model, the activities and skills required for independent functioning in

specific environments are identified and serve as the primary instructional

objectives. The functional model seeks to prepare students for a limited

number of environments. This model has been used extensively in secondary

programs for students with moderate to severe handicaps. The emphasis placed

on one model over the other is influenced by at least three factors. First,

the student's le is considered; generally, the developmental (academic) model

is used with younger students and the functiolal model is used with older

students. Second, the severity of the student's handicap is considered; for

students with mild handicaps the developmental model is recommended and for

students with severe handicaps the functional model.is advocated. Third, the

11
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imminence of transition into other educational or living situations is

considered; the functional model is given more emphasis as a transition nears.

Specifying the content of instruction outlines the general skills to be

learned, but may also influence the effectiveness and efficiency of

instruction. Content that is viewed by learners as "interesting" and

"worthwhile" may well be learned more readily than content viewed as "boring"

and "useless," This issue needs research attention by curriculum developers

for students with moderate and severe handicaps. Considerable agreement

appears to exist on the general curriculum domains for students with moderate

and severe handicaps (cf. Gaylord-Ross & Holvoet, 1985; Sailor & Guess, 1983;

Snell, 1983); however, no uniformally accepted curriculum is apparent.

Further, because of the heterogenity of learner characteristics and needs, no

single universally accepted curriculum is likely to be developed.

Instruction should be matched to learners' needs and abilities. This

activity includes initial and ongoing "matching." Initial matching involves

some type of assessment of students' behavior and preferably the demands and

supports of the environments in whicL they function. The initial assessment

activities are determined, in part, by the model used for specifying the

clrriculum content. If the developmental (academic) model is used, then

assessment activities will most likely include some developmental measures.

On the other hand, if the functional model is used, then assessment activities

will probably include ecological inventories (Snell, 1983) or activity

catalogs (Wilcox & Bellamy, 1983). Neither approach is mutually exclusive and

they can be used together.

Ongoing matching involves regular collection and analysis of data on

learner performance (White & Haring, 1986). While relatively little research
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ezists concerning teachers' collection and uso of instructional.data (cf.

Farmer, 1985; Holvoet, O'Neil, Chazdon, Carr, & Warner, 1983), nearly all

methods textbooks advocate this practice (e.g., Snell, 1983). Haring,

Liberty, and White (1980) present initial data decision rules for analyzing

data and making the relevant adjustments in the instructional program based on

the patterns evident in the data series. Clearly, collection of performance

data is simply a prerequisite step to ongoing matching of instruction to

learners' needs and abilities, the data must be used to modify the

instructional program. Data decision rules allow teachers to modify programs

based on "hard" eVidence rather than experience and assumption. A computer

program called Aimstar incorporates those rules and can be used to facilitate

teachers' analysis of data (Hasselbring & Hamlett, 1983, 1984). However,

current trends in instruction will complicate the data collection issue.

Currently authors are placing more emphasis on instruction using naturalistic

procedures (Halle, Alpert, & Anderson, 1984) teaching behaviors within

naturally occurring routines (cf. Neel, et al., 1983) and basing instruction

in terms of ecologically variables (RogersWarren, 1984). Identification of

behaviors to be measured, determination of measurement strategies, and

application of rules for data analysis will become more demanding as these

trends become more predominate.

Instruction involves some manipulation of environmental variables to

facilitate learners' ac uisition or tar eted res onses. While learning can

occur separately from manipulation of the environment by others, teaching and

instruction, by definition, imply that some person changes or structures the

environment to influence the behavior of another (i.e., the student).

Teaching can be conceptualized and implemented on a number of levels.

2
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Examples include environmental arrangement and design (Bailey, Harms, &

Clifford, 1983), material and instructional stimuli modification (Etzel

LeBlanc, 1979; Mercer, Mercer, & Bott, 1984), assistance provision througn

prompts (Billingsley & Romer, 1983; Wolery & Gast, 1984), and facilitation of

students' attention and engagement with instructional activities (Paine,

Radicmhi, Rosellini, Deutchman, & Darch, 1983).

In this document, the literature concerning instructional strategies are

described. Effective and efficient instruction must deal with appropriate use

of instructional strategies, but must also include decisions related to the

manipulation of many other variables. When screening articles for the

literature review, many were found that did not address instructional

strategies but focused on the manipulation of specific instructional

variables. Although these variables are important, they are not reviewed here

because several descriptions of effective teaching behaviors have recently

appeared (cf. Bennett, 1986; Goode & Brophy, 1984; Paine et al., 1983; White,

Wyne, Stuck, & Coop, 1983; also see Exceptional Children, April, 1986).

However, examples of the decisions and practi:es that influence students'

performance are described below.

Numerous teacher decisions are related to the environment in which

instruction will occur. 'These include determining whether a classroom or a

more natural setting will be used (Marchetti, Cecil, Groves, & Marchetti,

1984; Marchetti, McCartney, Drain, Hooper, & Dix, 1983), identifying ways to

arrange the environment such as providing more varied materials (Horner,

1980), using dividers (Hooper & Reid, 1985), and manipulating variables such

as lighting (Bailey, Wolery, & Sugai, in press) to enhance student engagement

with instructional activities. Teachers must also determine whether a fixed
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or varied schedule of activities will be used (Frederiksen & Frederiksen,

1977) and whether particular times between activities will be employed

(Nietupski, Clancy, Wehrmacher, & Farmer, 19P5). Teachers should also analyze

the use of different instructional arrangements such as group versus

one-to-one instruction (Alberto, Jobes, Sizemore, & Doran, 1980; Favell,

Favell, & )lcGimsey, 1978), and if groups are employed, they should determine

whether unison or individual responding will be required (Sindelar, Bursuck, &

Halle, 1986). Teachers also make decisions about instructional materials.

They should analyze the stimulus properties of materials (Thvedt, Zane, &

Walls, 1984) and employ those that (a) are similar to stimuli in the natural

environment (Welch & Pear, 1980), (b) elicit the desired responses from

students (Bambara, Spiegel-McGill, Shores, & Fox, 1984; Jones, Favell,

Lattimore, & Risley, 1984), and (c) minimize the occurrence of over selective

responding (Meisel, 1981; Schneider & Salzberg, 1982). When planning

instruction, teachers should employ examples that are representative of the

concepts being taught (Sprague & Horner, 1984), ensure that students can

perform prerequisite skills, (Huguenin, 198S), and suppress competing

responses (e.g., stereotypic behaviors) with certain students in certain

conditions (Chock & Glahn, 1983). If the responee being taught is a chained

task, teachers must decide whether to use total task training, backward

chaining, or forward chaining (cf. Spooner, Weber, & Spooner, 1983) and

whether to use long or short task analyses (cf. Cristo Walls, & Haughty 1984).

During actual instruction, several variables also appear to influence

students' performance. The following variables appear to facilitate

acquisition:

1$

1
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(a) using distributed rather than massed or spaced trial presentation

(Goetz, Gee, Sailor, 1985; Mulligan, Lucy, & Guess, 1982),

(b) presenting trials in natural contexts (Kayser, Billingsley, & Neel,

1986),

(c) providing information through a mode that matches the response to be

performed (Bement, Lobato-Sarrera, & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1980;

Remington & Clarke, 1983),

(d) presenting examples in concurrent rather than successive order (Fink

& Brice-Gray, 1979; Waldo, GUess, & Flanagan, 1982) or initially

presenting examples successively and then concurrently (Cuvo,

Klevans, Borakove, Borakove, Van Landuyt, & Lutzker, 1980),

(e) interspersing previously learned behaviors with behaviors to be

acquired (Rowan & Pear, 1985),

(f) requiring an attending response or delay interval after presentation

and before responding (Dyer,.Christian, & Luce, 1982), and

(g) presenting varied tasks (Dunlap & Koegel, 1980).

Teachers must also attend to how they provide assistance to students (Wacker,

Steil, & Greenebaum, 1983) and match that assistance to the response being

learned (Dowler, Walls, Haught, & Zawlocki, 1984). They must control the

number and content of their verbalizations (Belch, 1978; Broden, Copeland,

Beasley, & Hall, 1977) and the timing of their feedback (Hughes, Wolery, &

Neel, 1983; Singh, Winton, & Singh, 1985). A rapid pace of instruction and

specific response time limits appear to facilitate correct responding (Allyon,

Garber, & Pisor, 1976; Koegel, Dunlap, & Dyer, 1980). Teachers should control

and manipulate task irrelevant stimuli (Miyashite, 1985). Finally, the

1 ;
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consistency with which instructional sessions are conducted may influence

their outcomes (Carnine, 1981).

The consequences teachers provide after students respond correctly also

require consideration. Although teacher attention, praise, and other commonly

used stimuli may function as reinforcers for most students, some students may

require selection of novel reinforcing stimuli (Wolery, Kirk, & Gast, 1985) or

use of negative reinforcement (Mithaug, 1979). Teachers must also consider

the density of reinforcement (Neef, Wats, & Page, 1980) and whether the

reinforcement is clearly related to the responses being acquired (Litt &

Schreibman, 1981; Williams, Koegel, & Egel, 1981). Finally, teachers must

carefully manipulate the reinforcement schedule (Koop, Martin, Yu, & Suthons,

1980; Mansdorf, 1977). Based on the preceding paragraphs, teachers clearly

should consider a number of factors when planning and implementing

instruction. Many of these manipulations can be made while using the

instructional strategies describe4 in this document.

Instruction should be designed to facilitate maintenance and

generalization of learner responses to the natural environment. "Schools are

publicly supported in the hope that more general uses will be made of what is

learned in school. To some extent all schooling is aimed at a kind of

transfer beyond the school" (Hilgard, 1956, p. 24). "Thus, transfer of

learning is a cornerstone upon which education should ultimately rest" (Bigge,

1971, p. 244). However, a frequent and well recognized research finding with

students who have moderate and severe handicaps is that learning occurs within

the instructional situation, but is not maintained and does not generalize

across settings, persons, behaviors, and variations in materials/conditions

(cf. Stokes & Baer, 1977; *Ibsen, Abramson & Norman, 1977). Since Stokes and
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Baer (1977) focused attention on this issue, considerable work has been

initiated in developing and testing strategies for facilitating maintenance

and generalization. Approaches for dealing with this problem can be grouped

into at least two categories. The first approach is to teach in the natural

environment and thereby side step the issue of generalization (cf.

Gaylord-Ross & Holvoet, 1985; Kayser, et al., 1986; Sailor & Guess, 1983);

however, this strategy is not totally nor consistently successful (White,

Leber, & Phifer, 1985). Variations of this strategy are to match the

behaviors being taught to responses that are needed in the natural

environment, i.e, community-referenced instruction (Snell & Browder, 1986) and

providing instruction that simulates natural conditions (Nietupski,

flamre-Nietupski, Clancy, & Veerhusen, 1986). The second approach to

facilitating maintenance and generalization is to manipulate instructional

variables. These manipulations take many forms, most of which were identified

by Stokes and Baer (1977), including:

(a) targeting behaviors that will be needed frequently in the natural

environment (Horner, Williams, & Knobbe, 1985);

(b) using materials similar to those found in the natural environment

(Welch & Pear, 1980);

(c) carefully selecting and using exemplars during instruction

(Pancsofar & Bates, 1985; Sprague & Horner, 1984);

(d) varying instruction variables such as using multiple trainers,

settings, and intructional formats (Campbell & Stremel..Campbell,

1982; Dunlap, Koegel, & Koegel, 1984; Lowther & Martin, 1980);

(e) manipulating reinforcement contingencies by using or accessing

natural reinforcers and contingencies (Stokes, Fowler, & Baer,
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1978), delaying reinforcement (Fowler & Baer,1981), and decreasing

the predictability of the contingencies (Baer, Williams, Ogees, &

Stokes, 1984; Dunlap & Johnson, 1985);

(f) analyzing and manipulating competing behaviors (Billingsley & Neel,

1985; Matlock, Billingsley, & Thompson, 1985); and

(g) using selfmanagement strategies (Fowler, 1984; Liberty & Michael,

1985).

Neither approach (teaching in the natural environment and manipulating

instructional variables) guarantees that generalization wIll occur; thus,

continual attention must be given to ensuring that.maintenance and

generalization are facilitated. Horner, Bellamy, and Colvin (1984) provide a

conceptual framework for analysing instances where generalization fails to

occur.

The chapters that follow address specific instructional strategies. Less

than a dozen repeatedly used instructional strategies emerged from the

literature. These strategies were employed to teach a wide range of behaviors

to a large number of subjects of different ages and functioning levels in a

variety of settings. However, when teachers use these strategies they should

specify the content of instruction, match instruction to learners' needs and

abilities, manipulate other environmental or instructional variables, and

faciliate the occurrence of maintenance and generalization.

1V
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Error Correction

Chapter 2

Patricia Munson Doyle, Mark Wolery, Melinda Jones Ault, and David L. Cast

Error correction is a means of providing additional assistance or

information to a student after an incorrect response has occurred. This is

done in order to establish instructional control in the presence of the

discriminative stimulus. This "corrective information communicates to the

student that a response already performed is inappropriate or that a different

action is needed" (Falvey, Brown, Lyon, Baumgart, & Schroeder, 1980, p. 109).

Error correction differs from simple error consequation because additional

assistance/information needed to perform a correct response is provided.

The type of assistance used in error correction may be a verbal

instruction, model, gesture, visual cue, or any combination of these. The

type of assistance selected is generally dependent upon the student, the

student's response, and the behavior being trained. Bellamy, Horner, and

Inman (1979) suggest that observation of student errors will help determine

the type of correction cues. In addition they state, "the trainer should

provide corrections with the least help possible that results in subsequent

correct performance" (p. 109). This allows the student the opportunity to

respond to correction cues most often approximating those found in the natural

environment as well as eliminating the need for assistance as correct

responding increases and instructional control is established.

The error correction trial sequence is shown in Figure 1 and consists of

the trainer presenting the instructional discriminative stimulus and allowing

the student the opportunity to respond independently. This is followed by the

delivery of reinforcement for correct responding and sope fore of assistance
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IAssess Prereqvisite Skills and Identify Reinforces

Iilimunalkeitigro Specify Type of Error Correction That is Maculate to
Studest and to Task being Taught

Secure Student's Attention and Present Tank Direction

ITeach Next Skill in Sequence I

Figure 2.1 Flow chart depicting the error correction strategy.
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if an error occurred. Delivery of this assistance gives the student another

opportunity to respond correctly, receive reinforcement, and practice the

difficult response. Due to the amount of literature reviewed and experiments

identified as error correction studies, this chapter describes olly those

articles meeting the operational definition of error correction. The studies

reviewed here do not include those where only a differential consequence

(e.g., verbal reprimand or timeout) was presented contingent upon errors; all

studies described in this chapter providied additional information to the

subjects contingent upon error. A description of the subjects, settings,

behaviors, results, and.experimental designs that were involved in.error

correction investigations an shown in Table 1; codes for information

presented in Table 1 are found in Appeneix A. The behaviors and consequences

for correct and incorrect responses are shown in Table 2.
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13.1

SS Self-care; +

shoe lacing

T T 1 +/- al GR

Nietupeei

et al.
(1M)

3r

IP
7.5- NeNR

10.3
PS C.

living;

vending
machine

+ 7 Tx, I=
+

IP

&vim,
OM

12 In 19- NoNR

38 SIR

IN Acad.;

sight
reading

+1- 14 Ts

+/-
Probes

+

GR

3



Table I continued.

Citation herniation ktting Behavior
Suter / 199 Diagnmia
leder Yrs.

Page, M 16- NH PS C.
et al. 25 1 I v ing;

(1976) . street
erasing

Palyo IN 3,9- e ss Lang.;
et al. if 5.7 USW
0,79) Vat INS

Partington IN 4- NISI PS Academic;
et al. 41 14 II tel I
(1979) tie,

bid &
bribut
Urn
DEPer. I 33 31- MI 111 Com.

34 board

biter. Il 33 31- SI 111 Id.
if 34 training

Lotman a 17- be U Self
et al. 21 gii Cite ;
(19e6) no meestrual

Cite

Rozanotyk

et al.
(1975)

DEW. I 23 5.3- DD SS Social;
Error.Carr. V 7.1 positive

Interaction,
Play

ton% II
Vi thdravn

Error Corr. 4 11/1 7.10- re) s social;
12.10 posi t ye

interaction,
play

33

Effective-
nets

Efficiency Veteran-
ution

Naintenante 1113410

+ 3,3
.

Ss
+/-1

Vs

+/la
NB

+ P,S,Ts D,Ns

+a

+ Ts
41

17t

NIB

P,Ss

IL/D

Vs

NB

NB

WD

+

Ts
+

Vs

.
NB

+

+

MEI

RID

11/0 3/11

NIB NB

vrn

IrTO
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Table I continued.

Citation Pccolatice Setting Iihavlor Effective-

&ober / Age/ liageosis IMO
Soda, Yrs.

!IM1111111

Efficiency Gotrali- Haintesance Desiie

satite

Si* a it- um PS Acadvidc;

et al. 21 17 read VIV2:43

In V201
context

1
Is Mil V3 VA N/D AT

Variable 1 - Arra corr., all errors; Variable 2 - Error corr. at end of sentence; Variable 3 - No cossequebbei 1
813sce & 311 4.11- NM U Lang.; +92 Si 11/11 VD nAT

/Barrett 0.1 MN expresshe -Vi V2d1
OM cm. It

IVariable 1 - Oral cam; Variable 2 - Total coos.

beeng 3 17- RINI PS Acadesic; N/D Ts Vs NO
tt al. 23 ID seaserement +/ +

(lVID) sk1113

Trace

it al.

(1971)

711 14- NINA IN Acad.; +

7! 18 Noll coin VIM
equiv.

Variable 1 - tcperisaotal group; Variable 2 - Control gra*

Valdo 3 I- Mt IN Lang. TM T HID 11/D A-8
et al. 11 16 recast.; 9102
(1982) nom*

labels

Variable 1 - Serial; Variable 2 - Ctricurrent

Va) ls

et al.

(1979)

11)- NM C3 Vccat.; +

161 9J NM met ly VI,

52 skills 92,

93,

94

11.1t= 14
VI,V3,9462

positive trend

V4I<V1 ,V3

Variable 1 - Tactile; Variable 2 - Auditory; Variable 3 - Visual; Variable 4 - all 3

vs GI

+1

VI ,12,V3,V4

3



Tab! e 2
gi ji ... - t 411 t 11 t'

Citation Ityslatice
limber Diaposis

Mulct Coosowences
Sae Type Correct

1111101009

lItTcc
boons

kkersan I Shapiro
USW

MIR Vont.;
increase
procbctioo

DS ftial praise,
pats oc back

Alberto et al. 16 lass.; DS

1. Prell.
2. colcos
3. ckessiog

Edibles,
Stela!
Praise

Repeat VI/S9
&A, repeat VI

3.,....,
Altaan Irupsav
USW

am
Aut

Self care * Social praise, TIM
feeding kWh

DD Attesding: DS Social praise.
Ile ccatact IbIe, repeat trial

toy

Peclarsoo & 3Yradl in 1

(1963)
Laos. IS Social praise, RAO,
ocpress./ prism ninforcer, repeat trial
recept.:

match

See Westin A See Appendix
A

* 11/11 not defined
ainid

DS

dis-
crete

YR verbal
reprimand

mi no cetronse
VI verbal

Instruction
NO model

0 gesture
PP positive

Practice
1, full *Meal

sacipulatice
VP vinal prorpt
OC oveccocrectice
M. indirect

verbal
Meet lea

CC = gracalated
widen

SD dionsinatim
stimilus
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Table 2 continued.

CRAW ?quiet lon
Sober Inalrels

DebeRe Cesegances
Nee Type Correct

Responses
error
Reims

Belle/ et al.
ti915)

2 512
DD

Vocat.;
tch

assedAy

Ch CepHmeets,

pbyskal
affection

VI, 110,
Assistance based
e trainer
discretie

kale & Pol lag
(198S)

Ikciter & Kel ler
(1981)

EvP-

- Rep. II

Campbell I
Stremel-Capne

1 NI Lang.; sign IN
categ.

2 NH Intnverbals OS

11 NI Lex ;recept. DS
to prod.
labeling

12 RI Label

4 N112 NatcW DS

So91 bpress.
92

5 111 Inept./ DS

toress.

14 SI !Inept./ DS

ewes.

2 Lang.; DS

Miff
quesUcns

koziptive verbal 10 - sec. Meet
rain, tokens

Descriptive verbal Repeat trial vith
praise, Mos

Social praise,
edibles

Social praise,
edibles

NO,

rearrange materials
repeat trial
in both experiments

Social praise,
edibles in all
emer islets

IR),

rearrange materials
repeat trial; in
all aperients

Descr ipt ive
praise,
taken

&Had NO,
2-sec. vait

41



?able 2 continued. S7

Citation Population rehavior Como Places
aster Diaposis Nue Type Correct Error

Responses Responses

Carey & Ducker
(M)
taP. 4

hp. II 4

se 1. Correct OS Social praise 1. Positive
eat ing practice,

2. pule DS restitution
2. positive

practice

3. eating DS Social praise 3. positive
practio,
restitution

Carey & Rucker 5 Ide
(IWO

CbJect OS Verbal Positive practice,
plummet feecback VI, iP, Meat

Variable I - Start positive practice; Variable 2 - long positive practice

Carr et al. 4 ha Lug.; D3 Swill

(1978) manual raise,
sip edible

YR, VI, IP

Carr & lologinsky
OM
Isp. I 3 Aut Lang.; OS Received NO,

siping maned differential
sands i tem reinforcement

bp. II 3 Aut Waal Received NO,

sand sanded di fferential
signs tem reinforcement

Cato et al. 1 Se %cat.; Cit Edible VI. #21, NO, PP

(1985) bus Cctrink) Assistance based

boy on trainer
discret ion
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Table 2 cent Irmal.

Citation Populatiom

Rumex DiagmosIs

Behavior Consomme
Name TYPO Correct

iteorenses

Error

Responses

Close et al. 70 SR Vocat.; Ch Social praise V16
(1716) ule-nut,

axle-post

usably

Variable 1 - IVI, 01 Variable 2 - VI,O; Variable 3 - VI, IP;

Variable 4 - ril, /P; Variable - VI, 17(5x); Variable 6 - Pil, FP(51)

Dyer et al. 9 Aut Lasi.1 OS Social praise, VR, 10 if

(190 conceits, Friary 3 consecutive

prom, istorrects

right/
left

Variable 1 - Response delay; Variable 2 - no response delay

11911 et al. 4 Aut Lamm.; DS Descriptive SI/VI, rP,

(1914) concepts, verbal praise, repeat trial

/Masai= toys, 10 on remedial

activities,

praise only remedial

Intrikin et al. 3 NOMI kademic; DS Social praise VI, NO, rmpeat

(1977) reading trial

Pam et al.

(1911)

bp. I 6 EIS Lang.; DS Social praise I. RePeat S,
training mai if still incorrect-

signs

UP. II 6 FS Setting/ 2. SO . NO/Staff 1

general iuti co stimulus 1P/Staff 2

moralization

Fon
(1977)

3 SNR Attending; DS Social praise, VI,
Aut eye edibles functional

contact moment
training

Variable 1 - edibles, praise; Variable 2 - edibles, praise, functional movetent
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Citatioo

39

MININIIM101.1..==

Population Mohr Cossegances
NOW Diagnosis lase Type Correct kror

Remises Responses

Tr=
(19134)

4 92 Lang.; XI Social praise, VR, GO

hut color, edibles
reject
discrls.

Varib les 1 - edibles, praise; Variable 2 - edibles, praise. gradated NA=

Frank et al.
(1985)

5 AM Acaduic;
stars-
crsputer
Wel 1 ing

Cb Social praise

tree= et al.
(IVO

1 Aut toms.
fang.;
potion
MAW

DS Mies

Maw=
(1982)

1 PR fang.;
ittcc
ialtation

DS Social
praise,
re/01,nd
ites used
In task

-Goetz et al.
(1416)

2 Lang.;
omin.
books
activities

t6 Social praise

Gruber et al.
(1979)

4 PICZ C.
living;
indep.
travel

01 Social praise,
edibles

VI

NO, VI, PP, PP(50
ido necessary.
Assistance based
on trainer
discretion

NO, lif
Wont trial after
2040 sin.;
errors on repeat
trial results in
ITO more

opportuni t ies to
respowi in that
WW1 OA .

VP, VI

if still inctrrect
VI, FP

4 .1
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Table 2 continued.

Ci tat i on

,IMME111,

Pcgulat ion kbavior consequences
&mbar Diagnosis Roe Type Correct Irror

Responses kipormes

Needleman & Barris 3 kt Lang.; DS Verbal praise, IR, 10.1

(1993) answer edibles
mistime

Itelerilavell et al. 6 Sollt Academic; N; kw ipt i ve VI OM, 8, VICSD)
(1982) reading axial praise if still incorrect,

VI MA

Horner et al.
(1985)

C. (lb Coins enWor
I lying;
street
crossing

mxial praise
YR, VI

repeat task

koala
(1985)

4 so Lang.
recept.;
id.
cards

DS Social praise,
edibles,
token

badert
(1981)

I kt Lang.; IS Social praise, VI, NO; if till
III BOUM drink incorrect- PP

signs

feller & Sucher $ an Lang. PS IVD VI, ND

CM) NIS Wen.; repeat 9
SIIR Id.

pictures

bagel et al. 12 Aut Lang. T6 Social praise, VI, move
(1919) Inept.; edibles materials; if

id. still incorrect- PP
pictures

Irate et al.
(1981)

P. 1 4 Aut Lang. DS Social it, repeat SD; if
express.;
multiple

sti 1 I incorrect -

descriptors

Prsciacenise:or

iota
next trial
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Citation Pcoulatice kbavlor Consequences

Reber Diagnosis Rao Type Correct Erne
Meows lbsponses

Lal ly 16 NIS kadealc; DS Cteester VR, IVI;

(1981) MIR muter praised if still Incorrect
assisted student, present VP

reading lights
flashed

Lehr 4 1111 Lang.; DS Social praise No,

(1916) id. require correct
stove, lei tat I on

dryer

Leeither & Nadia
(1914)

6

2 trainers
I setting

bp. II

I trainer

2 settings

Social; DS Social praise, NO

positive edibles
tenting

Lolselli & Rice 1 sa Social; DS hinforcers '3 sec.

positive availd)le positive practice,

toy Is free play (VI, FP)

play

Nation et al. 3 1NR Academic; DS Stars or stickers, VI, X
(1982) MINI 'WM andpraise

fluency

Variable I - positive practice; Variable 2 - positive practice reinforcesent

lithaug & Liberty 1

(19143)

Lang.; DS Social praise and VIL SO,

recept. trainer accepted incorrect card

Id. Selected card sot accepted;

words regYife correct

response

Nrdoct et ai. 2 NW Lang. DS Social praise and NO

(1977) express.; end of sessics

attic. reinforcers
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Table 2 continLed.

Citation Pop lanai Behavior Commences
SAW Digests bee Type Correct &Tor

Respoess Response

Reef et al.
(190
I. 1 6 DD Wince DS Descriptive descriptive VI,

Denon't verbal remedial trial, PP
praise, edibles,
hugs, praise,

bp. Il 10 DD General intim popcorn IP. Praise for
settiW correct
teacher

Deism et al. X ?at Self-care; 01 praise, edibles. PP

(IU) doe lacieg toys 'break' for
isapesbat response

Nietuptai et al. 4 Noe C. Ch Wooed to continue 113, require
41960 1 lying; throM task steps correct ramose

vending
schist

&else 12 MR kad.; DS Amer ipt ive 110,

UM SE sictit verbal revile correct
read praise isi tat ice

Pow et al. 5 U Ope. (2i Deur ipt is bpi icit VI
(1976) living; verbal repeat trial,

street praise if incorrect,
Cr01131 ag 10 entire task and

repeat tnal

Palyo et al. 3 re Lang.; DS Social YR.

(1979) question/ praise, ie-seat t i scut ,
MKT edibles NO,

require correct
response

Partiegten et al. 5 NM Acad.; DS Social
(1979) N tel l praise,

t ice iatersittent
edible

VI, NO
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Citation Population

Mut Dialsosis
Mavis'
Nese Type

Cansegances
Correct
Memos

Reid & ez !but

ttP. 1 4 1111 Ccau.

board
DS Descriptive

verbal praise

hp. II 4 Board Id.

training

Descriptive

verbal praise

lidos et al. 4 NI Sb lf care; 0 Social praise
(19If) SO

PNR

menstrual

care

and/Or edible

Domaricyk et al.

(1975)

Ito. I

error arrection

4 Social;

positive

interaction,

play

DS Descriptive

verbal

praise

bp. II
vlthtae

error urrection

4 DD

Sisqh et al.

(19I6)

4 loNR Acad.;

read in

context

DS Edible

Variable 1 - Error Correction all errors; Variable 2 - !Mr correction at

Error
ReSPINISM

VI, PP
repeat trial

VI, repeat trial

until correct

PI,
repeat trial

PP contingent

cm Mt

Stadia! redIction

of PP

Vlaill ail errors

V241 at end of

sentence

0410 correction

eed of sentence; Variable 3 - No consequence

Sites & Barrett
(1984)

3 NIS
Non

Lang.

express.;
consinication

DS Edible, praise

Sumo et al. 3 Din Acad.; DS Descriptive

(1S10) F2 seasurtment

skills

praise

Trace et al. 14 MuiR Acad.; Ch Descriptive

(1971) No MB coin

equiv.
praise, .

edibles

VI, FP, or Nth.

assistasce based

on trainer

discretion

VI,

repeat trial

VI, NO,

repeat trial

require correct

response

4S
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Table 2 continued.

Citation logulation Behavior Conereences
Saber Diagnosis Nee Type Correct

bsponses

Valdo et al. 3 SR fang. N VD
ti982

DOM=
labels

Walls et al. 32 Slim Vogt.; Qi WA

OM lon assealy
ma mils

Variable 1 - tactile; Variable 2 - Auditory; Triable 3 - Visual; Variable 4 - all 3

1

I
kror
Vetecesee I
VI, NO

I
I

vitfp..
Velfp,V1,10 1

4;)

I
1

I
1

I
I
I
I
1

I
I
i
I

f7t
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,Population

Error correction has been implemented with a diverse population. The

handicapping conditions ranged from persons with borderline/mild (e.g., Frank,

Wacker, Berg, & McMahon, 1985; Matson, Esveldt-Dawson, & Razdin, 1982;

Partington, Sundberg, Iwata, & Mountjoy, 1979), moderate (e.g., Campbell,&

Stremel-Campbell, 1982; Hanley-Maxwell, Wilcox, & Heal, 1982; Murdock, Garcia,

& Hardman, 1977), severe (e.g., Goetz, Gee, & Sailor, 1985; Mithaug & Liberty,

1980; Waldo, Guess, & Flanagan, 1982), and profound mental retardation (e.g.,

Albin, 1977; Giangreco, 1982; Gruber, Reeser, & Reid, 1979). The population

also included persons with autism (e.g., Roegel, Schreibman, Britten, &

Lartinen, 1979) and multiple handicaps (e.g., Bucher, 1983; Luiselli & Rice,

1983; Page, Iwata, & Neef, 1976).

The chronological ages of the students included preschoolers, 3.0-5.0

years (e.g., Altman & Krupshaw, 1982; Carr & Kologinsky, 1983), and 702 of the

studies used elementary-aged and adolescent students, 5.0-17.0 years (e.g.,

.Dyer, Christian & Luce, 1982; Foxx, 1984; Singh, Winton, & Singh, 1985).

Adults, those 18 years or older, also participated in the error correction

studies (e.g., Bellamy, Peterson, & Close, 1975; Carey & Bucher, 1981;

Orelove, 1982).

Behaviors

The behaviors selected for training varied across studies. Although

error correction was used to teach both chained and discrete behaviors across

domains, the majority (782) involved discrete responses. A large percentage

(49%), taught discrete receptive/expressive language or language concept

skills. For example, Bream and Poling (1983) trained intraverbal responses to

categories of home, school, and people. Egel, Shafer, and Neef, (1984) taught
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autistic students prepositional concepts, and Hundert (1981) taught a multiply

handicapped student manual labeling of pictures. Other discrete skills

trained using an error correction strategy included academic or pre-academic

skIlls (e.g., Lally, 1981; Smeenge, Page, Iwata & Ivancic, 1980), social

skills (e.g., Lowther & Martin, 1980; Romancsyk, Diament, Goren, Trunell, &

Harris, 1975), and increasing attending or on task behaviors (e.g., Ackerman &

Shapiro, 1984; Foss, 1977).

As noted in Table 1, 22% of the experiments taught a diverse selection of

chained behaviors. These chained behaviors across domains included (a)

self-care skills including shoe lacing (Nelson, Gergenti, & Hollander, 1980)

and independent menstrual care (Richman, Ponticas, Page, & Epps, 1986); (b)

community living skills such as independent street crossing (Horner, Jones, &

Williams, 1985; Page et al., 1976) and appropriate vending machine use

(Nietupski, Clancy, & Christiansen, 1984); and (c) vocational skills such as

complex task assembly (Bellamy et al., 1975; Close, Irvin, Prehm, & Taylor,

1978; Walls, Ellis, Zane, & Vanderpool, 1979) and bus boy skills (Certo,

Nessullo, & Hunter, 1985). In addition, Frank et al. (1985) task analyzed and

trained beginning microcomputer skills and Trace, Cuvo, and Criswell (1977)

taught a 3-response chain, coin-equivalancy task.

Consequences

Correct Responses

Of the studies reviewed, few specify differential consequences for

corrected and utcorrected responses. Egel et al. (1984) delivered descriptive

verbal praise, edibles, toys, and aetivities for correct responses to the 81)

and praise only for correct response during a remedial trial. Palyo et al.

(1979) reinforced all correct responses with praise and edibles whether they

5 1

1

1

1
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occurred in the presence of the S
D
or following the error correction

procedure. The reinforcers chosen for correct responding were student specific

but generally included descriptive verbal praise.

Incorrect Responses

The operational definition of error correction includes teacher delivery

of assistance contingent upon incorrect responding. Falvey et al. (1980)

identified different types of error correction strategies which were effective

in establishing instructional control: (a) primed correction procedures, (b)

modeled correction, (c) direct verbal correction, (d) indirect verbal

correction, (e) gestural correction, and (f) pictorial correction procedures.

Primed correction strategies refer to full or partial physical guidance used

to obtain correct responses following students' errors. Primed assistance was

used in 42% of the error correction experiments. This percentage includes the

use of physical guidatcst in isolation; for example, Sigel et al. (1984)

provided a remedial trial including a restatement of the SD and physical

guidance of correct receptive identification of prepositions, and Nelson et

al. (1980) delivered a minimal manual prompt contingent on students' errors in

shoe lacing. However, the majority of the studies presented physical

assistance in combination with other types of correction procedures. Carey

and Bucher (1983) delivered verbal correction and physical guidance following

incorrect responses; Faw, Reid, Schepis, Fitzgerald, and Welty (1981) modeled

and physically guided a correct manual sign following an error by adults with

profound mental retardation; and Reef, Shafer, Ella, Cataldo, and Parrish

(1983) delivered descriptive verbal correction plus a remedial trial and

physical guidance contingent upon students' errors in a compliance/instruction

following experiment. As seen in Table 2, a physical manipulation was used as
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part of the error correction strategy across behaviors and domains. The

specific physical manipulations were generally task epecific. For example, a

different type of physical manipulation was used for dressing than f. r a

receptive identification task. Falvey et al. (1960) suggest that use of

direct physical guidance may be "non-functional or even counterproductive" (p.

110) when used to teach certain behaviors.

The second type of error correction is a verbal or nonverbal model or

direct demonstration of the desired response by the trainer. A model in

isolation or in combination with another correction type occurred in 422 of

the experimente. Model correction in isolation included delivery of an

expended model of the correct behavior, correct intraverbal question answering

(Campbell & Stremel-Campbell, 1982), and providing the SD and model of a

correct language descriptor (Krantz, Zalenski, Hall, Penske, & McClannahan,

1981). As seen in Table 2, many studies using the model presented it with

another type of correction procedure. For example, Goetz et al. (1985)

delivered a model and manually guided the correct response while training a

communication book system, and Sisson and Barrett (1984) delivered a vocal

model, manual model, or both in an expressive language study.

Falvey et al. (1980) defined a direct verbal correction as a verbal

instruction occurring after an error and one which provides supplementary

information explicitly describing a desired response. An indirect verbal

correcti n is an "implicit statement" (p.117) not explicitly defining the

correct response. Verbal corrections were delivered in 332 of the studies.

Included in this percentage are those experiments where the verbal

discriminative stimulus was repeated as a direct verbal correction procedure

in combination with another correction type. For instance, Alberto, Jobes,

1
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Sizemore, and Doran (1980) repeated the SD, verbal cue, and then guided the

student through the correct response. Examples of indirect verbal

instructions found in Table 2, include saying, "Try another way" in an

assembly task (Close et al., 1978), "Say word" used to increase spelling

fluency (Matson et al., 1982), and "Try Again" in training computer-assisted

sight reading (Lally, 1981). For the studies cited in Table 2, the majority

of the verbal corrections were direct corrections. For example, Neef et al.

(1983) delivered descriptive verbal correction when increasing instruction

following; Reid and Hurlbut (1977) delivered direct verbal correction and

manual guidance when training use of a communication board; Smeenge et al.

(1980) presented a descriptive verbal correction following errors while

training an academic skill; and Wells et al. (1979) provided descriptive

verbal instructions to one group when training complex assembly skills.

Gestural error correction procedures have also been used, but rather

infrequently (i.e., < 1Z). Gestures have been used to to indicate a correct

response (Certo et Al., 1985), ZO identify errors (Close et al., 1978) or in

combination with other correction procedures such as a verbal model of the

correct response (Bucher & Keller, 1981).

No examples were found of the sixth correction type, pictures, described

by Falvey et al. (1980).. However, other types of error correction occured

such as positive practice (e.g. Carey & Bucher, 1981, 1983; Luiselli & Rice,

1983; Matson et al., 1982). In addition, 21Z of the error correction studies

specified the use of other consequences for errors paired with the correction

procedures. For example, a mild verbal reprimand followed by a correction

procedure (e.g., Entrikin, York, & Brown, 1977; Handleman & Harris, 1980;

Huguenin, 1985; Keller & Bucher, 1980). Bream and Poling (1983) provided a

5 1
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10-sec. timeout procedure followed by presentation of the SD and model of

correct response. Palyo, Cooke, Schuler, and Apolloni (1979) presented a loud

"No" and a limited in-seat timeout followed by presentation of a taped correct

response.

As stated previously, the majority (53%) of studies used a combination of

correction procedures contingent on students' errors. Occasionally,

experimenters specified different correction options, and delivery of an

option was based on trainer discretion (e.g. Bellamy, et al., 1975; Certo, et

al., 1985).

Results

Effectiveness

All of the studies identified as error correction investigations reported

effectiveness data. The majority (79%) of the studies taught the target

behavior to criterion. The remaining studies either (a) demonstrated mixed

results (e.g., reaching criterion for some students but not others, for

example, Hanley-Maxwell et al. 119821 taught reading skills to six students

and four met criterion but two only improved performance over baseline levels)

or (b) the authots did not train to criterion (Lally [1981) conducted a four

week training program for computer-assisted sight reading).

Although the majority of studies reported data demonstrating the

effectiveness of error correction as an instructional strategy, 27%

manipulated an instructional variable resulting in some comparative data.

These variables included (a) environmental manipulations such as group versus

individual training (Alberto, et al., 1980), 10-trial versus 30-trial

presentation (Lehr, 1985), and varying the number of trainers and settings

(Lowther Si Martin, 1980); (b) stimulus variation, Hundert (1981) compared

1

1
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single stimulus versus multiple stimulus training of manual signs, and Sisson

and Barrett (1984) compared results of oral versus total communication

training; or (c) post response aanipulatioas, Close et al. (1978) compared

effectiveness and efficiency of six types of error correction procedures,

Matson et al. (1982) compared positive practice versus postive practice plus

reinforcement, and Walls et al. (1979) compared efficiency of four types of

error correction prompts. In all of the parametric studies, error correction

was the only strategy used.

Efficiency,

Efficiency data isuch as total training time, number of sessions, number

of trials to criterion, and total number of errors was reported in 56% of the

studies. The most frequently reported efficiency data were the number of

sessions to riterion (572) followed by trials to criterion (382). Sone

studies reported more than one efficiency measure. Bream and Poling (1983)

reported sessions to criterion and total training time in their first

experiment, and Trace et al. (1977) reported sessions, number of errors, and

total training time. Anectdotal statements were also noted; for example, Foxx

(1984) states that the length of each session decreased as negative

reinforcement intervention occurred. The efficiency measures of each study

reporting this data can be found in Table 1.

Summary

Based upon the literature reviewed, the following statements can be made.

The population selected for training in the error correction studies
demonstrated a wide range of variance in both chronological age and
handicapping conditions.

Error correction was used to teach a wide range of behaviors, however,
the majority (782) of studies reviewed taught discrete reponses.
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The type of error correction procedure selected was dependent upon the
population and behavior being trained. The majority (532) delivered a
combination of correction types contingent on student errors.

The majority of error cor-ection studies reported that the procedure was
effective in training a wide range of behaviors to students with a
variety of handicaps.

Efficiency data were reported inconsistently across studies. The
majority reported total number of sessions and/or trials to criterion.

The current literature cannot be used to establish the relative efficacy
of one error correction procedure over others.

Reinforcement for correct responses combined with error correction
appears to be more effective that reinforcement alone or error correction
alone.

Comparisons of the effectiveness and efficiency of different types of
error correction and error correction to other instructional strategies
should be addressed in future research.
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Antecedent Prompt and Test

Chapter 3

Patricia Munson Doyle, Mark Wolery, Melinda Jones Ault, and David L. Gast

Antecedent prompt and test is a means of providing additional information

about correct responses to students by presenting a prompt or cue with the

discriminative stimulus. The simultaneous pairing of the SD and the prompt

increases the probability of the correct response occurring. Because the

prompt is delivered prior to the opportunity t* respond (e.g. Wlery 6 Gast,

1984), it must be removed in order to determine whether transfer to the

natural S
D

has occurred. The studies described in this section meet two

criteria: (a) a single cue or combination of prompts that control the correct

response is provided rather than a hierarchy of prompts and (b) test or probe

trials without the prompt are provided rather than systematically fading the

prompt as training progresses.

The information supplied by the antecedent prompt may be a verbal

instruction, model, picture cue, or any combination of extra-stimulus prompts

(e.g., Schreibman, 1975). Bach type of cue may be further identified as

either a stimulus or response prompt. Becker, Engeimann, and Thomas (1975)

discriminated between stimulus prompts which provide the "essential aspects of

the task stimuli" and response prompts which "control the specific form of the

task response" (p. 25). 'In this chapter, the term antecedent prompt has been

used to identify both stimulus and response prompts. The antecedent proLApt

and test procedure is similar to other response prompting procedures (e.g.

antecedent prompt and fade, most-to-least, and graduated guidance) in that all

of these strategies present the prompt prior to the response; however, the

antecedent prompt and test is dissimilar because (a) a controlling prompt is



presented and (b) the prompt is totally removed on test trials rather than

being systematically faded.

The antecedent prompt and test trial sequence is shown in the flow chart

in Figure 1, and consists of experimenters presenting the discriminative

stimulus paired with the prompt. The student is then allowed to respond

followed by the experimenters' delivery of consequences for correct or

incorrect responding. At some other time, the discriminative stimulus is

presented without the prompt. A description of the subjects, settings,

behaviors, results, and experimental designs that were involved in the

investigations using the antecedent prompt and test procedure are shown in

Table 1, codes for information presented in Table 1 are found in Appendix A.

The behaviors and strategy specific information are shown in Table 2.

t; '4,
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agertive 2. Moral; training setting praise
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al. IMO
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Table 2 continued.

Citation Population
limber/Diateceis

Behavior
bee Type

Peterson et
al. (1979)

3 Mit
not

Socials

inter-

action

M

Radgenki

et al.

Rgrom
lang;

art c-

elation

M

gown&
Peer (1M)

3 IS bpress DS

Type of hoot and
Testing Procedires/

Criteria

Consequieces
Correct Itrnr

Responses Reopooses

I. direct VI
2. doge setting for

indigeakot
observation

praise

rent.

1. formai; NO in woo
2. final plugs NO vith

error correct ion
3. informal; NO. VI
4. tteet

praise

1.

label 2.
pict.

prowt trial/picture,
NO, MI PI
prcOe trial/picture,
8/VI

11# on prat,

to probe;

it+ as probe, V

to next propt

trial

11- on prang,
repeat prcept;
R- on prcbe,
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War et
al. Me

MM Ccea. Ch 1. NO
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eloping

praise NO

Schutt at
al. (1990)

2 RdIR Vont.; Cis 1. direct VI price to
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110 C0011091110011

Slap& II
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1 NISR Self-cares
body parts,
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Sindelar et
al. (19116)
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N/D YR.

HO,

repeat
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Citation Pot% lance Molar Dm el Prat and CONMence5
SaktdinalM5b3 1110 Type Testing Prccedees/ Correct

Criteria
Error

lesPenes Meese

Sleets t VI, VI3 611 C
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14 Social; OS 1. VI, PP 1/1 VI,
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*AP.
Id.
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laid et 6 NoN2 C. at 1. picture, VI 24 VI,

al. living; 2. tate task RO NO if needed

kus 3. practice; independentCI115)

riding test trials
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Behavior/Population

The antecedent prompt and test procedure has been used to teach a wide

range of behaviors across domains. The majority (76E) of the studies taught

discrete behaviors. Examples of those skills included expressive language

skills (McGee, Krants, & Nelannahan, 1984; Nelson, Peoples, Hay, Johnson, &

Hay 1976; Radgowski, Douglas, Allen, & LeBlanc, 1978), receptive language

skills (Iowan & Pear, 1985), language/academic skills (Gersten, White, Falco,

& Carnine, 1982; Gickling, Hargis, & Alexander, 1981; Koegel, Dunlap, Richman,

& Dyer, 1981; Sindelar, Bursuck, & Halle, 1986), community living skills (Lowe

& Cuvo, 1976; Welch, Nietupski, 6 Hamre-Nietupski, 1985), leisure/social

skills (Peterson, Austin, & Lang, 1979; Spangler & Marshall, 1983), daily

living/self care skills (Sarber, Wass, Messmer, Bickett, & Lutzker 1983;

Shapiro & Sheridan, 1985), vocational skills (Crist, Walls, & Haught, 1984;

Katz, Goldberg, & Shurka, 1977; Schutz, Jostes, Busch, & Lamson, 1979), and

motor skills (Hardiman, Goetz, Reuter, & LeBlanc, 1975). The studies teaching

chained behaviors included potholder making (Adkins & Matson, 1980), object

assembly (Crist et al., 1984; Katz et al., 1977), menu planning and grocery

shopping (Sarber, Halasz, Messmer, Bickett, & Lutzker, 1983), sweeping and

mopping (Schutz, et al., 1979), appropriate telephone usage (Smith & Meyers.

1979), and independent bus rid.Ing (Welch, Nietupski, & Hamre-Nietupski, 1985).

.The population chosen for intervention in the antecedent prompt and test

studies exhibited a wide range of handicapping conditions including students

with mild mental retardation (Sindelar et al., 1986) and extending to severe

and profound retardation (Peterson, Austin, & Lang, 1979), autism (McGee et

al., 1'84), physical handicaps (Hardiman et al., 1975), and learning

disabilities (Cooke & Apolloni, 1976).

7 t;
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Type of Prompts

The pype of prompt used appeared to be dependent upon the population,

task selected for training, and experimenter discretion. The majority (79%)

of studies used a model alone or in combination with another prompt. For

example, Brady and Smouse (1978) paired a model with a verbal direction and/or

a sign with physical guidance; Gersten et al. (1982) used simple declarative

statements and questions to present a model six times; Lowe and Cuvo (1976)

modeled a correct coin counting response while requiring concurrent imitation

nby the student. Examples of other prompts included direct and indirect

verbal cues (e.g., Hardiman et al., 1975), physical/kinesthetic prompts

(Nelson et al., 1976), and verbal instructions (Peterson et al., 1979). All

of these prompts provided information to the student as to the precise form of

the correct response.

Stimulus prompts, see Table 2, make the task easier for the student by

providing information regarding the "essential characteristics" of the task

stimuli (Becker et al., 1975). For example, Koegel et al. (1981), while

training a variety of language concepts, compared the effectiveness of

nonspecific or indirect verbal attending cues to a specific orienting cue when

paired with the Sp. In addition, Smeete and Kleinloog (1980) delivered a

variety of indirect verbal discriminative instructions prior to each task

component.

Test for Stimulus Transfer

With the antecedent prompt and test procedure, transfer of stimulus

control to the S
D is tested by providing trials without the prompt. These

trials were conducted in a variety of ways across studies. The most

frequently used format was the model-lead-test strategy which involves the

r'm

a
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experimenter demonstrating the correct response, alloying the student to

practice (often with the experimenter present), and requiring the student to

respond independently to the discriminative stimulus (Carnine 6 Silbert,

1979).

Olenick and Pear (1980) trained expressive identification of pictures and

provided prompted trials consisting of a model of the picture name and an

opportnnity to respond followed by a probe or test trial without the model.

When teaching counting aid coin summation, Borakove and Cuvo (1976) and Lowe

and Cuvo (1976) presented a model and required concurrent imitation by the

student, and this was followed by an independent test trial (i.e., the model

prompt was removed and the student was given the opportunity to respond).

Crist et al. (1984) delivered a model of an assembly task step and

instructed the student to perform that step (e.g., "Now you do it."). Each

training trial was followed by a test trial or opportunity to perform the

whole task indeperviently. When training students to assemble an electrical

outlet, Katz et al. (1977) delivered a model of the behavior and told the

student to "Do it." When students were presented with the task in another

setting, the experimenters removed the model and recorded the number of

completed tasks. Mansdorf (1977) began teaching matching concepts with the

experimenter modeling the correct matching response followed by a 10-sec wait

and presentation of a tAal without the model. Sindelar et al. (1986) taught

sight words by having the teacher model each word in the instructional set,

requiring students to imitate, and then providing three test trials without

the model.

Some studies did not remove the prompt during training sessions but

tested for stimulus control in other situations. One procedure was
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observational recording following training. For example, Hardiman et al.

(1975) delivered direct verbal primes in a free play session then observed and

measured engagement with, and skill in using, playground equipment in a second

session; Cooke and Apolloni (1976) delivered verbal instructions and models

for appropriate social interactions followed by observations for those

responses throughout the day; and McGee et al. (1984) modeled and required

repeated practice trials of assertive statements in a training retting, and

then observed and measured the frequency of assertive statements in a game

playing setting. Another procedure involved implementing test sessions

following training sessions. For example, Smith and Meyers (1979) conducted

test trials following two training sessions in correct telephone usage;

Gickling et al. (1981) trained sight word reading and then presented review

trials, omitting the antecedent prompt in sessions following training.

Radgowski et al. (1978) trained correct articulation of the *L" sound followed

by a posttest; and Smeets and Kleinloog (1980) trained three students to use a

pocket calculator, however, the antecedent verbal cues were not removed until

experiment 2.

Some studies stated transfer occurred; however, their descriptions were

not in sufficient detail to determine how it vas assessed. For example, Brady

and Smouse (1978) stated that once the initial S
D

"evoked the correct

response" the experimenter went on to a second behavior (p. 274). Koegel et

al. (1981) reported anecedotally that "some of the children were observed to

continue to respond successfully after the specific orienting cues were

withdrawn" (p. 196). In addition, DeHaven (1981) in phase I trained receptive

instruction following using a verbal prompt and model; in phase 11, a model

and verbal prompt for training one instruction and a verbal prompt alone for

7(1
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training the fourth instruction were used. The correct responses to

instructions trained with different types of antecedent prompts were compared

in generalization probes.

Consequences

_Correct Respondilm

The majority of studies using the antecedent prompt and test procedure

reported that praise was delivered contingent upon the occurrence of correct

responding during both training and test trials (e.g., Gersten et al., 1982).

The studies which tested for transfer in observational settings or in later

test sessions generally provided reinforcement in the training sessions alone.

Incorrect Responees

The consequences for errors varied across studies and in some cases

trainers differentiated between training and test trials. For example, Smeets

and Ileinloog (1980) used a verbal error correction procedure plus

demonstration of the correct response on training trials only. In other

studies, such as Adkins and Matson (1980), descriptive verbal statements

explaining student errors were given followed by physical guidance if the

verbal correction was ineffective. This error correction procedure was used

in training and test trials. However, only those correct responses occurring

without error correction on the test trials counted towards criterion. Some

studies reported that seudent errors in training produced a continuation of

the training trials versus going to a test trial (e.g. Olenick & Pear, 1980;

Rowan & Pear, 1985). As reported in Table 2, consequences for both correct

and incorrect responding were dependent upon population, behavior taught, and

trainer discretion.



Results

Effectiveness

All antecedent prompting studies reported that the procedure was either

effective in training target behaviors to criterion (e.g., Borakove & Cuvo,

1976; Crist et al., 1934; DeHaven, 1981) or increased the frequency of student

responding over baseline rates (e.g., McGee et al., 1984; Peterson et al.,

1979).

Although these studies reported data demonstrating the effectiveness of

antecedent prompting as an instructional strategy, 522 manipulated an

additional variable resulting in some form of comparative data. These

variables included (a) stimulus variation, e.g., Brady and Smouse (1978)

compared sign S
D

alone, verbal S
D

alone, to sign/verbal S
D

Crist et al.

(1984) compaved the effectiveness and efficiency of training complex assembly

skills using short, medium, or long task analysis, and Koegel et al. (1931)

compared performance during presentation of specific versus nonspecific

orienting cues; (b) post response manipulations, e.g., Olenick and Pear (1980)

compared different schedules of reinforcement on prompt and probe trials; (c)

pypes of antecedent prompts; and (d) environmental manipulation, e.g., Smith

and Meyers (1979) compared posttest scores following training of six groups in

individual or group instruction settings in addition to varying the type of

prompts delivered to each group.

Efficiency

Some form of efficiency data were reported in 522 of the studies. This

information included total training time (Grist et al., 1984; Lowe & Cuvo,

1976; Smeets & Kleinloog, 1980; Smith & Meyers, 1979; Welch et al., 1985),

sessions to criterion (Lowe & Cuvo, 1976; Wacker & Greenbaum, 1984), number of
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errors (Crist et al., 1984; DeHaven, 1981; Lowe & Cuvo, 1976; Olenick & Pear,

1980; Smeets 6 Xleinloog, 1980), trials to criterion (Fink & Brice-Gray, 1979;

Gersten et al., 1982; Roegel et al., 1981; Nelson et al., 1976; Rowan & Pear,

1985; Smeets 6 Kleinloog, 1980; Hacker & Greenbaum, 1984), and one study

calculated the median number of teacher prompts per 5-minute training sessions

(Peterson et al., 1979).

Summary

Based on the literature reviewed, the following statements can be made:

Antecedent prompiing has been used to teach a wide range of persons with
handicapping conditions.

This strategy has been used to train a variety of behaviors to criterion
and to increase performance of others. Both chained and discrett tasks
were taught; however, the majority of studies employed discrete
resporses.

The type of prompts used was dependent upon population, behavior, and
trainer discretion; however, in 792 of the studies, a model alone or in
combination with other prompts was used as the antecedent prompt.

The most frequently used test for transfer of stimulus control was the
model-lead-test, or a pretest-train-posttest format.

The consequences for correct and incorrect responding varied across the
studies and was based upon population and target behaviors.

No data were reported comparing antecedent prompting with other
instructional strategies. However, a slight majority of studies reported
efficiency data; trials to criterion was the most frequently cited
measure.

S.'
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Antecedent Prompt and Fade

Chapter 4

Melinda Jones Ault, Mark Wolery, Patricia Munson Doyle, and David L. Gast

The antecedent prompt and fade procedure involves the presentation of a

prompt presented with the discriminative stimulus. "A prompt is defined as a

cue that is presented with the S
D

and that serves to guarantee correct

responding" (Koegel, Egel, & Dunlap, 1980, P. 289). As training progresses,

the prompt is gradually faded out until the student responds to the SD alone.

This procedure has been reviewed and procedural descriptions have been

described In Striefel and Owens (1980) and Wolery and Gast (1984).

The antecedent prompt and fade studies reviewed here are similar to the

most-to-least procedure and the graduated guidance procedure in that prompts

are initially presented at the most intrusive level and assistance is

gradually decreased over trials or sessions. However, these studies differ

from those procedures in that the prompts are faded without using the

most-to-least or graduated guidance procedure. Studies are included here if

they do not have a hierarchy of prompts, specify a criterion for moving to the

next prompt level, or do not involve the immediate fading or application of

assistance based on moment-to-moment responding of the student. It is

possible that some systematic prompt fading was used in these studies, but in

the published report the procedures were not specifically described.

The prompt and fade trial sequence is shown in Figure 1 and consists of

the experimenter presenting the novel stimulus paired with a prompt which

controls the correct response. The student then responoe and the experimenter

delivers consequences for correct or incorrect responding. A description of

the subjects, settings, behaviors, results, and experimental designs that were
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Assess hereoisite Skills and identify leinforcers

Ifliminkaleiggip Specify Controlling Prompt, Specify Procedwres for Fading Prompts

1

Secure Student s Attention, Present Task Direction, and Immediately Present Controlling Prompt

Teach Next Skill in

Sequence

faitinue At

Neu Prompt Level

Figure 4.1 Flow chart depicting the antecedent prompt and fade strategy.
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involved in the investigations using the antecedent prompt and fade procedure

are shown in Table 1; codes for information presented in Table 1 are found in

App4mdix A. The behaviors and strategy specific information are shown in

Table 2.
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See Appentlx A See Appendix A Q s NO a mdel
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DS IP ful I physical
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rat io
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CIF cantinas
re i of orcesent
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9 1

verbal
rePt
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NO 3
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Citation POnviation

Number/Diagnosis

lehavior

Name Type

eirPhl 8

Callum;

(1985)

23 Pla Inmate
constrictive

play

DS

Oliver & Scott

(1991)
8 RR leapt. Id. of

hard/heavy

dialects

DS

O'Neill &

Dello
(1978)

1 S/P101 Sav chain

assembly

Ch

Resington &

Clarke

mean

2 SIIR

Aut

Nanual Signing DS

Rimer et al.

(1979)

4 hit

VI

Toy play DS

lincover &

Well
(1975)

10 Aut Motor imit./

recept. id. of

body parts/

diet vs. left

DS

Salistury et al.

(1978)

2 00 Manual signing DS

Salvia et al.

(1978)

1 Aut .Nanual signing OS

Schreibman &

Carr

2 BO

Sch

Answering

questions

OS

(1978)

TYpe of Prompt and Consequences

fading Procedurins/ Carted trror

Criteria Responses Responses

PP, fading 11/11 la RID

NO, faded prints cid praise, wi,
added distract:cat? tangible CRT repeat

out of 8 correct we !attic-

to next fading step than; PP

NO; I correct fade NO verbal and social FP or NO

min, edibles If to

progrese.

VR and FP

or NO

NO; fading N/D, A unprompted-praise, FP faded

edibles over time

prompted-praise

FP, faded over trials edibles CR/ 8/1)

FP, faded intensity and praise, edibles none

delayed presentation od

FircaPt

NO; fading In A or N/D In
FP, fade degree of

assistance

FP; fading N/0 received stimulus VII,

placed

hands at

side, TP

if

repeated

errors

MO: fading Nil) N/D 8/0

9 2
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Table 2 continued.

Citation Papist Ian bithavior lYpe of Propt and Cresegienats
lizberniagnosis Nome TYPe fading Pre:Ores' Correct krar

Criteria Responses Responses

Sternberg et al. 3 PR Oractive grow DS IP, fade lows of cadre! gain at first, 1,11

OM) VI motor isitation then praise anlya for improved
gem=

Vaolliervi let 6
t

hpressdrecept. DS
id. of lama!
sirs

NO; fading WO, A unprcopted We, FP faded
praise CIM edibles
V23 related - praise

%am et al. 2 SR Instructioe DS PP, faded umber of Praise,
(1971) fel loving prcarts given edibles CO
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Behavior/Population

The antecedent prompt and fade procedure has been used to teach expressive

language skills (Barrera, Lobato-Barrera, & Sulser-Azaroff, 1980; Clark &

Sherman, 1975; Remington & Clarke, 1983; Salisbury, Wambold, & Walter, 1978;

Salvin, Routh, Foster, & Lovejoy, 1977; Schreibman & Carr, 1978; VanBiervliet,

1977), receptive language skills (Roegel & Rincover, 1977; Oliver & Scott,

1981; Rincover & Koegel, 1975; VanBiervliet, 1977; Whitman, Zakaras, &

Chardos, 1971), imitation (ftegel & Rincover, 1977; Rincover & Koegel, 1975;

Sternberg, McNerney, & Pegnatore, 1985), vocational skills (Crouch, Rusch, &

Karlan, 1984; O'Neill & Bellamy, 1978), discrimination skills ( Deckner &

Blanton, 1480), daily living skills (Frank & Wacker, 1986; Marchetti,

McCartney, Drain, Hooper, & Dix, 1983), self-help skills (Rnapczyk, 1983), and

play skills (Murphy & Callias, 1985; Rincover, Cook, Peoples, & Packard,

1979). The majority of behaviors taught with this procedure have been

discrete tasks. However, three studies taught chained skills including

appropriate self-feeding (Knapczyk, 1983), street crossing (Marchetti et al.,

1983), and saw chain assembly (O'Neill & Bellamy, 1978). The population that

participated in these studies included persons with mental retardation

(ranging from mild to profound), autism, and multiple handicaps.

Fading of Prompts

A variety of prompts have been applied and then faded in these studies.

They include: physical prompts, verbal models, physical models, verbal

prompts, visual prompts, and a combination of two or more of the prompts

listed above. The majority of studies-Initially applied a physical prompt and

gradually faded the physical assistance provided as training progiessed

(Deckner & Blanton, 1980; Murphy & Callias, 1985; Rincover et al., 1979;
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Salisbury et al., 1978; Salvin et al., 1977). For example, fincover et al.

(1979) taught four autistic children to play with toys. They stated "for each

toy, a child was physically prompted through the topography of the correct

response, and the physical guidance was gradually faded over trials" (p. 225).

Uncover and Koegel (1975) and goegel and Uncover (1977) also initially

provided physical guidance but faded the assistance by delaying the delivery

of the prompt and decreasing the intensity of the physical prompt. Sternberg

et al. (1985) taught coactive gross motor imitation to profoundly handicapped

students by fading physical assistance using first handover-hand guidance,

followed by handoverelbow, and finally a touch prompt. Criterion levels for

progressing from one of these prompts to the next were not specified. Whitman

et al. (1971) faded physical guidance for following instructions by removing

assistance first from the completion of the task and "it was progressively

removed from other movements in the total response sequence in a reverse

fashion" (p. 285). Physical assistance continued to be withdrawn until the

student could perform the behavior in response to the verbal direction alone.

The next most frequently used prompt was a verbal model for teaching oral

responses (Barrera et al., 1980; Clark & Sherman, 1975; Schreibman it Carr,

1978; VanBiervliet, 1977). Clark and Sherman (1975) taught three adolescents

with mental retardation and four children from economically disadvantaged

backgrounds to respond orally with complete sentences to three forms of

questions. The experimenter stated the question, and then immediately modeled

the entire answer. Over trials, the model was faded by decreasing the number

of words modeled from the end of the sentence.

Physical models have also been used as prompts. In both the Oliver and

Scott (1981) and VanBiervliet (1977) studies, receptive identification tasks

(1 r

I.
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were taught by initially presenting a model of pointing to the correct object

and then gradually fading the model.

Verbal prompts were faded in the Crouch et al. (1984) investigation with

what the authors called, "the verbal training procedure of the verbal

correspondence training paradigm" (p. 273). Three adults with moderate

handicaps were taught to reduce the time they needed to complete a vocational

task. At the beginning of training, a coworker prompted the students by

telling them a few minutes before they were to begin work the specific times

they were to start and stop their jobs. These direct verbal prompts were then

faded and thej subjects were required to state by themselves the times they

would start and stop work. Finally, subjects were still required to state

start adn stop times but received reinforcement only when they actually began

and ended their jobs at the times they had started.

Frank and Wacker (1986) was the only study that faded visual or material

prompts. Four mildly handicapped children were taught to make purchases using

a number line, coin segments, and item segments. The authors state they used

a 5-step procedure to fade each of these prompts, but specific procedures are

not described.

The remaining studies used one or more of the prompts described above in

their fading procedure (Rnapczyk, 1983; Mtrchetti et al., 1983; O'Neill &

Bellamy, 1975; Remington & Clarke, 1983). Knapczyk (1983) for example, taught

a boy with severe multiple handicaps to self-feed appropriately by fading

manual guidance first and then verbal prompts.

Movement Through Prompt Levels

The studies reviewed here did not specify exact procedures for

progressing from one prompt level to another. Some of the studies did
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indicate that prompts were faded over trials or sessions (Clark & Sherman,

1975; Marchetti et al., 1983; Oliver & Scott, 1981; Rincover et al., 1979),

where others stated that as the students' responding progressed, prompts were

faded (Remington & Clarke, 1983; Salvia et al., 1977; Sternberg et al., 1985).

Remaining studies simply stated that prompts were faded and did not elaborate

further on the fading procedure.

Consequences

Correct Responses

Of the studies reviewed, three specify differential consequences for

prompted and unprompted responding. Remington and Clarke (1983) provided

praise plus food for correct responses following a model prompt and praise

alone for correct responses that were physically prompted following the model.

Sternberg et al. (1985) initially provided praise for both prompted and

unprompted responses and later in training only provided praise for unprompted

responses or responses which received prompts at a lower level of assistance.

VanBiervliet (1977) provided praise only for prompted responses, whereas

unprompted responses received praise plus a token on a CRF schedule of

reinforcement and edibles on a VR3 schedule. Other investigations only

specified consequences for correct responses and did not differentiate between

prompted and unprompted responding.

Error Res,onses

Studies which specified consequences for incorrect responding utilized

ignoring, verbal reprimand, putting through, time-out, and prompt and fade as

error correction. Koegel and Rincover (1977) and Rincover and Koegel (1975)

both stated that incorrect responses were ignored. Barrera et al. (1980) said

"No" following an incorrect response and Salvin et al. (1977) said 'No" and

AYE.-
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placed the student's hands at his/her side. Clark and Sherman (1975) and

Oliver and Scott (1981) provided t verbal reprimand and then gsve the correct

response following an incorrect response. In addition, if the student still

did not respond correctly, Clark and Sherman (1975) said, "No" and then

provided a timeout.

Several studies used prompt and fade procedures as error correction

(O'Neill & Bellamy, 1978; Remington & Clarke, 1983; Salvia et al., 1977; Van

Biervliet, 1977). For example, in Remington and Clarke (1983) if a student

did not respond correctly to a model prompt, physical prompts were provided

and then faded. Salvin et al. (1977) stated that the prompt and fade

procedure was reinstated if the student began making repeated errors.

Results

Effectiveness

The majority of the antecedent prompt and fade studies reported that the

procedure was effective for teaching the targeted behaviors (e.g., Crouch et

al., 1984; Kzegel & Rincover, 1977; Remington & Clarke, 1983). Two studies

reported mixed results of effectiveness in which sone students acquired the

behavior and some did not (Deckner & Blanton, 1980; Marchetti, 1983). Deckner

and Blanton (1980) used an antecedent physical prompt and fade procedure to

teach students to touch a panel containing 10 dots versus an empty panel.

Sixteen of the 21 students did not acquire the behavior. Marchetti et al.

(1983) compared a community group with a classroom group in teaching street

crossing using an antecedent prompt and fade strategy. The procedure was

effective for the community group but not for the classroom group.

Only one study reported that the prompt and fade procedure was not

effecti Murphy and Callias (1985) compared an experimental group with a

11" 11111111.11111111.
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control group for increasing constructive play. The results indicated that

seven out of 10 experimental students increased their constructive play, but

no significant difference occurred between the two groups.

Efficiency,

Nine of 20 studies reported some type of efficiency measure. These

included trials to criterion, sessions to criterion, number of errors, days to

criterion, minutes to criterion, rate of acquisition, and trial presentation

rate across conditions (Servers et al., 1980; Koegel & Rincover, 1977; Oliver

& Scott, 1981; Remington & Clarke, 1983; Uncover & Koegel, 1975; Schreibman &

Carr, 1978; Sternberg et al., 1985; VanBiervliet, 1977). The most frequently

reported efficiency measure was trials to criterion.

Summary

Based on the litercture reviewed, the following statements can be made:

The antecedent prompt and fade procedure has been used to teach students
with mild to to.profound mental retardation and those with autism.
Elementary- and secondary-agcd students were the most frequently used in
the studies.

The majority of behaviors taught with this procedure were discrete tasks.

Most of the studies employed physical prompts which were gradually faded.

These studies did not state procedures for moving from one prompt level
to the next prompt level.

Most studies did noi specify differential consequences for prompted and
unprompted responses.

The majority of studies reported that the procedure was effective in
teaching the targeted behaviors.

Few studies reported efficiency measures, but of those that did, trials
to criterion was the most frequently cited.
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Most-to-i.east Prompting

Chapter 5

Melinda Jones Ault, Mark Wolery, Patricia Munson Doyle, and David L. Gast

The most-to-least procedure or system of decreasing assistance involves

systematically fading prompts from those which provide the most assistance

necessary to emit a correct response to those which provide decreasing amounts

of assistance. A hierarchy of prompts is used in the procedure. Initially,

the most intrusive prompt is provided simultaneously with the novel stimulus.

until the student attains a specified criterion level. At this point, the

next less intrusive prompt is provided. The students continue through the

prompt levels until they respond to the novel stimulus without assistance.

This procedure has been reviewed and procedural requirements have been

described in Wolery and Gast (1984)9 Billingsley and Romer (1983), and Schoen

(1986).

The most-to-least trial sequence is shown in Figure 1 and consists of the

experimenter presenting the novel stimulus paired with a specified prompt

level. This is followed by the student's opportunity to respond and the

delivery of consequences for correct and incorrect responding. A description

of the subjects, settings, behaviors, results, and experimental designs that

were involved in the Investigations using the most-to-least prompting

procedure are shown in Table 1; codes for information presented in Table 1 are

found in Appendix A. The behaviors and strategy specific information are

shown in Table 2.
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Figure 5.1 Flow chart depicting the most-to-least prompting strategy.
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Behavior/Population

The most..to-least procedure has been used to teach daily living skills

(Colossi & Pollow, 1984; Cuvo, Jacobi, & Sipko, 1981; Kayser, Billingsley, &

Neel, 1986; Wheeler, Ford, Nietupski, Loomis, & Brown, 1980), expressive

language skills (Duker & Michielson, 1983; Duker & Morsink, 1984; Hindman,

Jenson, Walker, & Peterson, 1982; Luiselli, Colossi, Donellon, Helfen,

Pemberton, 1978), cognitive skills (Richmond & Lewallen, 1983), fixated head

turning (Dunst, Cushing, & Vance, 1985), and janitorial skills (Cuvo, Leaf, &

Borakove, 1978) to learners with moderate, severe, and profound handicaps. Of

these studies, seven used discrete tasks (Colossi & Pdllow, 1984; Duker &

)ichilson, 1983; Duker & Morsink, 1984; Dunst et al., 1985; Hinerman et al.,

1982; Luiselli et al.,

chained tasks (Cuvo et

Uses of the Procedure

Most of the studies reviewed used the most-to-least procedure alone

teaching skills; however, some used it in conjunction with another strategy.

In the Cuvo et al. (1981) and Cuvo et al. (1978) studies, the most-to-least

procedure was used in combination with the system of least prompts. The

most-to-least hierarchy was used for tasks that had been identified as

difficult or for steps in the chain which had a high probability of error

reponses. In Duker and Michielson (1983) and Duker and Morsink (1984), the

system of least prompts was used to teach manual signing; the discriminative

stimulus, however, WAS changed over trials in a most-to-least sequence.

Prompt Hierarchy

The prompt hierarchies used in these studies differ in the number of

prompt levels employed in each hierarchy and in how the prompts were faded.

1978; Richmond & Lewallen, 1983) and four employed

al., 1981; Cuvo et al., 1978; Kayser et al., 1986).
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The hierarchies included an independent level of performance and the number of

prompt levels ranged from three (Dunst et al., 1985; Rinermat et al., 1982) to

six (Colossi & Follow, 1984; Wheeler et al., 1980). Some aost-to-least

studies employed a full physical prompt at the initial level of instruction

and faded the amount of physical guidance given at each prompt level (Dunst et

al., 1985; Kayser et al., 1986). Kayser at al. (1986), for example, taught

eight students with moderate to profound handicaps to make a snack using the

prompt levels of full physical assistance, partial physical assistance,

physical prompt, gestural cue, and independent performance. Other studies

initially provided a model and systematically faded it (CUvo et al., 1981;

Luiselli et al., 1978). In the Luiselli et al. (1978) study, answering

questions was taught in the most-to-least sequence of the experimenter

modeling the entire answer, modeling the first half of the answer, modeling

the initial sound of the answer, and finally providing no model. Richmond and

Lewal1en (1983) stated that they faded a verbal prompt over four levels,

however the exact prompt hierarchy was not specified.

Colossi and Pollow (1984) faded both verbal prompts and teacher presence

in teaching students with severe handicaps to walk from the entrance of their

school to the classroom. Ihitial prompts consisted of the teacher stating the

full verbal direction, (i.e. "Walk to the classroom with hands down") and

assisting the student five-sixth's of the way to the classroom. Over prompt

levels, the teacher's verbal direction was faded as well as the distance from

which the teacher assisted the student.

The remainder of the prompt hierarchies used in the literature consisted

of providing more than one prompt at the initial level, and then at each

subsequent prompt level removing one of the prompts until the student
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responded independently (Cuvo et al., 1978; Duker & Michielson, 1983; Duker &

Morsink, 1984; Hinerman et al., 1982). For example, }lineman et al. (1982)

used the prompt levels of (a) task direction, verbal prompt, and sign model

(b) task direction and verbal prompt; and (c) task direction alone to teach

expressive manual signing to a student with autism.

Movement Through Prompt Levels

In order for students to move to the next level of prompting in the

most-to-least hierarchy they were required to attain a specified criterion at

the preceding prompt level. In the studies reviewed, students did not move to

the next level of assistance until they attained a specified percentage of

correct responses at a prompt level (Cuvo et al., 1981; Rinerman et al., 1982;

Richmond & Lewallen, 1983), a specified number of consecutive correct

responses (Calomel & Pollow, 1984; Cuvo et al., 1985; Duker & Michielson,

1983; Duker & Morsink, 1984; Kayser et al., 1986; Luiselli et al., 1978), or

received a level of prompting for a specified number of minutes (Dunst et al.,

1985). In the Dullest study, infants with profound retardation and multiple

handicaps were taught fixated head turning by the illumination of lights

contingent upon a head turn. One of the students received prompts which were

arranged in decreasing levels of assistance and included physically turning

the child's head to midline, prompting the child to lift his head off the crib

and initiate the turn, and providing contingent lights only. Progression from

one prompt level to the next occurred when the experimenter provided each

prompt for 5 minutes.

In addition to progressing to the next level of assistance following

correct responses, students were required to return to a preceding prompt

level following incorrect responses. If students made a specified nurber of
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incorrect responses (rolozzi & Follow, 1984; Cuvo et al., 1978; Duker &

Michielson, 1983; Duker & Morsink, 1984; Kayser et al., 1986; Luiselli et al.,

1978) or did not attain a specified percentage of correct responses (CUvo et

al, 1981; Richmond & Lewallen, 1983), they were provided with the preceding

prompt level. Although Wheeler et al. (1980) stated the use of "six kinds of

cues and correction procedures, arranged from most to the least amount of

assistance/intervention" (p. 109), the procedures were not defined and the

criterion for moving from one prompt level to the naxt was not given.

,Consequences,

Correct Responses

Consequences for correct responses were provided regardless of the prompt

level being used. These consequences included praise alone (Colozzi & Pollow,

1984; Cuvo et al., 1981), praise plus edibles (Cuvo et al., 1978; Duker &

Michielson, 1983; Duker & Morsink, 1984; Hinerman et al., 1982), edibles alone

(Kayser et al., 1986), praise plus tokens (Luiselli et al., 1978), and

illumination of lights (Dunst et al., 1985). Presumably, these consequences

were identified reinforcers for each student, although this was rarely

documented.

rError Responses

Six of the studies specified consequences for incorrect responses. Cuvo

et al. (1981) provided a verbal correction followed by verbal correction plui

physical guidance if needed for an incorrect response. Hinerman et al. (1982)

physically guided the student to form the correct manual sign 10 times after

an error. Contingent exercise was added to this procedure when training Was

in progress on the second behavior. Duker and Michielson (1983), Duker and

Morsink (1984), and Richmond and Lewallen (1983) provided a verbal reprimand
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plus additional prompts required to elicit a correct response. Colossi and

Pollow.(1984) provided physical guidance and verbal directions following an

incorrect response.

Results

Effectiveness

All of the studies reviewed reported that the most-to-least procedure was

effective in teaching the targeted behavior. Both Cuvo et al. (1981) and Cuvo

et al. (1978) stated that the students had rapid acquisition of sorting

garments and steps in cleaning a restroom, respectively. In two studies,

Luiselli et al. (1986) and Colozzi and Pollow (1984), a slight modification of

one of the behaviors being taught and modification of the training steps

respectively were required before the student reached criterion. Luiselli et

al. (1986) shortened the required verbal response for one of the questions

being taught. Following this modification, the student responded correctly.

Colozzi and Follow (1984) added additional training steps in order to raise

one student's responding to criterion levels.

Eiliciency

Efficiency measures were reported for nine of the eleven studies. Cuvo

et al. (1981) reported the percentage of prompt level use and training time

required to obtain criterion. Cuvo et al. (1978) reported the number of times

prompt levels were used, and Hinerman et al. (1982) reported the efficiency

measures of number of trials and days to criterion. The number of sessions to

criterion measure was reported in Duker and Michielson (1983) and Duker and

Morsink (1984). Colozzi and Follow (1984) reported the number of days,

average number of trials to criterion, and the amount of training per prompt

level. In Dunst et al. (1985), one infant was provided with decreasing

prompts and his performance was compared with infants who did not receive the

iir
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prompts. The authors state that the infant who received prompts learned

faster than those who did not receive prompts.

Kayser et al. (1986) compared a total task with a backward chaining

method in teaching ntudents with mild, moderate, and severe mental retardation

and autism to make a snack. Both of the methods were taught using a

most-to-least prompting procedure. Total task training and backward chaining

were compared on number of changes in levels of assistance and instructional

session time. Richmond and Lawallen (1983) compared a single trainer with a

dual trainer using the most-to-least procedure and evaluated them on the

number of training sessions, percentage of correct responses, mean rate of

correct responding, and trials to criterion.

Summary

Based on the literature reviewed, the following statements can be made:

The most-to-least procedure was used with students who have mild,
moderate, severe, and profound mental retardation and autism.

The procedure was used with students ranging in age from infants to
adults, but most often with elementary- or secondary-aged students.

Both chained and discrete tasks have been taught with this procedure.

The most-to-least sequence has been used to manipulate the SU while system

of least prompts was used for training.

The most-to-least procedure has been used in conjunction with system of
least prompts to teach more difficult steps or tasks likely to have high
error rates.

The number of prompt levels used ranged from three to six. The majority

of studies employed either three or four levels of prompts.

Most studies moved through prompt hierarchies by fading a combination of
prompts (e.g., fade both physical and model prompts).

Students were required to reach a specific criterion at each prompt level
before proceeding to the next level.

Most studies reported some efficiency measure.
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Szstem of Least Prompts

Chapter 6

Patricia Munson Doyle, Mark Wolery, Melinda Jones Ault, and David L. Gast

The focus of this chapter is on studies using an instructional strategy

of less to more intrusive extrastimulus prompts (Schreibman, 1974) in

facilitate acquisition of new skills. The term system of least prompts (SLP)

was used to refer to a hierarchy of cues beginning at the least intrusive

level (providing the student with as little assistance as possible) and

proceeding to the most intrusive level (delivering increasingly more

assistance) (Billingsley & Romer, 1983; Schoen, 1986; Wolery & Gast 1984). In

this hierarchy, the least amount of assistance should be defined as a prompt

most resembling the natural discriminative stimulus while the most assistance

cue should be the most artificial with least resemblance to the S
D

(SulzerAzaroff & Mayer, 1977).

In the literature reviewed, SLP was described as a strategy for the

transfereiug or shifting of stimulus control from the prompt to the

discriminative stimulus (Billingsley & Romer, 1983; Rosenbaum & Breiling,

1976; Wolery & Gast, 1984) and as an error corzaction procedure used to gain

instructional control by fading prompts (Ouvo 6 Davis, 1983). As a result,

numerous terms were used to describe the procedure. A few of those terms

include system of least prompts (e.g., Sedlak, Doyle, & Schloss, 082;

Storey, Bates, & Hanson, 1984; Wolery & Gast, 1984), increasing assistance

(e.g., Billingsley & Romer, 1983; Schoen, 1986), instructional interaction

model (Alberto & Schofield, 1979), instructional cue hierarchy (e.g.,

Hamre-PNietupski, Nietupski, Sandvig, Sandvig, & Ayres, 1984; Hill, Wehman, &

Horst, 1982; Horner & Heintz, 1975; Schleien & Larson, 1986; Stainback,

C
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Stainback, Wehman, & Spangiers, 1983), less to more assistance or

least-to-most intrusive (e.g., Cuvo, Leaf & Borakove, 1978; Giangreco, 1983),

the least assistance technique (O'Brien & Azrin, 1972), least-to-most prompt

correction for errors (Gaule, Nietupski, & Certo, 1985), correction procedure

for wrong answers (Hurlbut, Iwata, & Green, 1982), and levels of assistance

feedback (e.g., Vogelsberg & Rusch, 1979). A complete list of the terms used

to describe the procedure are shown in Table 1.

Wolery and Gast (1984) suggest four basic guidelines for implementing

SLP. First, the natural discriminative stimulus should be presented at each

prompt level. Second, the trainer delivers increasingly more information

contingent upon student error or no response. Third, a constant response

interval (often 5-10 sec) (Billingsley & Romer, 1983) is inserted between the

prompt levels which allows the student time to emit an independent response

(Lent & Mclean, 1976). Fourth, Wolery and Gast suggest that all correct

responses be positively reinforced regardless of the student's response to the

least intrusive prompt (e.g., trainer dclivers reinforcement for correct

responses at all prompt levels). Consequently, a correct response at the

least intrusive level would be rewarded followed by an intertrial interval and

presentation of the nezt trial with the opportunity to perform independently.

An incorrect response would be consequated by proceeding to the next more

intrusive prompt level. This sequence continues until the student emits a .

correct response. The reinforcement of all correct responses may facilitate

the student's acquisition of the skill being taught; however, only those

responses occurring in the presence of the natural discriminative stimulus

alone count toward criterion.

mlok
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All response prompting procedures are designed to increase the probability

of correct responses, however, a disadvantage of each procedure is the

possibility that students will become overdependent on the selected prompts.

In SLP, this may result in the students delaying a response and thus receiving

prompts (Schoen, 1986; Falvey, Brown, Lyon, Baumgart, & Schroeder, 1980),

learning not to respond (e.g., the student becomes passive, allows the trainer

to provide a greater and greater amounts of assistance until a correct

response occurs, resulting in more reinforcement for errors than correct

responses (Glendenning, Adams, & Sternberg, 1983), or learning to make errors

prior to reinforcement (Wcilery & Gast, 1984). If these situations occur,

modifications should be made to the procedure or another instructional

strategy should be used.

Although SLP may initially result in a low ratio of correct responses to

errors (Billingsley & Romer, 1983), it allows the student time to respond to

the discriminative stimulus occurring in the natural environment and one which

non-handicapped persons typically use when performing a particular behavior

(Falvey et al., 1980). In addition, the student is allowed to select the

level of assistance necessary for a correct response (Wolery & Gast 1984).

This process of student prompt selection termed "self fading" by Lent (1974),

may result in less training time spent in fading the prompts, facilitating

transfer of stimulus control. However, the initial error rate may be higher

than with other response prompting strategies such as the most-to-least

approach.

A trial sequence for the SLP is shown in Figure 1. A description of the

subjects, settings, behaviors, results, and experimental designs that were

involved in the investigations using SLP are shown in Table 2; codes for

information presented in Table 2 are found in Appendix A. The behaviors, type

and number of prompts, the specified response interval, and consequences for

student responses are shown in Table 3. 111)
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IAssess Prereolsite Skills and Idtatify Reinfarcers
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V
Teach Rext Skill in Sequence 1

Figure 6.1 Flow chart depicting the system of least prompts strategy.
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(1970 1.11.

Variable I - Label task direction; Variable 2 - label/function task direction

Kissel 1 If 25 PM PS klf
et a). t3 care;

11/9 S s
is

N. N s
4

ND

(19M) feeding
*i 1 Is

Edil V 5.4- SKR PS Lang.; i F. s 11/D N/9 CP

MOD IF 17.2 SS amid
sign

91 - VS Vl a 92
V3 ( 94
95 ( 96

Var)ab)e I - iconic stiaill; Variable 2 - abstract; Variable 3 - touch;
Variable 4 - non touch; Variable 5 - metrical; Variable 6 - watt:ice

Mai et al. 211 7-8 NM PS Lag. ; . N. S. P. F. A-11

(1978) IF manual

sign
9I,92 VI ( 92 T.

0/-
+

VI, 92
VI. 92

Variable I - Grcup training; Variable 2 - Indivilial training

taller & 6 WO Addle- II) Acad.; F. R/D A s

IMrn scents math VI ) 92 VI ( ) 92 PP

(1977) wens

Variable I - Calculator sequence: Variable 2 - Cceputation sequence
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Table 2 continued.

Cltatia) Pcgu latice
linter / lige/ Setting Behavior
alder Trs. anis

Effective- Efficiency Oestrali- Nainten-
BUS tenon awe

kelp1,
Ecostantareas 121 4-11 BD PS Lang;

(1984) 2 1 pro.,
prom
sentences

Variable 1 - Nord/1=W sequeece; Variable 2 - sign/vord prcapt sequence

4 1
92 )

- T

91

8/1 8 a
V2 ) VI

NOVA

loop et al. 811 18-54 22 IN Vocat.; + 1
t1993) 1? bike,

brake,
reel,
useably

Variable I - minim oriel reinforces:et; Variable 2 - Sociale phis edibles

1, T, I 2
92 ( 91

li/D WD AT

lagosercieo 31 14-19 22 IN Leisure;

et al. V FR duce
(19.4) !kills

/ - 1141 S. P =
4 1 -

lin IV

Livi & 3 9-11 lfd2 PS C.
ford If SKR i i wog;
(1985) toast,

SWIM
lunch

+ ii/D S a
+3

N/D PP

Lcbato I 11 13 SI2 CS C.
Tlaker living;
(1985) tad,

tooth
brushing

4 / - S 1/D 1/1) 8
VTD

Narchaet 14 4 1141 8-10 OD PS Leisure:
Mae Lotto

+ 1/11 S. lo .
- A

11,1) RP

(1979) 900



Table 2 continued. 129

Citation Population

Number I Age/ liar Setting lehavlor Effective- Efficiency lenerall- Nantes- Design

Gender Yrs. Weis :858 sation ance

Ibrdetti 27 lin 17-59 MR 111 C. 11/0 S a 11/1) a
et al. NW 1 1 v 1 Dv 91 ,f2,93 11,93,93

(OW se tee V3)92,91

riding

Variable 1 - Classroom setting; Variable 2 - Comity sattilya; Variable 3 - Pocilty/wounde setting

et al.
1984

Inger. II IN 30 N1 Vrcat.; 1141 11,Ag 1111

11 war-
visor
training

Name 75 Hilt ig kill 111 Can . 1/1) In V g a
et i'.. 33.9 SIR HMO; VI,V2,93 #

(MO) PNR slimier,

wardrobe,

titc6tstaad

saistenance

Variable 1 - Independent 512; Variable 2 - Standard SLP; Variable 3 - No training

Inkwell 91 16 - Nog PS Coto WS 5 3 g NB

et al. if 19 SIR CS living; 91,92 i s +

(19.4) grocery 91, V2 91, 92

purchase

Variable 1 S11011; Variable 2 - Flasigard

NI thug IN 16 SIR PS tatlieP; + NM T = KID ill

(19710 objects, VI, 92, 93 93 ) 91, 92
prePosit-
ions

9aciable 1 - Object training; Variable 2 - Preposition training; Variable 3 - Coject/prepositire training
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Table 2 continued.

Citation ?opulence

Gender Yrs.
Diat
=is

Setting Behavior Iffectiive- Efficiency Generali- Nainten-
lit ion ince

Design

Nietopski & 2 2244 SE 11 talons + 1,T LP. V. 11/1

Sabo& 3? me WU; 4 4

UM Nalle

Nietteold
et aI.
(1993)

41 19-21 Noilli

SR
PS C011.

1 iving;
grocery
shopping

4 5, if,
P/O

$ a
4

II a
4 / -

a

Nome 31 2-12 DB PS Moir; +/-VI 1/13 VD NM
(1994) 47 1. post- -72

gni -V3
2. Ain
3. patterns

O'Brien
(1978)
Variable 1 - 211 26-59 SR IN UMW. + 11, 11 NA Li A - I

57 concepts VI

Variable 2 - 31 5-54 IN #

V 11111 72

Variable 1 (Mors; Variable 2 - limbers, letters

Olden &
Ante
(1972)
beer. I II ill ia IN Self care; 4 E,199 Exp. 2 Da CR

31 SIR proper gi>V2 71(72 SI 4 m

mealtime e g N.

behavior 4

Variable I - Training; Variable 2 - Control

Panceofar & IN 9-19 SE PS Self
Bates 31 care:
(1985) WO

dispensor

S,Tz N/D NB

41- m

1 2 1)
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Citation Population

Nader / Pojs/ Ble4r Setting Behavior Effective.- Efficiency GeneTall- Nainten- Design

Gender Yrs. mists nes Vat i On Me

Pae Mir 41 22-42 PER el Com + a A,Ts Vs A-B

(1985) 4! Living; * *

fire

drill

lichen SY 2B-44 Nig 11 Se 1 f + 3, N NM N s le

et a). No111 lenstrual * 1 -

(1914) SKR Cite

Inseam& 11 12 SIR PS Acad.; S, N T s 1/1 NB

Inning PST reading + VTI)

(1976) coordiension

lynders 35 FIS3 BB PS be-

et 11. MI/ 1 cadmic + / - in KID N/1) GI

(1979) and 92)91
self care

*ills

Variable I - Augmented instruction; Variable 2 - Repeat Yuba! into/diens

Schiele:

et al.

(1911)

If 21 P111 CS C.
Living;

cooking

*Ms

Schleien

et al.

(1984)

iN IS SIR SS Leisure;

bowl,

sack

Schltieb &

Larson

MOO

21 27;29 SO CS Leilure;

gases at

rec.

center

Schleien

et al.

(1901)

21

IF

23-63 203

PNR

CS Leisure;

dart

game

* S 3, T 2 1/D NB

*

# N/D 1,Ts Vs
# #

S 90 SI NB

A,Ts*

NA) $ s N s NI

+ CC



?able 2 continued.

Ci taloa Pnuldite
Ikea / Art/ Slag- Sating kbavior Effective- Efficiency Sewall Sainte- Design

Coder Yrs. anis sem &Oise on

Secilak 1 11 19-19 S1M IN Ulm; S S, ? s 11 z ss
it al. 2 1! MLR video # a * a
t1982) Poe , 111=1=1= I Me

beets 3 I 7.8 - ME IN C. + VD 3 8 Post V
at al. 1 I 12 be I iv ing: PrIte
OM tie, +

assist-
ants

WA 6 2 9 n- AST IN C. # lin WO VD A - 3
hider 3 I' 0 living;
(1SS) *retie

*ills

Sows 1 1 2D ID CS Cia.
et al. living
(1979) bis

ride

*ears 1 11

et al.
(1981)

Spooner & 4 11

Henricksen 3 IP

(ISMS)

Staid** I N
et al. 2 IP

12 NR IS

16 - SlIR a;
22

23 PNR IN

41

C.
living;
indes.
travel

P/ SID 211) a
yrs

I mi Mi imMIN

Vocal.; S B 11/ 11/11

asseno1y a
skills

Rotor; # S S.?' As NI

three . *

t19831 exere i See



1

1

Table 2 cent iflued. 2.1

Castle Population

Insbsr I" NW

ender Yrs.

kat
nosds

Setting khavier

INNIS

Shay 2 I 21 - NUS CS Con +1-

st al.

(1984)

4 f 74 1011

SIR

Living;

coffee

purchase

Dam 3 II 12 - NIIR PS Cam
& Drams

CAC)
24 Noll livingn

laundry

*ills

Dicker & 5 II 15.6 - kW 111 Sal f +

krry 1 f 22.3 SE CAM;

(1N) 111?

NB

Warta
aid

van din pot 3 N 17 - kg PS Cow
et al.

(1981)

22 living;

restaurant

skills

%welshers 2 11 17 - SR CS Com +/I

st al.

(1911)

1 r 21 Uving;

street

crossing

21 6 - PS Vast.; +

si al.

(1M)
2 f 9

skills

hiker &

Vogeliterg

(1965)

11 22 PIS CS War;
cruise

tale

+1-

Ifficiency Gensrall- hides- Desks

zatiea UN

$ S. N s IP

4 +

N/D S it II s NP

+/is +/-

WI 3 s V s 1111

1-2 +

11/11 S a

1/11 3 s 1 s

+ +

Nockor $ g g

VD NM WO

II

NI



Table 2 Mt &sued.

Citation Papa latiosMr W Dior Setting Novice Iffectivo- Minim Oman- Ishtar blip
Gandar Tn. Kele nation ace

Valle 7 1 19 - 111111 CS %eat.; + = 1 a 14 liAl a
et al. II P 49 NM tot 91 92 91 ( VI
(1919 MP I =

fit ( VI
P4

9arIable 1 cperations

40 6.2 -
ley 2 13. 6 PIM

1979)

Vadold & WO 4 - BD

Salletegy 16

(1970)

Won 3 If -
et al. 22

(1979)

RIO

%Men I 1 WV 16-33 111

et al. sa
(19111) 12WI 13-16

Venom 1 f 23 V
et al.
1159

%WM &

SS Sal f + WO S, P Tx
eare; + +

toi let
*ills

%NSA 2 - no pedalling

CS Social;
positive
tin
play

WV

CS Vocal.; WO 11 VA

training

SS leisure; In 14 VD
Meow
gons +1- WV 111 VD

Ili Leisure; + WS 3 WD

lit0t0 +

skills

T 2
A.

VD PP

WO

14

13

If

111111am & 3 II 19 - Vie CS Cam. + IL 11 P, S = II V
On QS) 3 IF 33 Mit living; 91 92 ( 91

apartment 92

EMBUS-
IIMM

VI lax 2 11 16 - PE 111 C. 1- 1/1) WI V = V
et a). 2 f 19 Hying;
MOO folly

dining



Tab! s 3
It I, I t-i. .;t1- 1-

129

CI tat ion ?collet ion
lksber/Diaposis

Marla Pro*
'Wady

Roe ripe Seqiesce

Room 'tempted TIPe
Interval Corrects of Irmo
(sec) Reinforced Reinforcer

habitue 4
Sdilad-

Wolfs;
(1M)

SR Cook Ch 1. I/V1 (8) RID

living; 2. SD, ND
grcceri 3. 8, VI
IIIC, 4. PP

X social present
praise nest

Prang
level

Alper 3 NIB
(198)

Voce ;
Rican

len

Ch 1. I/VI (SD) ID sec
2. Sierteral
3. SWinference
4. latexplasation
5. SWIdentifIcation

X social present
praise next

gold
level

Actin
et al.
OM)

01) Set f
care;
ems,
undress

Cis 1. (8) A

2. SD,
3. SD, PP

social
praise,
stroking

present
next

prcge
level

Dowd & I OD

Bricker
(19711)

Self
care;
sel f-
feeding

IS 1. I/VI (SD)
2. VI,
3. PP/prospt
4. 1P/mandate

10 etc. X edible present
nut
ProPt
level

See
APPeedix A

Ch s
diaieed
OS s
discrete

IVI s indirect erabic
mbal moral
instruct ion (sec)

VI s verbal
Instruction A s

s dIscrinie- anecdotal
sties 11/D s

stimulus not
s odd def !nod

C a gesture
PP s partial

physical
claimant ion

no at full physical
sanipulat len

It a error correction
I independent
CA gradated

Vidance

X s occurred
A is effeedbtal
111 s not
def ined
Rs s
correct
response

IR VII

fixed verbal
rat io reprimand
reinforce- PP s fuH
meat physical

s VI

variable verbal
ratio instruc-
reinforce- ties
menet s
CIS model

cantle- SR s no
uces rein- reeponse
format
RID s not
Let ined
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Tabl 3 continued.

Citation Potation %evict kart awns Prwted le

Ihnta/Ditioolls Illerarrhy Intern! Corrects of errors
Nm VI SW= (es) he Wigton leinfcccer

Wes & 1 PIM Lang. OS 1. I/V1 (SW 5 sec X social present

hannidln Mess; 2. PI/directloas praise, nest

(10) libel s. VI. ID pennles at secapt
Dm 4. VI, VI/direct, 103 end of level

gm

lellif & 5 NM Coo DS I. I/PI (SD) VD WI) social present
bitters ED Wing; 2. ND praise, next
(1%15) rote cant, 3. IP/prising =pinnate, Runt

cant poiats level
money

keen 8 IS Social; DS 1. I/V1 (SD) 3 sec X social present
et al. Auf positive 2. IVI praise next
(1985) a intents- S. VI prcopt

tic* 4. C level
5. PP
6. IP

Brooder 8 MR Cco. Ch I. 1/VI (SD) 5 sec Differential social present
et al. Bog 1 lir leg; 2. VI reinformat praise next
(1984) 92 laundry, 3. C, en einivalent Prompt

Phan, 4. NO ift of i+ inuring level

cooking it less intrusive

levels

Coco et al. 1 SNP C. Os VI WD WD praise present
(1981) living; I. 1/11 (S1)) next

ins 2. VI Prcle
riding 3. NO level

4. remedial

V2

1. 1/V1 (SD)
2. SD, Bo
3. SD, PP
4. SD, PP

Variable 1- clam= training; Variable 2- natural

Correa 3 51111 Rotor; DS 1. 1, object/ IC sec 11/D praise present

et al. PIIR reach, auditory next
(IN) vl gran) 2. II, auditory PM(

shill 3. PP, auditory lime!

4 . FP, auditory
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Citation Pcpulatice

Ructetilliagnosis

Behavior

Nan Type

Prue
llierarthy

Sequence

Innen
Interval

(sec)

Pivoted

Corrects

binfornd

TIP
of

leinforcer

Errors

Cronin &

Ono
(1979)

5 Roe Com
living;

sewing

skills

Ch 1. lillo kelp

L VI

11. VI, II0

4. VI, IP

5. VI, visual/

finished frond

5 eer In IR 4

praise,

star

present

ant

Rapt
level

Coo et al.

(1903)

7 &BR
32

Bator;

jLett.

run

Ch 1. IA° help

2. VI

3. VI, El

4. VI, FP

N/D 11/1) VD VS,

wont
next

roe
level

ORO tt al.

(1901)

5 NOB
ila

Coe.

living;

washer,

dryer

Cli VI

1. I/No help

2. VI

3. VI,NO

4. VI, PP

92

5 ex WO bneriptive present

praise next

prompt

level

l/conf rmat ion

2.

3. VI

4. VI,

5. VIM
Variable 1- prompt sequence II; Variable 2 -PromPt sequence III

Ono et al. 6 SO Vomit.; Ch 1. I/No help 5 sec SI VI, preset

(1970) clean 2. VI praise, next

rest 3. VI, SO I & 1 Prompt

rocas 4. VI, FP level

Siff), & I RR 'since: Oi I. 1/VICSD) KID !VD oppertu- present

Illetupski video 2. I/VI nity to next

(1905) game 3. VI, 6 continue prompt

4. FP gan level
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Table 9 continued.
11.1.1..,
Citation /Wake behavior Meet byer.fse Pral TIP

Wert Diagnosis Slaw* Intern! Corrects of Errors
Nam TYPe Stmentsge (sec) Reamed Reinforcer

biker & 3 MR langagel 9 PI 5 sec X praise, IR -
Nichielton MR mama! 1. lost-1east(9) edibles, present
(1983) site 2. 1/3 W did next

3. 2/3 W Prat
4. PP level
92
I. Nost-teleast Error-

(9) YR,

2. 1/3 NO IP
3. 2/3 IC
4. NO

V3

I. Nast-to-least
9

2. 1/3 C
3. 2/3 0
4.

Variable 1- wane 1; Variable 2 -Sequence 2; Variable 3 - sequence 3

Oder & 3 log Lug; DS 1. I/TI(9) 5 sec X praise, 1411-next

Noonan St UM i 2. VI, 0 received poet;
(1985) IC sign 3. VI, NO sanded error-

mends 4. VI, FP Wed physical
interrup-
tion

Met' & 2 DO DS VI 5 sec X received NI-next

knit* manual 1. Nost-least(9) eanded prat
(1984) sign 2. 1/3 PP object for
bp. I 3. 2/3 PP 10 sec error-

4. FP or drink VI,
V2 PP,

I. most-to-least
9

2. 1/3
3. 2/3 NO
4. EC
93

1. set-to-least

2. 1/3 C
3. 2/3
4, C

Variable I- sequncel; Variable 2-sequence 2; Variable 3-sequence 3



Table 3 continued. 133

Citation ?opulence khavior Pratt
Baber/Diagnosis Inwardly

Vane Type kquence

beam hafted
Interval Corrects
(sec) Reinforced

tie
of Errr 3

Reinforcer

Frew a ID MR lel f Ch 1. I/No help
WW1 /12 care; 2. 91
UM teeth, 3. NO

&odorant, 4. IP
hands

social
praise

present
next
Pavia
level

Variable 1 - artificial enviroreent/training; Variable 2 - natural/pneralluton

Frieduberg
Bartle
MTh

2 SIIR Vocat.;
stapl leg

Ch 1. I/VI (31)
2. verbal colas-

dice
of %TOWS

3. B. VI
4. SI, NO
5. print (IP)

11/D no rehire- present .

ars next
delivered mot
&ring level
training
trials

Sault
et al.
(1985)

3 NoNR Grocery
list;
locate,
purchase

Ch 1. I/NO (SD)
2. 91
3. VI, NO
4. 91, PP

NI If D racial,
verbal
praise

present
next
proxpt
level

Olangreco
(1M)

I 5112 Leisure;
photo
skills

(2, 1. 1191 MD
2. VI
3. O
4. NO
5. IT

5 sec WO "Nal
praise

intirrupt
error, VI

and
present
nest
Raft
level

Greer
et al.
(1955)
bp. II

3 31R

es
Social;
positive
Play

DS I. NO, VHSD)
2. PP
3. FP

10 sec X social
praise;
edibles

present
next
prcept
level

1 S
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Table 3 continued.

Make Population Behavior kept hewn Prespted IPPe
Saber/Diamosis illerarchy Interval Corrects of Errors

Hoe TYPe Sagiaace (sec) Reinforced Reinforcer

Ba lase4es 5 MIR Leisure; Ch VI NM ma positive present
& Cure acme 1. I/NO help feedtack nest
(1996) knot 2, %zeal, finished at no kelp propt

predict level level
3. Visual, picture

of kw to tie
4. Visual, card/

picture
5. VI, NO
6. VI, IP

Variable 1- faey steps !mem;

va
I. lillo help
2. VI, NO
3. VI, PP

Variable 2 - Difficelt steps seance

here-
Illetupski
et al. (1984)

2 II Leisure
tale
Playar

Ct 1. INI (1))
2. 8
3. PP
4. IP

MI 11/11 physical
praise,
aisle

present
next
Pratt
level

Raring
(1985)

4 MS
SKR

Social;
positive
WY

play

DS I. yr UM
2. VII, VI, NO
3. VI, VI, FP

Hi sec x
at all levels
except IP

praise present
next
rued
level

Rill et al.
OM

3 511R Leitures
piribe 1 1

play

01 1. I
2. VI
3. RI
4. G
L IP

10 sec X social
praise

prevent
nett
prcePt
level

limper &
Vanbold
(1978)

4 OD Social;
positive
WY Play

IS 1. I
2. NO
3. FP
4. camp=
fcc error

114 sitt play with
tot

present
next
level.
lose toy
at 4.

Burner &

reilits
(1775)

8 Nig
NM

Self care;
tooth-
brushing

.

Ch 1. I/No help
2. VI
3. VI, NO
4. VI, IP

5 sec X tatefts
*traitor
praise

present
next
level. PP
at 4th
level
fol lowed
by return
to I/
No help
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Citation Population Whaler

RUmber/Diagnesis

Noe

Propt

Bierarchy

11,0 Sequence

Response !tempted Type

Interval Corrects of Errors

(sec) Reinforced Reinforcer

Berner & 4 NoM1

WWI d se
(19123

Yccat.;
crimp, cut

electrical

4:imitators

Ch 1. IAio help 5 sec
2. VI
3. IM

4. IP

sp praite present

next

prompt

level

Varner et 3 MN %cat.;
al. Min comments

circuit bd

Ch 1. 1116 belp
2. VI
3. ID
4. IP

5 sec 1(D praise present

next

Plug
level

banter & 3

fella
(1976)

Vocat.;

cable

harness

Ch 1. I& help IVO

2. VI, IVI
3. NO

4.

NtO social present

palm, next

money at prompt

task con- level

pletion

bpp &

Itrvis

(1M)

6 SKR Log.;

usual sips

DS 1. I/VI(SD) 11/11

2. repeat VI(SD)
3. SI, VI
4. 9, NO
5. 9, PP

6. 9, IP

i tat) an present

of nut

correct preipt

response, level

social,

praise

Rupp et

al. (1986)

KID MR Lang.

recept./

express.;

Id.

pictures

DS 91

1. 1/91(311)
2. SD, G
3. S11,103

4. IP
92
1. 1/91(8)
2. repeat
3. VI
4. SD, NO
S. SD, PP

6. SD, PP

Variable 1- receptive training; Variable 2-expressive training

X

after
second RI

praise, Present

hold next

Pboto prompt

level

Burlturt 3
et al.

(1982)

Lang.; DS t . I/VI (SD) VD

manual 2. SD, G, NO

stgn 3. SD, 5, ..1 VI

4. SD, 5, 10, VI

IP

X

Janssen & 4 PNR

Oness

(1978)

Log;

recept. ld
IS 1. 1/VI(50)

2. NO

3. PP

NtD X

I and 193

only

social

praise

alone

at prcept

levels

social

praise

present

next

Kurt
level

present

next

pro:Pt

level

1
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Table 3 ecnatinued.

Citation Pteu Wins behavior Prcipt Response Rioted Type
lbeber/Diaposis Siam* Interval Corrects of Err=

Nice TVs So Algue (sec) Reinforced Reinfcccer

Diesel 1 PO Self-care; Cit 1. bib help 3 sec X axial 5 Aic
et al. feeding 2. VI pnise limn,
(1990) skills 3. VI, I, PP pesent

4. VI, PP mmt

Prwt
lesel

kM 9 SIE lag.; DS 1. I/V1(511) 5 sec X edibles, present
(1981) Manual 2. Sy NO andfor next

sip 3. S, PP social swig
4. SD, PP pnise level

bill it al. 3 bKR Lang.; DS 1. LeVI(SII) Trainer reinforce social present
(1978) mull 2. IS varied unpaged praise next

sip 3. 17 rumen correct Prole
interval only lerl
using
PTD

toiler & 6 ID &cadmic; DS VI II/D VD 11/0 present
Where sath 1. I/VI(SD) next
(1977) prOl es 2. 511,0 ()met

3. PP level
V2

1.01(9)
2. SD. KO

%friable 1- caculator sequence; Variable 2- mutation mews

buten- 14 DO Lang.; DS VI liD IVO WI present
Urns prepositice I. OUR) next
(1984) pronto 2. VI(partial ) mat

sentences 3. VI(full) level
V2

1. I1VI(S11)

2. VI(Partial),
Weise)

3. VI(full), KO
(sign), Favord)

Variable 1-vord/pmt sequence; Variable 2- siga vord/praast sequence

loop et 9 Voeat.; Cb 1. 1 IC set pm MID Present
al. (1990) bike, brake 2. VI next

reel 3. VI, 0 ercert
43551MDly 4. VI, FP level



Table 9 cootImnied. 137

Citation Poulenc§ Behavior Prompt

Number/Diagoosis liner*
Name Ve Sequence

Beams Prompted Type

Interval Corrects of Errors

(sec) Reinforced Beinforcer

Lagmarcitto 5 SI
et al. PIR

(1914)

Leisure;

dice

skins

Oi 1. I/essic 11/D

2. II

9. NO

4. 110

11/1) inter-

mittent

social

praise

present

next

Pre*
level

& 3 11122

ford (OS) St
Com living; Ch 1. 01
toast, 2. NO

snack, 3. FP

lunch

present

next

prompt

level

!Auto &

Plater

(19853

1 SER C. living; Ca 1. 1/No help 2 sec
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Description of Procedure

Populations

SLP was implemented with a diverse population. The chronological ages

ranged from preschool to adult and the handicapping conditions ragged from

borderline to profound mental retardation. Although Wolery and Gast (1984)

suggest that this procedure might be most effective with those students who

are imitative, most of the studies reviewed do not delineate prerequisite

skills for use of SLP.

A variety of the studies used SLP with preschoolers, 2.0-4.0 years of age

(e.g., Banerdt & Bricker, 1978; Correa, Poulson, & Salzberg, 1984; Haring,

1985; Noonan, 1984). Elementary aged students and adolescents also were

included in the SLP studies; they ranged in age from 5.0 years to 17.0 years

(e.g., Duker & Michielson, 1984; Freagon & Rototari, 1982; Rorner & Keilitz,

1975; Hupp & Mervis, 1981; Rosenbaum & Breiling, 1976; Smeets, Lancioni, &

VanLieshout, 1985; Wacker, Carroll, & Moe, 1980; Wambold & Bailey, 1979).

Adults, or those students 18 years or older, were used in 662 of the SLP

studies (e.g., Browder, Hines, McCarthy, & Fees, 1984; Cuvo, Ellis, Wisotzek,

Davis, Schilling, & Bechtel, 1983; Greer, Becker, Saxe, & Mirabella, 1985;

Horner, Werch, & Boomer, 1981; Richman, Reiss, Bauman, & Bailey, 1984).

The handicapping conditions of the students included diagnoses of mild or

borderline (e.g., Martin, Cornick, Hughes, Mullen, & Duchakme, 1984; Wehman,

Hill, & Koehler, 1979), moderate (e.g., Cronin & Cuvo, 1979; Kohl, Wilcox, &

Karlan, 1978), and severe and profound mental retardation (e.g., Bates &

Renzaglia, 1982; Friedenberg & Martin, 1977; Janssen & Guess, 1978; Mithaug,

1978).

Behaviors 1,1!
The behaviors selected for training varied across studies. Although SLP

is a versatile procedure used to teach a variety of discrete and chained tasks

(Wolery & Gast, 1984), approximately 672 of the studies reported teaching
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chained behaviors. The types of chained behaviors varied across domains

including leisure skills (e.g., Breen, Haring, Pitts-Conway, & Gaylord-Ross,

1985; Duffy & Wietupski, 1985; Merchant & Wehman, 1979), community skills

(e.g., Aeschleman & Schladenhauffen, 1984; Coon, Vogelsberg, & Williams, 1981;

Sowers, Rusch, & Hudson, 1979), self care skills (e.g., Asrin, Schaeffer, &

Wesolowski, 1976; Freagon & Rotatori, 1982; Kissel, Johnson, & Whitman,

1980), daily living skills (e.g., Cronin & Cuvo, 1979; Thompson, Bream, &

Fuqua, 1982; Williams & Cuvo, 1986), and vocational skills (e.g., Alper, 1985;

Spooner & Hendrickson, 1976; Walls, Sienicki, & Crist, 1981). This diversity

is also true of discrete skills. These include expressive language skills

(e.g., Duker & Moonan, 1985; Kohl, 1981; Konstantares, 1984) and receptive

language and academic behaviors (e.g., Zoller & Mulhern, 1977; Mithaug, 1978;

Rynders, Behlen, & Horrobin, 1979).

Prompt Hierarchy

Number of Prompt Levels

The number of levels found in the studies ranged from three to six. For

purposes of this review, the first level in the hierarchy was defined as the

presentation of the discriminative stimulus alone, and was referred to as the

natural cue (Wolery & Gast, 1984), no help level (Cronin & Cuvo, 1979), the no

assistance level (Spears, Rusch, York, & Lilly, 1981), and the instruction

only level (O'Brien & Azrin, 1972). The term independent has been used in

Table 3 to designate Level 1 when not otherwise labeled by the author.

The majority of studies (60%) defined four levels of prompts for teaching

a variety of skills such as cleaning restrooms (Cuvo et al., 1978), manual

sign production (Duker & Michielson, 1983), toothbrushing (Horner & Keilitz,

1975), grocery purchasing (McDonnell, Horner, & Williams, 1984), and soap

dispenser use (Pancsofar & Bates, 1985). Of the remaining studies, 12%

specify three prompt levels, for example, domestic skills (Liil & Ford, 1985),

appropriate mealtime behavior (O'Brien4 Azrin, 1972), and cooking skills
1 Arl
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(Schleien, Ash, Kierman, & Nehmen, 1981). In 16% of the studies, a five

prompt hierarchy was used, for example, leisure game playing (Nietupski &

Svoboda, 1982), independent movement (Walter & Vogelsberg, 1985), and

apartment maintenance (Williams & Cult°, 1986). Halasz-Dees and Cuvo (1986)

provided 6 levels of prompts in teaching a leisure skill activity.

As seen in Table 3, there is no correlation between the choice in number

of prompt levels and behaviors taught. However, studies teaching discrete

tasks tended to use fewer levels. Tor example, 75% of the studies using a 3

prompt level hierarchy, trained a discrete task rather than a chained task.

12mpt Types

Cuvo and Davis (1983) classify and provide definitions for the types of

instructional prompts found in the SLP hierarchy: 1) verbal instructions. 2)

visual cues, 3) modeling, and 4) physical prompts. This division of prompts

has also been described as the "tell, show, and touch or physical guidance"

procedure by Sulzer-Azaroff and Mayer (1977).

Verbal instructions, as descrit,..d by CUVO and Davis, occur in question

form as an indirect verbal cue (e.g. "What's next?" Cuvo et al., 1981;

Nietupski & Svoboda, 1982) or as a direct verbal description of the specific

behavior to be performed by the student (e.g. "Go make coffee." Breen et al.,

1985).

As seen in Table 3, a verbal instruction is typically used at the

independent level as the discriminative stimulus. This verbal SD may be

simultaneously presented with each succeedingly more intrusive prompt (e.g.,

in 16% of the studies). However, if the initial SD is simply the opportunity

to respond to another natural cue, the first prompt level will generally

include a verbal description or suggestion of the correct behavior (cf. Correa

et al., 1984; Romer & Uinta, 1975). A majority (65%) of the studies used

verbal instructions to provide additional information in the SLP hierarchy.

15t)
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Cuvo and Davis (1983) suggest that the use of verbal prompts in a majority

of the studies may be due to the assumed,lack of intrusiveness, the relative

ease with which it can be delivered and faded by the trainer, and its

occurrence in the natural environment.

Cuvo and Davis called the second type of instructional prompt a vimial

cue. These prompts may form a completed or partial visual representation of a

target response, for example, Cronin and Cuvo (1979) marked the stitch length

in the hem of a garment with tailor chalk, and Halasz-Dees and Cuvo (1986)

provided a finished macrame knot. Another effective visual prompt is a

gesture, such as pointing to an object in a manual sign production study

(Duker & Noonan 1985) or pointing to a task step in a leisure skills activity

(Hamre-Rietupski et al., 1984). As seen in Table 3, 242 of the prompt

sequences use a gesture as a prompt in the SLP hierarchy. When a visual

prompt is used it generally occurs at the second prompt level.

The third type of instructional prompt is modeling or direct

demonstration of the correct response by the trainer. Examples of modeling in

the SLP studies included demonstration of a correct step In a domestic skill

(Smith & Belcher 1985) and leisure skill (Wellman, Renzaglia, Berry, Schutz, &

Karen 1978). A large percentage of the studies (e.g., 70%) reported the use

of a model cue in the prompt hierarchy and 12% report the use of two or more

models in the sequence.

The final type of instructional prompt is a physical prompt. This prompt

is generally assumed to be the most intrusive level and to provide the

greatest amount of information to the student. The physical prompt was

presented in a variety of forms in the literature, e.g., hand over hand

guidance in reaching and grasping (Correa et al., 1984) and handshape of

correct math computations (Koller & Nelhern 1977). In 19% of the studies,

partial physical guidance was a specified prompt level, e.g., an orienting

prompt (Ras & Roll 1985), touch prompt (Wambold & Salisbury 1978), or ss

pa-
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one-third, two-thirds, three-thirds physical guidance (Duker & Michelson

1983). Physical prompts were used in 84% of the studies as the most intrusive

prompt in the hierarchy.

As shown in Table 3, the majority (66%) of the studies used the verbal

instructionimodel/physical guidance sequence in training. However, there are

many varlations in this sequence, e.g., indirect verbal followed by direct

verbal cues and pertial physical guidance followed by full or graduated

guidance. The addition of prompts to the verbal, model, physical prompt

sequence may result in increasing training time but it also may increase the

probability of correct prompted responses and reinforcement for the student.

Breen et al. (1985) used six levels including an indirect verbal cue at the

independent level, an additional indirect cue at the second level, followed by

a direct verbal .:ue, gesture, partial physical guidance, and full physical

guidance. In training basic photography skills, Giangreco (1983) used five

prompt levels: verbal task instruction, verbal prompt, gesture, model, and

physical guidance. No direct correlation was found between the sequence or

types of prompts and the target behaviors.

Prompt Interval

Wolery and Gast (1984) suggest that the third critical feature of SLP

should be the inclusion of a constant response interval following each prompt

level in the hierarchy. Based on information provided by the authors, the

time interval was not specified in 53% of the studies (e.g., Freagon &

Rotatori, 1982; Hupp 6 Mervis, 1981; Lagomarcino et al., 1984). Included in

this percentage are those studies which stated a response interval occurred

but did not report the specific time, e.g., "few seconds" (Azrin et al.,

1976), "waits" (Stainback et al., 1983), "all prompt levels followed by the

opportunity to respond 5.ndependently" (Wacker et al., 1980 p. 288). In

addition, a few authors referenced previous works which have specified the

interval but did not define it in their studies, for example, Coon et al.
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(1981) referenced Vogelsberg (1979) and Schleien et al. (1981); Schleien,

Certo, and Muccino (1984) and Schleien and Larson (1986) referenced Horner and

Reilite (1975).

Of the studies reporting a specific interval, a large percentage (482)

define 5-sec as the response interval including Horner and Reilitz (1975) and

Vogelsberg (1979). A 10-set interval was specified in 242 of the studies

(e.g., Alper, 1985; Correa et al., 1984; Rosenbaum & Breiling, 1976) and 142

stated that 3-sec interval was used (e.g., Breen et al., 1985; Spears et al.,

1981; Wilson et al., 1984). The remaining studies reported a varied number of

seconds ranging from 2 to 30-sec. This information is included in Table 3.

Consequences

Correct Responses

Based upon review and instructional model descriptions articles specific

to SLP (e.g., Alberto & Schofield, 1979; Billingsley & Romer, 1983; Falvey et

al., 1980; Schoen, 1986; Wolery & Gast, 1984; York, Will:_ams, & Brown, 1976),

positive reinforcement should follow correct responses at each prompt level.

However, this information is reported in only 482 of the studies reviewed.

Specific statements varied from study to study indicating that this had

occurred (e.g., "after each correct response, regardless of the level of

assistance" Freagon & Rotatori, 1982, p. 74). Browder et al. (1984)

reinforced "equivalent correct responses" and those which occurred following

delivery of less intrusive prompts. Raring (1985) and Janssen and Guess

(1978) reinforced correct responding throughout the hierarchy except at the

final physical guidance level. Marchetti, Cecil, Graves, and Marchetti (1984)

and Matson, Marchetti, and Adkins (1980) reinforced correct responses at the

independent level only, or following a prompted sequences of responses.

Movement from one prompt level to another following correct responding

usually resulted in a return to the independent level on the next trial (e.g.,

Noonan, 1984; O'Brien & Azrin, 1972; Van den Poll Wine, Page, Neef, &
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Whitley, 1981). This decision was also based on trainer discretion,

population, and behavior trained (e.g., O'Brien, 1978, reinforced at all

prompt levels but followed with next trial presentation at the preceding less

intrusive level).

Incorrect Responses

In SLP the consequences for errors or no responses at any level in the

hierarchy resulted in proceeding to the next most intrusive prompt level.

This occurred in 932 of the studies reviewed. Variations included

differentiating between errors and no responses; for example, Duker and

Michielson (1983) presented the next most intrusive prompt contingent upon no

responding and verbal reprimand ("no") paired with full physical guidance for

errors; Spooner and Hendrickson (1976) presented the next prompt for no

responding and hand over hand guidance for errors. In addition, some trainers

paired additional correction procedures with presentation of the next prompt;

for example, Giangreco (1983) interrupted errors, pointed out the original SD

and immediately presented the next most intrusive prompt; Kissel et al. (1980)

presented a 5-sec period of extinction followed by the next prompt level.

Very few of the studies described procedures used as consequences for errors

at the final prompt level. Horner and Keilitz (1975) and Tucker and Berry

(1980) state that resistance to physical guidance at the last level in the

hierarchy resulted in the next trial being presented at the "no help" level.

As seen in Table 3, 45% of the authors either describe their use of SLP as an

error correction procedure or this can be infered from their differential

consequation.of no.responding and errors (e.g. Duffy et al., 1985;

Friendenberg & Martin. 1977; Hamre-Nietupski et al., 1984; Nietupski et al.,

1983).
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Results

Effectiveness

All of the studies selected as $LP reported effectiveness data. In 852

of the studies the behaviors were taught to criterion. The remaining studies

either (a) demonstrated improvement over baseline rates (e.g., Correa et al.,

1984, improved the reach and grasp performance of 3 severe and profound

preschoolere over initial levels)* (b) reached criterion for some students but

not all (e.g., Horner & Unita, 1975, taught toothbrushing to stx students

but one left the study and the final studfnt did not meet criterion), or (c)

the authors did not train to criterion (e.g., Hupp et al., 1986, conducted 15

days of training in receptive identification of pictures and expressive sign

production).

Although the majority of studies reported data demonstrating the

effective ess of SLP as an instructional strategy, 262 of the studies

manipulated an instructional variable resulting in some comparative data.

These variables included environmental manipulatior. (e.g., training in the

artificial'versus natural environments, Freagon & Rotatori, 1982; group versus

individual training, Kohl et al., 1978), material manipulation (e.g., hand

compared to machine stapling, Friedenberg & Martin, 1977), and stimulus

variation manipulation (e.g. presentation of label SD only versus label and

function S
D

, Janssen & Guess, 1978). In all of the parametric studies SLP was

:he only strategy used.

,Ef f iciency

Efficiency data such as total training time, number of sessions, number

of trials to criterion, errors and/or number of prompts needed at each level

were reported in 532 of the studies. The most frequently reported efficiency

data were total training time or number of sessions to criterion (e.g.,

Bellamy & Butters, 1975; Cuvo et al., 1978; Giangreco, 1983). The number of

155 prompts delivered at each level was reported in anecdotal form, e.g., the
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number of prompts decreased over tasks (Cronin & Cuvo, 1979) and in more

specific form, e.g., total number of prompts for two experiments delivered at

each level (CUvo et al., 1983). Rosenbaum and Breiling (1976) also reported

that less training time was needed as students met criterion on reading

comprehension skills.

flummery

Based upon the literature reviewed, the following statements can be made:

There was no consensus among authors as to the term used to label this

instructional strategy.

The population trained in $LP studies demonstrated a wide range of

variance in both chronological age and handicapping conditions, with no

correlation between population selected and effectiveness of the

procedure.

The strategy was used to teach a wide range of behaviors both chained and

discrete, from all curricular domains. There was no correlation between

the behavior selected for training and the effectiveness of SLP in

establishing acquisition of that behavior.

Wolery and Gast's (1984) first guideline, presenting the independent SD

at each prompt level throughout the hierarchy, occurred in very few of

the studies (i.e, 142) as defined in the method sections of the

investigations.

The number of prompt levels and types of prompts found in SLP varies

dependent upon student abilities and characteristics of the natural cue

(Wolery & Gast, 1984). Following Wolery and Gaeta second guideline, all

trainers selected prompts which provided students with increasingly more

information contingent upon errors or no responses. The greatest

percentage of trainers selected four levels but this varied across

domains and populations resulting in no correlation between the number of

levels and the effectiveness and efficiency of the procedure. A similar

statement can be made regarding the types of prompts selected by the

trainers. Although verbal instruction, model, and physical guidance

prompts were used with the greatest frequency, a large number of
variations in the presentation and configuration of these prompts exists,

and those variations may be population, task, and trainer specific.

The constant response interval, Wolery and Gast's (1984) third guideline

(allowing the student a specific amount of time to respond
independently), was defined in some studies and implied in others. The

specific time was again dependent upon trainer discretion, resulting in a

range of interval times of 2-sec to 30-sec. A large percentage of

studies did not define this interval.

The fourth guideline suggested by Wolery and Gast (1984) was the delivery

of reinforcement for correct responding at each prompt level; about

one-half of the studies included this information.

156
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Based upon effectiveness data reported in Table 2, Si.P was an effective
instructional strategy for teaching a wide range of behaviors to students
with a variety of handicaps. The lack of specificity regarding the
response intervals, reinforcement procedures, consequences for errors, or
movement between the prompt intervals, may make replication of studies
impossible. However, there was no correlation between lack of this
information and the effectiveness of the $U strategy in training new
behaviors.

Efficiency data were reported inconsistently across studies. Data on
errors, responses by prompt level, and responses by prompt type are
variables that should be addressed in future research.
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Constant Time Delay

Chapter 7

Patricia Munson Doyle, Mark Wolery, Melinda Jones Ault, and David L. Gast

The constant time delay procedure attempts to transfer stimulus control

from a prompt to the designated novel stimulus by systematically varying the

interval between the novel discriminative stimulus and presentation of the

predetermined controlling prompt. The initial trial or block of trials begins

with the simultaneous presentation of the novel stimulus and the prompt (i.e.,

0-sec delay). Following this simultaneous presentation, the interval

increases to a fixed delay (e.g., 4-sec) and is unchanged for the remaining

instructional trials. The constant time delay procedure is different from the

progressive delay procedure in that the progressive procedure involves gradual

increases in the delay interval.

Reviews of the constant time delay strategy, procedural descriptions,

differences from other instructional strategies, and suggestions for future

use can be found inlillingsley and Romer (1983), Schoen (1986), Snell and

Gast (1981), Touchette (1971), and Wolery and Gast (1984). Constant time

delay has been referred to in the literature as "time delay" (Browder, Morris,

& Snell, 1981; Touchette, 1971), "modified delay cue procedure" (Mcllvane,

Withstandley, & Stoddard., 1984), "Touchette's 4-sec delay procedure" (Johnson,

1977), and most frequently as "constant time delay" (Kleinert & Gast, 1982;

Snell 6 Gast, 1981). For purposes of consistency and description, this

chapter uses "constant time delay" (CTD).

The CTD trial sequence is shown in Figure 1 and conoists of the trainer

presenting the stimulus, waiting the specified fixed delay interval, followed

if;ti
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by presentation of the controlling prompt. The students are reinforced for

correct responding prior to and following delivery of the prompt by the

trainer. Consequences for errors are delivered contingent upon the student

responding incorrectly prior to the trainer presentation of the prompt, and

responding incorrectly or not responding after the delivery of the prompt. A

description of the subjects, settings, behaviors, results, and experimental

designs that were involved in the investigations using the CTD strategy are

shown in Table 1; codes for information presented in Table 1 are found in

Appendix A. The behaviors and strategy specific information are shown in

Table 2.
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Behaviors/Population

Based upon the published literature, four studies were identified as

using CTD, (Browder et al., 1981; Johnson, 1977; Kleinert & Gast, 1982;

NIellvane et al., 1984). These four studies implemented cm with students who

were elementary age (Nellvane et al., 1984), adolescents, (Browder et al.,

1981; Johnson, 1977), and adults (Kleinert & Gest, 1982; Melvane et al.,

1984). The students had multiple handicaps, and moderate or severe

retardation. All subjects were males.

The studies which implemented CTD taught a variety of discrete language

or language related academic skills. Johnson (1977) taught receptive language

identification and simple flashcard addition problems in intermix (i.e., two

or more behaviors taught simultaneously to criterion). Kleinert and Gast

(1982) and Browder et el. (1981) taught expressive sign acquisition in

isolation (i.e., one behavior taught to criterion prior to introduction of a

second behavior); and Mellvane et al., (1984) taught a matching to sample task

in intermix using a modified time delay procedure. No chained tasks were

taught using the CTD strategy.

Controlling Prompt

Following the decision to use CTD, the teacher should select an

appropriate controlling prompt. Prompt selection is dependent upon the

students' skills and the behaviors to be taught. For example, if the behavior

to be taught is an expressive response and the student is vocally imitative,

the teacher would select an auditory cue (e.g., vocal model) as the

controlling prompt; if the task to be acquired is receptive and the student

wss motorically imitative, the teacher would select a gestural model (e.g., a

point or touch behavior).

1 '7 I

1

a
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Johnson (1977) taught receptive identification of animal pictures,

geometric shapes, and simple addition problems. The controlling prompt was

the experimenter pointing to the correct picture. Kleinert and Gast (1982)

taught manual expressive labeling of photographs of actual people, places, or

objects in the student's environment; a model of the correct manual sign was

the controlling prompt. Browder et al. (1984) transferred control across two

levels of controlling prompts in teaching expressive sign production. In the

initial phase of tbis study, the controlling prompt was a physical handshape

of the correct sign; in the second phase, a model of the correct sign was the

controlling prompt. Mcllvane et al. (1984) used a visual red light cue paired

with a food item in order to teach a matching to sample task with one pair of

subjects and used a model with two younger students.

Delay Interval

Initially in the CTD procedure, the controlling prompt is presented

simultaneously with the discriminative stimulus (i.e., 0-sec delay). On

subsequent trials, the interval between the stimulus and the prompt is

increased by a constant amount of time (e.g., 4-sec). Snell and Gast (1981)

refer to the CTD procedure as a modification of the Touchette (1971) delay

strategy. Touchette (1974) first described the use of a constant interval

between presentation of the discriminative stimulus and controlling prompt and

employed an interval of 4 seconds. Johnson (1977), Browder et al. (1981),

Kleinert and Gast (1982), and Mcllvane et al. (1984) all used a 4-sec delay

interval.

Movement Through Prompt Levels

The movement from the 0-sec delay to the final delay interval may occur

after a trial or a block of trials. This is a decfcion that should occur
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prior to using the procedure, and investigators differ in their decisions.

Touchette (1971) increased the interval following completion of one trial

while Kleinert and Gast (1982) increased the delay interval following a block

of 10 trials. Mcllvane et al. (1984) state that the initial delay was at

0-sec but on later trials the cue was delayed for approximately 4 sec after

sample presentation. Johnson (1977), prior to training receptive

identification behaviors, implemented a pretraining.session to establish a

waiting response. The student was differentially reinforced for waiting after

an S
D

for the delivery of the controlling prompt during an impossible

discrimination task. This was done by gradually increasing the delay interval

by 1-sec increments. After the student learned to wait 4 sec, training began

with a fixed delay of 4 seconds.

Browder et al. (1981) transferred control across two levels of

controlling prompts. Criterion for movement was based on both a given number

of trials and performance. In the initial phase at 0-sec delay, the

controlling prompt, a handshape, was simultaneously presented with an

imitative discriminative stimulus. Criterion for movement was 3 trials at

0-sec delay followed by Phase II, which paired a model controlling prompt with

the same imitative stimulus and the handshape prompt occurring at a fixed

interval of 4-seconds. The second prompt (handshape) was delivered contingent

upon the student emitting no response after delivery of the less intrusive

model prompt. Criterion for movement of the delay intervals of both the mocel

and handshape prompts in later phases was 4 consecutive correct responses to

the task stimulus, followed by .the delay intervals increasing to 4 and 8 sec,

respectively.
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Consequences

Correct Responses

In the CTD procedure, the student may respond correctly at various points

in the trial sequence. For example, a correct response could occur following

presentation of the natural discriminative stimulus and prior to delivery of

the controlling prompt. Johnson (1977), Snell and Gast (1981), Kleinert and

Gast (1982), define and identify this response as a correct anticipation;

Browder et al* (1981) label it as an unprompted correct response. An

additional correct response may occur following delivery of the controlling

prompt. Snell and Gast (1981), Kleinert and Gast (1982), and Johnson (1977)

identify this response as a correct wait; Browder et al. (1981) call it a

prompted response. Both of the above correct responses may result in delivery

of reinforcement; tokens and praise (Johnson, 1977) or an edible reinforcement

(Mcllvane et al., 1984; Browder et al., 1981). Only those correct responses

occurring prior 0 the trainers' prompt counted toward criterion. To

encourage increases in correct unprompted correct responses and the transfer

of stimulus control, Browder et al. (1981) manipulated the reinforcement

contingencies in later phases of training as the signed training stimulus

(e.g., food ) was delive'red only after the student emitted a correct

unprompted response.

Error Responsee

Snell and Gast (1981) and Kleinert and Gast (1982) describe three types

of student errors that may occur in the CTD trial sequence: non wait errors

(incorrect responses before presentation of the controlling prompt), wait

errors (incorrect responses after presentation of the controlling prompt), or

no responses. Johnson (1977) and Browder et al. (1981) identify and record

174
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errors as simply incorrect. Investigators liffer as to their use of

consequences for errors emitted during training. Johnson (1977) placed

incorrects on extinction (ignored the student for a duration of 30 sec).

Kleinert and Gast (1982) delivered a mild verbal punisher, No," removed the

stimulus, ignored the student for a duration of 10-sec, and then proceeded to

the next training trial. Browder et al. (1981) provided a handshape of the

correct sign contingent upon incorrect student responses.

Results

Effectiveness

Based upon results reported in the four studies, CTD was effective in

establishing the transfer of stimulus control to the discriminative stimulus.

Johnson (1977) stated the students' correct anticipations ranged in training

57-86%, 16-942, and 3-93% in training groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Browder et al. (1981) reported the student met criterion (i.e., 4 trials of

correct responses) on all 5 signs selected for training. Kleinert and Gast

(1982) reported that CTD was effective in teaching the six selected signs to

the student at 100% criterion. Mcllvane et al. (1984) stated that all 4

students met criterion of 1002 correct responses.

Efficiency

Efficiency data such as number of trials, number of sessions, total

training time, and number/percent of errors to criterion is presented in

various forms by the authors of the CTD studies. Kleinert and Gast (1982)

reported data for each sign taught in addition to the total number of trials,

training time, and number of errors to criterion. Mcllvane et al. (1982)

reported that both adults and one child student met the criterion in one

session, while the second child mei the criterion of 100% in 8 sessions.

Browder et al. (1981) reported the percentage of errors performed during

teaching, review, and baseline. In the Johnson (1977) study, the students'
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IIwait response was acquired in one 10 minute pretraining session. Sessions and

errors to criterion were reported.

II ,Summary

IIBased on the reviewed literature, the following statements can be made:

I/

* The population used in CTD studies demonstrated a wide range of variance
in both chronological age and handicapping conditions.

* All of the studies reported teaching discrete behaviors; no examples of

11
CTD being used to teach chained tasks were found.

* The use of a variety of controlling prompts reflected the dependency of

II

prompt selection on population, behaviors being trained, and teacher

discretion.

I/

* Initial acquisition of training items occurred in isolation and intermix
sessions. However, in those studies using isolation, student responding
in intermix was an integral part of the final performance criterion.

11

* All studies selected a delay interval of 4-sec; however, this could be

described as an arbitrary decision based upon successful demonstration of

its use in applied settings (e.g., Touchette, 1974 reported the original

I/

"four second delay").

* The criterion for movement from the 0-sec to the 4-sec delay interval was

1/ *

dependent upon number of trials presented and/or student performance.

The majority of authors in the review articles and investigations
provided rositive reinforcement for correct responses prior to the

1/
occurrence of the controlling prompt (i.e., correct anticipations) and
following delivery of the prompt (i.e., correct waits).

II

* Consequences for incorrect responses were delivered contingent upon
student errors: prior to prompt delivery (i.e., non-vait error),

following presentation of the prompt (i.e., wait error), or failure to

II

emit any response (i.e., no response). The consequences for student

errors varied across studies; however, a short period of extinction or
limited timeout has been suggested as an effective consequence in the

time delay procedure.

I/ * All of the studies reported that CIT was effective in training the

targeted behaviors.

1/
* All of the studies reported efficiency data in the form of trials to

criterion, sessions to criterion, total training time, and/or total

IInumber of errors.

176
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Progressive Time Delay

Chapter 8

Melinda Jones Ault, Mark Wolery, Patricia Munson Doyle, and David L. Gast

The progressive time delay procedure (PTD) involves the transfer of

stimulus control from a controlling prompt to a novel stimulus. It consists

of gradually fading the controlling prcapt by increasing the interval between

the presentation of the stimulus and the delivery of the controlling response

prompt (Snell & Gast, 1981; Touchette, 1971). Initially, the stimulus and the

controlling prompt are presented simultaneously for a trial or block of

trials. Based on participant responding or a fixed number of trials, the

interval between presentation of the stimulus and the prompt is gradually

increased in small increments (e.g. by 0.5 sec, 1-sec, or 2-sec increments).

The behavior is considered mastered when the participant can consistently

respond to the novel stimulus before the experimenter provides the prompt.

The PTD trial sequence is shown in Figure 1 and consists of the

experimenter presenting the stimulus, waiting the specified delay interval and

then providing the controlling prompt. Participants are reinforced for

'responding correctly before or after the experimenter provides the prompt.

Consequences are delivered for responding incorrectly before the experimenter

delivers the prompt, responding incorrectly after the experimenter delivers

the prompt, or not responding following the prompt. A description of the

subjects, setting3, behaviors, results, and experimental designs that were

involved in the investigations using the progressive time delay procedure are

shown in Table 1; codes for information presented in Table I are found in

Appendix A. The behaviors and strategy specific information are shown in

Table 2.
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Names of Procedure

The PTD procedure has been referred to in the literature as the delayed

cue procedure (Aeschleman & Schladenhauffen, 1984; McDonagh, Malvane, &

Stoddard, 1984), delayed prompting procedure (Bream & Poling, 1983; Touchette

& Howard, 1984), prompt delay (Luciano, 1986), anticipation procedure (Barrera

& Sulzer-Azaroff, 1983), delay procedure (Touchette, 1971; Walls, Raught &

Dowler, 1982), stimulus delay (Zane, Menden, Mason, & Geffin, 1984), transfer

of stimulus control procedure (Smeets & Striefel, 1976; Striefel, Bryan, &

Aikins, 1974), and most frequently as time delay (Browder, Mines, MnCarthy, &

Fees, 1484; Charlop, Schreibman, & Thibodeau, 1985; Goetz, Gee & Sailor, 1983;

Smeets & Striefel, 1980; Snell, 1982; Snell & Gast, 1981).

Behavior/Population

The PTD procedure has been used to teach language-related skills (Barrera

& Sulzer-Azaroff, 1983; Bream & Poling, 1983; Charlop et al., 1985; Luciano,

1986; McIlvane, Bass, O'Brien, Gerovac, 5 Stoddard, 1984; Smeets & Striefel,

1976; Smeets & Striefel, 1980; Striefel et al., 1974), visual discriminations

(Zane et al.,1984), chained tasks (Snell, 1982; Walls et al., 1982), responses

to auditory cues (Goetz et al.,1983) and cognitive skills such as mnemonic

training (Aeschleman & Schladnenhauffen, 1984), sight word reading (Browder et

al., 1984), and matching prices to coins (McDonagh et al., 1984). The

procedure has been used with students wbo have moderate, severe, and profound

handicaps. Of these studies, only Snell (1982) and Walls et al. (1982) taught

chained tasks using a delay procedure. Snell (1982) taught bedmAking skills

to adolescents with severe retardation, and Walls et al. (1982) taught

vocational assembly tasks to adults with handicaps. The remainder of these

studies involved a discrete behavior as the focus of the investigation.

1S4
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Intermix/Isolation Conditions

Isolation instruction refers to studies in which one behavior was taught

to criterion before another behavior was intrOduced; intermix instruction

refers to studies which taught two or more behaviors simultaneously to

criterion. Nine studies initially taught behaviors in isolation (Aeschleman &

Schladenhauffen, 1984; Bream & Poling, 1983; Luciano, 1986; HdDonagh et al.,

1984; Smeets & Striefel, 1976; Striefel et al., 1974; Touchette & Howard,

1984; Walls et al., 1982; Zane et al., 1984), and seven taught behaviors in an

intermix sequence (Barrera & Sulser-Azaroff, 1983; Browder et al., 1984;

Charlop et al., 1985; Goetz et al., 1983; Nelvane et al., 1984; Snell, 1982;

Walls et al., 1982).

Controlling Prompt

Prompts which have been used in PTD investigations to control the

responses of subjects included modeling, presentation of a visual stimulus,

presentation of an auditory stimulus, and physical prompting. Verbal or

verbal and sign models of the correct response have been used as the

controlling prompt to teach the expressive tasks of reading sight words

(Browder et al., 1984), spontaneous verbal mending (Charlop et al., 1985), and

picture labeling (Smeets & Striefel, 1976). Physical models such as pointing

to the correct card or modeling a response were the controlling prompts in

teaching receptive identification of pictures (Sweets & Striefel, 1976),

visual discriminations (Touchette & Howard, 1984; Zane et al., 1984),

instruction following (Striefel et al., 1974), and vocational assembly tasks

(Walls et al., 1982).

The presentation of a sample visual stimulus has been used to teach

intraverbal behavior (Braam.& Poling, 1983; Luciano, 1986). For example in
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the Luciano (1986) study, the experimenter presented the task direction (i.e.

"Tell me names of foods") and then presented the controlling prompt of holding

up a picture of a food. Goetz et al. (1983) also used a visual stimulus to

control a head turning behavior. Following the presentation of an auditory

cue (i.e. a sounding drum or maraca), the controlling prompt (i.e. a lighted

object illuminated from the same side of the subject's body as the auditory

cue) was presented.

The intensity of an auditory stimulus was used by Smeets and Striefel

(1980) to control the instructionfollowing behavior of three profoundly

retarded adolescents. Verbal instructions were targeted for training with

subjects who would compAy only when commands were presented in a loud voice

tone. The instructions were first presented in a normal tone of voice

followed by the same instruction in a loud voice which was the controlling

prompt.

Only one of the PTD studies used a physical prompt as the controlling

stimulus. Snell (1982) taught bedmaking using a combination of physical,

verbal, and model prompts. During the first 4 trials, the trainer gave the

task direction, a simultaneous'model plus verbal prompt, and then immediately

gave a physical plus verbal prompt for each step in the task analysis. On

subsequent trials the physical and verbal prompt was faded on a time delay

schedule and was used only as error correction after the eighth trial. The

author states that the physical prompt was used initially "to guarantee

attainment of the required quality" of each response (p. 146).

Delay Intervals

The controlling prompts in these studies were faded by using a variety of

delay schedules. All of the studies began training by presenting the
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controlling prompt simultaneously with the presentation of the novel stimulus

(i.e., 0 sec delay). Following this initial presentation, Bream and Poling

(1983), Luciano (1986), Smeets and Striefel (1976), Smeets and Striefel

(1980), and Zeno et al.(1984) increased the delay interval between the

presentation of the stimulus and the controlling prompt in 1 sec increments.

Browder et al. (1984) and Charlop et al. (1985) increased the presentation of

tht controlling prompt in 2 sec increments. The Touchette and Howard (1984)

study was the only investigation which increased delay intervals in 0.5 sec

increments. Three studies did not increase the delay in equal sec increments.

Goets et al. (1983) initially used a 0, 19.3 sec delay progression and

increased the delay by 1 sec thereafter. Snell (1982) increased the delay

initially by 2 sec, and then in I sec increments for the remainder of the

study. Striefel et al. (1974) first increased the delay interval by 0.5 sec

followed by 1 sec increments. Walls et al. (1982) was the only study reviewed

which compared delay intervals. Intervals which were increased in I, 3, and 5

sec increments were compared. Results indicated that the 1 sec delay produced

fewer errors, had the lowest training time, and had the earliest acquisition

of the three fntervals.

Some of the studies specified a limit on the delay interval at which

point the delay did not increase but remained the same for the remainder of

the study (Bream & Poling, 1983; Browder et al., 1984; Charlop et al., 1985;

Luciano, 1986; Smeets & Striefel, 1980; Snell, 1982; Touchette & Howard, 1984;

Zane et al., 1984). The interval at which point the delay was not increased

ranged from 2 to 10 secs.

I S
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Movement Through Delay Intervals

The process of increasing the delay interval was contingent upon

subjects' responding correctly to a set number of trials (e.g., Bream &

Poling, 1983; Luciano, 1986; Touchette 6 Howard, 1984) or was increased by

sessions or blocks of trials (Browder et al., 1984; Snell, 1982). In

addition, the delay interval was also changed (i.e., decreased) contingent

upon subjects reponding incorrectly. Following one or a specified number of

incorrect responses, trials were repeated (Bream & Poling, 1983), the delay

was decreased on the next trial (Smeets 6 Striefel, 1980; Striefel et al.,

1974; Touchette & Howard, 1984; Walls et al. 1982), or the 0 sec delay was

used on the trial following the error and the delay progression was then

reinstated (Browder et al., 1984; Sweets 6 Striefel, 1976; Snell, 1982).

An example of a study in which the delay progression changed contingent

on student responding is the Zane et al. (1984) investigation. In this study,

adults with severe retardation were taught international or community symbols.

The delay interval was increased by 1 sec each time a correct resonse occurred

up to a maximum delay of 4 secs. Following an incorrect response, the next

trial was conducted at the 0-sec delay.

Some studies in the literature used PTD but did not provide procedural

specifications (Aeschleman & Schladenhauffen, 1984; Barrera & Sulzer-Asaroff,

1983; McDonagh et al., 1984; McIlvane et al. 1984). For example, Barrera and

Sulzer-Azaroff (1983) taught expressive labeling of objects to autistic

children using a procsdure in which following a simultaneous presentation of

the object and the controlling prompt, the prompt was faded by "systematically

increasing the delay between the request for a response (locative question)
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and the presentation of the vocal prompt" (p. 383). Other specific

information on progression of delay intervals was not provided.

Consequences,

Corrects Responses

Two types of correct responses can occur with PTD. A correct wait, (i.e.

the subject responds correctly following the controlling prompt), or an

anticipation, (i.e. the subject responds correctly before the presentation of

the controlling prompt). Barrer& and Sulzer-Azaroff (1983), Charlop et al.

(1985), Luciano (1986), Smeets and Striefel (1976), Smeets and Striefel

(1980), Snell (1982), Walls et al. (1982), and Zane et al. (1984) ill provided

the same consequence for a correct response regardless of whether it was an

anticipation or wait. Some studies however, differentially reinforced

anticipation and wait responses. Bream and Poling (1983) provided descriptive

verbal praise and a token on a FRI schedule for anticipations, but gave praise

on a FR1 schedule and a token on a F13 schedula for waits. In addition,

Browder et sl. (1984) gave the subject 2 tokens for an anticipation and only 1

token for a correct wait. Touchette and Howard (1984) taught 3 severely

retarded children receptive identification of letters, words, and/or numbers.

Three schedules of reinforcement of anticipations and waits were studied. In

condition A, both waits (i.e., correct prompted) and anticipations (i.e.,

correct unprompted responses) received praise and a token on a CRF schedule of

reinforcement. In condition B, anticipation responses were reinforced on a

CRF schedule, while waits were reinforced on a F13 schedule. Finally in

condition C, anticipation responses received F13 reiniorcement, and waits were

reinforced on a CRi schedule. Results indicated that for all subjects, fewer

trials to criterion were required and the earliest transrer of stimulus
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control occurred when condition B was in effect (differential reinforcement of

waits and anticipations).

Error Responses

The studies which specified the consequences for incorrect responses use

verbal reprimands, timeout, modeling the correct response, or physically

guiding the subject through the correct response. Charlop et al. (1985) used

a verbal reprimand alone following incorrect responses, while Walls et al.

(1982) used a model only for incorrects. Barrera and Sulzer-Azaroff (1983)

and Luciano (1986) both used a 15-sec and 5-sec timeout, respectively. The

timeout procedure consisted of removing the stimulus and looking away from the

subject for a specified interval. Zane et al. (1984) and Touchette and Howard

(1984) used a combination of a verbal reprimand (i.e. "No") and a 10 sec

timeout during training. Four of the studies used a combination of verbal

reprimand plus the experimenter providing a model or putting the subject

through the correct renponse (Browder et al., 1984; Sweets & Striefel, 1976:

Smeets & Striefel, 1980; Striefel et al., 1974). When an incorrect response

occurred, Snell (1982) used a verbal reprimand, "No that's not how you make

the bed," followed by physical guidance of t's.e correct response and a 10-sec

tiMSOUt.

Results

Effectiveness

All of the studies reviewed reported that the progressive time delay

procedure was effective in teaching the targeted behavior. Three studies

reported that an adaptation of the procedure or a change of behavior taught

was necessary to raise responding to criterion levels. Charlop et al. (1985)

changed the task of spontaneous mending for one subject. Instead of

190
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presenting only one stimulus and having the subject mend, "I want ," both

of the stimuli rare presented at the same time and the subject mended for his

choice. When this adaptation was implemented, the subject met criterion in 28

trials. Smeets and Striefel (1980) adapted the delay procedure for one of

their subjects who was learning instruction-following. For this subject, on

one instruction, the delay interva. remained at 0-see until 10 consecutive

trials mere correct. At this point, the time delay intervals were reinstated

but a model was used simultaneously with the verbal instruction. The model

was then discontinued and the original procedure was used. This modification

was effective in ralszng the subject's responding to criterion levels. Snell

(1982) adapted the behavior that was taught to one subject. Following no

progress on the behavior of partially making a bed, the subject was

successfully taught to strip the bed; a behavior which was learned quickly by

the other subjects.

Efficiency

Efficiency data which have been reported in the literature include number

of errors, percentage of errors, number of trials to criteria, percentage of

unprompted responses, number of sessions to criterion, minutes of

instructional time, the point of transfer of stimulus control, response

accuracy, and rate of acquitiion (Barrera & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1983; Bream &

Poling, 1983; Charlop et al., 1965; Goetz et al., 1983; Luciano, 1986;

McDonagh et al., 1984; Smeets & Striefel, 1980; Snell, 1982; Streifel et

al.,1974; Touchette & Howard 1984; Walls et al., 1982; Zane et. al., 1984).
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Summary

Based on the literature reviewed, the following statements can be made:

The PTD procedure has been used with autistic subjects and moderately,
severely, and profoundly mentally retarded subjects.

The majority of the PTD studies were conducted with secondaryage
students or adults.

The procedure has been used most frequently to teach discrete tasks.

A model or a visual stimulus prompt were the most commonly used
controlling prompts.

Skills have been taught successfully in isolation and in intermix
instructional conditions.

Delay intervals are most commonly increased in 1 sec increments.

Most studies provided the same consequence for correct anticipation
orwait responses, but differential reinforcement of correct waits and
anticipations may be more effective and possibly more efficient.

Most studies increased the delay interval based on student responding.

Verbal reprimand and the experimenter providing a model or putting the
subject through a correct response were the most commonly used correction

procedures.

All studies reviewed reported the procedure as effective.

Most PTD studies reported some efficiency data.
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Naturalistic Teaching Strategies

Chapter 9

Mark Wolery, Patricia Munson Doyle, Melinda Jones Ault, and David L. Gast

The naturalistic teaching strategies involve embedding instructional

trials within the context of ongoing routines and activities, and include such

procedures as incidental teaching, the mand-model procedure, and naturalistic

time delay (Halle, Alpert, & Anderson, 1984). Investigations where the

independent variable was environmental arrangement and/or enrichment (e.g.,

Spangler & Marshall, 1983), differential reinforcement in the natural

environment (e.g., Miller & Sloane, 1976), modeling (e.g., Seitz & Marcus,

1979), peer-mediated interventions (e.g., Odom, Royson, Jamieson, & Strain,

1985), behavioral rehearsal, role playing, and/or socio-dramatic play (e.g.,

McGee, Krantz, & McClannahan, 1984; Strain, 1975) were not included in this

review. Although these procedures could be labled naturalistic strategies,

the focus of this review is on teacher directed instructional strategies

designed to transfer stimulus control from controlling stimuli to novel

stimuli. Likewise, investigations *here the naturalistic teaching strategies

were used only to establish generalized responding of targeted responses

(e.g., Hart & Risley, 1968; Carr & Kologinsky, 1983) were not reviewed.

Three naturalistic teaching procedures were analyzed: incidental

teaching, mand-model procedure, and naturalistic time delay; for additional

reviews see (Halle, 1982; Halle, et al., 1984; Hart & RogersAiarren, 1978;

Warren & Rogers-Warren, 1980; Warren, Rogersu4arren, Baer, & Guess, 1980).

With each procedure the environment is modified to prompt the use of the

target behavior, training occurs within the natural context and involves a

brief interaction between the teacher and student, and the responses result in

natural consequences. The trial sequences for these
MT
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three procedures are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3. With the incidental

teaching strategy, a trial begins with a student's initiation of a request or

Interaction. The teacher determines whether to use that initiation as a

teaching trial, and if so, focuses on the student and verifies the topic of

the initiation. At this point, the teacher determines what response is

desired from the student and what level of cue (attention only or attention

plus a verbal cue) should be provided to obtain that response (Hart & Risley,

1975). If the student responds correctly, then access to the requested

object, action, activity, etc. is provided. If the student does not respond

correctly, assistance, usually in the form of a model, is provided. Mith the

mend model stratagy, a trial begins with the teacher initiating a mend (task

direction) related to the student's focus of attention, and providing a short

response interval. If students respond correctly, then they are reinforced;

if they do not, then a model is provided. With the naturalistic time delay

strategy, the environment is analyzed to identify routines that occur

regularly (cf. )Ialle, Baer, & Spradlin, 1981). The routines are then assessed

for steps where instruction can be provided, usually a step where teachers are

currently providing assistance or not promoting independence. A trial begins

when tho student comes to the identified step, and the teacher delays the

assistance for a specified number of seconds. If students respond correctly,

they are reinforced and the routine continues. If students respond

incorrectly or wait for assistance, a prompt, usually a model, is provided. A

description of the subjects, settings, behaviors, results, and experimental

designs that-were involved in the investigations using these naturalistic

teaching strategies are shown in Table 1; codes for information presented in

Table 1 are found in Appendix A. The behaviors and strategy specific

information are shown in Table 2.

1
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Behavior/Population

The naturalistic teaching strategies were used primarily to teach

expressive language skills, such as vocal initiations (e.g., Halle et al.

1981), nounadjective combinations (Hart & Risley, 1974), compound sentences

(Hart & Risley, 1975), manual signer (Oliver & Halle, 1982), and general

expressive language skills (Cavallaro & Paulson, 1985; Warren, McQuarter, &

RogersWarren, 1984). Receptive language skills were targeted in one study

(McGee, Krantz, Mason, & McClannahan, 1983), and sight word reading was

targeted in another (Fabry, Mayhew, & Hanson, 1984). In one investigation,

various categories of social/communicative behaviors were taught (Peck, 1985).

Chained responses were taught in five studies (Halle et al., 1981; Hart &

Risley, 1974, 1975; Rogers-Warren & Warren, 1980; Warren et al., 1984), but

discrete responses were targeted in all studies except the Hart and Risley

(1975) investigation. In nearly all cases, the discrete responses were single

word utterances or expressive signs; the chained responses consisted of

phrases (e.g., Halle et al., 1979), sentences (Warren et al., 1984), or

compound sentences (Hart & Risley, 1974, 1975).

The students involved in these investigations were preschoolers

(Cavallaro & Paulson, 1985; Hart & Risley, 1974; 1975; 1980; Warren et al.,

1984), elementary-aged (Oliver & Halle, 1982; Schepis et al, 1982):

adolescents (Pabry et al., 1984; McGee et al., 1983; Peck, 1985), and young

adults (Pabry et al., 1984; Schepis et al., 1982). The most attention has

been given to preschoolers and adolescents or young adults in the naturalistic

teaching literature; less attention has been given to elementary-aged

students. Participating students included children with developmental delays

from economically disadvantaged environments (Hart & Risley, 1975; 1974; 1980)

2



and children of normal intelligence (Hart & Risley, 1980). Students with

language delays (Warren, et al., 1984), moderate mental retardation (Fabry et

al., 1984), severe mental retardation (Halle, Marshall, & Spradlin, 1979),

profound mental retardation (Halle et al., 1979), autism (Peck, 1985; Schepis

et al., 1984), apd a variety of developmental delays (Cavallaro & Paulson,

1985) participated in the investigations.

Type of Naturalistic Teaching Stragtegy

Twelve investigations were found that used the naturalistic teaching

strategies. Three studies used incidental teaching (Cavallaro & Paulson,

1985; Hart & Risley, 1974, 1975), four used the mand model strategy (Fabry et

al., 1984; McGee et al., 1983; Rogers-Warren & Warren, 1980; Warren et al.,

1984), two used the naturalistic time delay strategy (Halle et al., 1979,

Halle et al., 1981), and three used integrated strategies (combinations of two

or more of these procedures) (Peck, 1985; Oliver & Halle, 1982; Schepis et

al., 1982). Two of the investigations (Fabry et al., 1984; McGee et al.,

1983) that used the sand model strategy called it a modified incidental

teaching procedure. These studies are labeled as nand model investigations

because their procedures match the operational definition of the mand model

strategy more closely than the incidental teaching strategy.

Procedural Variations of the Naturalistic Teaching Procedures

Incidental teaching. The three incidental teaching studies all involve

some manipulation of the environment to promote use of the targeted responses.

Cavallaro and Paulson (1985) had teachers give smaller amounts of food at

snacks to increase the likelihood that children would request 'more food.

Certain materials were placed on a shelf that was within students' sight, but

was out of their reach in both of the Hart and Risley (1974, 1975)
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investigations. In these studies, the initial response interval after the

student initiation was 3 sec (Cavallaro & Paulson, 1985) and 30 sec -t &

Risley, 1974). If.no response or an unsatisfactory response occurred within

this interval, the teacher provided a series of increasingly intrusive prompts

(Hart & Risley, 1974, 1975) or selected a prompt that had a high probability

of being controlling (Cavallaro & Paulson, 1985). In all three studies, a

full model of the target response was the most intrusive level. All

incidental teaching studies involved preschool or early elementary-aged

students and targeted language responses.

Mend model procedure. Two of the four mand model investigations made

some manipulation of the environment. For example, Fabry et al. (1984) wrote

the targeted sight words on some of the tokens students received for correa

responses and appropriate social behavior throughout the school day; the mand

model procedure was used during token exchange. Rogers-Warren and Warren

(1980) provided materials and activities that would be of interest to the

students. McGee et al. (1983) and Warren et al. (1984) apparently did not

manipulate the environment. In the mend mydel procedures, the teacher

initiated the instructional trial (interaction). Fabry et al. (1984)

initiated a trial whenever the student attempted to exchange a token that had

a target word writtewon it; McGee et al. (1983) initiated a trial by asking

students whether they were ready to make a lunch, an affirmative response was

required from the student prior to the presentation of the wand; Rogers4larren

and Warren (1980) and Warren et al. (1984) initiated trials when students

focused their attention or were engaged in ongoing classroom activities. The

controlling prompt in the mend model studies was a model (Fabry et al., 1984;

Rogers-Warren 6 Warren, 1980; Warren et al., 1984) and a point to the correct
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object from a ulsplay of four objects McGee et al., 1983); however, direct

verbal prompting was also used in the Rogers-Warren and Warren (1980)

investigation.

Naturalistic time delay. Both naturalistic time delay studies (Halle et

al., 1979, 1981) employed some arrangement of the environment; specifically,

adult assistance that usually was provided for specific parts of routines was

delayed. The delay intervals used included 15 sec (Halle et al., 1979) and 5

sec (Halle et al., 1981). This interval must be of sufficient duration to

allow the delay to be discriminable by the students (Oliver 4 Halle, 1982).

In the Halle et al. (1979) study, a model was provided at the end of the

15-sec delay only after the delay interval alone was not functional; in the

Halle et al. (1981) study, a model was provided at the end of the response

interval if students did not initiate an appropriate language response. The

model was a controlling prompt for all students in both studies; however, one

student in the Halle et al. (1979) study required use of the progressive time

delay procedure.

Integrated naturalistic procedures. The integrated studies involved

combinations of procedures, although analysis of the various components was

not systematically investigated. The three integrated studies involved sone

arrangement of the environment. Oliver and Ralle (1982) and Peck (1985)

inserted delays in ongoing routines and activities, and Schepis et al. (1982)

restricted access to materials to instances where students' apparently

requested their use. In the Oliver and Halle (1982) study, a naturalistic

time delay was inserted into specific routines, and if no response occurred at

the end of the 10-sec delay, then the teacher provided either a model, direct

verbal prompt ("you need to show me the sign for ."), or a full physical
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prompt (i.e., molding the students' hand to form the manual sign). The

pronpts were provided contingent upon absence of the correct manual sign at

the end of the delay interval. Thus, the procedure was different from the

incidental teaching studies in that the student was not required to initiate

the training trial. In the Peck (1985) investigotion, teachers arranged the

environment to increase the probability of social/communicative behavior, and

then imitated or elaborated the students' responses when they occurred.

However, if a response was not forthcoming, a choice and indirect verbal cues

were provided to increase the likelihood of communicative behaviors. Specific

extra stimulus prompts were not systematically programned and implemented. In

the Schepis et al. (1982) investigation, three methods were used. If the

student was near the restricted materials shelf, the teacher waited 5 sec and

then provided a question prompt and/or a mend. The second method involved the

teacher providing mends and then a full physical prompt if a manual sign did

not follow the sand. The third method involved short instructional sessions

where teachers provided a variety of mends and full physical prompts that

required the students to use the targeted signs.

Consequences

Corrects Responses

Correct responsei in the incidental teaching studies resulted in access

to requested materials, objects, or assistance (Cavallaro & Paulson, 1985;

Hart & Risley, 1974, 1975). In the mend model studies, correct responses

resulted in praise (Fabry et al., 1984; McGee et al., 1983); continued access

to materials and praise (Rogers-Warren & Warren, 1980); and praise, continued

access to materials, and continued access to teacher attention (Warren et al.,

1984). In the naturalistic time delay studies, correct responses resulted in

205
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access to the requested objects and or assistance (Halle et al., 1979, 1981).

In the integrated studies, correct religions-4n resulted in teacher compliance

with the requests (Oliver & Halle, 1982), compliance with requests plus

imitation and/or elaboration of the students' behavior (Peck, 1985), and

access to materials and praise (Schepis et al., 1982).

Error Responses

Error responses in the incidental teaching studies resulted in the

presentation of more intrusive prompts (Cavallaro & Paulson, 1984; Hart &

Risley, 1974, 1975) and if errors persisted, access to the requested object

was withheld (Cavallaro & Paulson, 1985). Errors in the wand model procedure

resulted in cessation of the interaction (Warren et al., 1984), presentation

of a more elaborate mend and/or model (Rogers4larren & Warren, 1980),

presentation of a controlling gesture/ prompt (point) (McGee et al., 1983),

and presentation of a model but no praise (Fabry et al., 1984). Errors with

the naturalistic time .delay strhtegy resulted in access to the materials at

the end of the time delay interval (Halle et al., 1979), and access to the

materials 5 sec after the model (Halle et al., 1981). In the integrated

studies, errors resulted in a prompt and teacher compliance with the request

(Oliver & Halle, 1982), no systematic teacher response (Peck, 1985), and a

full physical prompt and praise for compliance with the prompt (Schepis et

al., 1982).

Results

Effectiveness

All of'the studies reviewed reported that the naturalistic teaching

strategies were effective in teaching t1 4 targeted behaviors. One study

reported that one of six students did not learn with the mend model procedure.
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(Fabry et al., 1984). Further, they stated the mend model procedure was only

partially effective with another student. Halle et al. (1979) found that the

naturalistic time delay procedure was effective with three students, but

certain modifications of the procedure were required for three students. For

two of those three, the addition of a model after the delay interval (i.e.,

similar to the constant time delay procedure, see Chapter 7) was sufficient to

produce learning. For the third student, a progressive delay procedure was

used and was effective. Interestingly, the three studentr, for whom the

naturalistic time delay strategy was effective had observed other students

being trained with the procedure. Although some investigations taught target

skills to criterion (e.g., Fabry, et al., 1964), most studies (e.g., Hart &

Risley, 1975; Peck, 1985; Warren et al., 1984) provided data indicating that

performance under naturalistic teaching conditions was greater than that under

baseline conditions.

Little maintenance data were reported, and when such data were collected,

mixed results or partial maintenance occurred with incidental teaching

(Cavallaro & Paulson, 1985), naturalistic time delay (Halle et al., 1979), and

integrated strategies (Oliver & Halle, 1982; Schepis et al., 1982). When

measured, the mend model procedure resulted in stable maintenance

(Rogers-Warren & Warren, 1980; Warren, 1984).

More attention has been given to generalization of behaviors taught with

naturalistic teaching procedures. Hart and Risley (1974, 1975) reported that

new langauge behaviors (e.g., new nouns, new compound sentences) appeared that

had not received training with incidental teaching. Furaer, as students

learned to perform certain language behaviors with teachers, they also

directed those responses to other children. Hart and Risley (1980) comparel

210
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students who had received a year of incidental teaching to two groups of

children who had not experienced systematic use of the strategy. One of the

comparison groups consisted of children from economically disadvantaged

environments (similar to subjects who received incidental teaching) and the

second group Consisted of children who were not economically disadvantaged.

The initial rates of talking and patterns of language IMO of the two

economically disadvantaged groups was similar. Over the course of the school

year, the amount of talking in the two comparison groups remained relatively

constant, but increased for children who experienced incidental teaching.

Further, the patterns of language use in terms of vocabulary and elaborate

language forme for the economically disadvantaged children became similar to

the patterns displayed by students who were not economically disadvantaged.

Halle et al. (1979) used naturalistic time delay and assessed

generalization across persons and across persons and meal times. Four of the

five students generalized across persons, and three of four generalized across

persons and settings.

Generalization of language skills taught with the mend model procedure

were assessed also. Fabry et al. (1982) found that four of six subjects

generalized sight word reading from the classroom to another room with another

adult. A fifth subjeet did not generalize, but after the sessions were

conducted in the clelsroom, the student began to perform in the generalization

setting. The sixth student did not acquire the responses, thus,

generalization performance could not be aJsessed. McGee et al. (1983) taught

students in the kitchen to receptively identify foods for making lunches;

generalization of the receptive skills was assessed by the trainer in daily

sessions in the dining room (i.e., another setting). Generalization occurred

211
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for both students. Rogers=Warren and Warren (1980) found that the sand model

procedure could effectively establish generalization of language trained in

isolated settings to the classroom. Warren et al. (1984) also documented

genralization of trained language behaviors across free play settings.

Schepis et al. (1982) used integrated naturalistic procedures to teach

students to use manual signs and assessed generalization to vocalizations.

Their results were consistent with earlier research on this issue; that is,

generalization from signing to vocalizations occurred with some students but

not with all. Oliver and Halle (1982) probed for generalization across four

routines different from those used in training. Generalization consistently

occurred in two of the four routines. No explanation was found for the

failure to secure generalized responding in the remaining two routines.

Generalization did occur across trainers. Peck (1985) also found mixed

generalization results.

Wiciencz

Almost no efficiency data were reported in the investigations using the

naturalistic teaching procedures. Cavallaro and Paulson (1985) reported that

Children who were imitative learned more rapidly with the incidental teaching

procedure than children who were not imitative. Fabry et al. (1984) reported

the number of teaching interactions (trials) and sessions to criterion. For

their six subjects these variables were correlated with IQ and Social

Quotients; the higher students' intelligence and social quotients, the fewer

the number of trials required.

Teacher Behavior

Seven of the studies trained and/or assessed teachers' implementation

and/or their ratings of the social validity of the incidental teaching

212
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procedure (Cavallaro & Paulson, 1985), naturalistic time delay (Halle, et al.,

1979, 1981), mend model procedure (Rogers-Warren & Warren, 1980; Warren et

al., 1984), and integrated naturalistic strategies (Peck, 1985; Schepis et

al., 1982). Training usually consisted of brief oral descriptions of the

procedures, models, role playing, and periodic feedback. The results of those

measures suggest that (a) teachers can implement the procedures with short

sessions of training, (b) teacher can implement the procedures with accuracy,

and (c) teachers rate the naturalistic procedures positively. For a

systematic approach to train perschool teachers to use incidental teaching,

see Mudd and Wolery (in press).

Summary,

Based on the literature reviewed, the following statements can be made:

The naturalistic teaching strategies were used effectively to teach
Expressive language behaviors to preschoolers and adolescentss; they were
used leap frequently to teach receptive language skills and elementary
students.

Students handicapping conditions included communication deficits, autism,
and moderate, severe, and profound mental retardation.

Discrete and chained responses were taught with the naturalistic
procedures, but discrete responses were more frequently taught.

Several variations of naturalistic teaching strategies exist including
incidental teaching, naturalistic time delay; the mend model procedure,
and integrated (combined) procedures.

Environmental modifications (e.g., restricted material shelves, delay
intervals inserted into naturally occurring routines) designed to prompt
the occurrence of the targeted responses were used in all investigition
except for two which employed the mend model procedure.

Correct responses resutled in natural reinforcers such as access to
requested objects and assistance, or completion of routines.

Efficiency data is collected infrequently in studies using naturalistic
teaching procedures.
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Generalization data were collected more frequently than maintenance data,
and when collected both types of data suggested mixed results.

Over half of the investigations include measures of teachers
implementation and/or value judgments relative to the procedures.
Teachers were able to implement the procedures given relatively short
training sessions, models, and periodic feedback.
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Stimulus Manipulation

Chapter 10

Melinda Jones Ault, Mark Wolery, Patricia Munson Doyle, and David L. Gast

Stimulus manipulation procedures involve the gradual change of

instructional stimuli in a systematic sequence. A stimulus is initially

presented in a form where the subject can respond correctly. This stimulus is

then gradually changed until the subject responds correctly to the target

stimulus. "The goal of stimulus manipulation procedures is to gradually shift

stimulus control from stimuli to which children can initially respond

correctly to naturally occurring stimuli without errors or with a minim= of

errors" (Wolery & Gast, 1984, p. 66). Two kinds of stimulus manipulation

procedures were reported in the literature: stimulus shaping and stimulus

fading. With stimulus shaping, the relevant dimension of the szimulus is

changed until the subject can respond correctly to the target stimulus. With

stimulus fading, some other aspect (irrelevant dimension) of the stimulus

(e.g. color, intensity, size) is added to the stimulus and gradually changed

until the subject can make the correct discrimination (Etzel & LeBlanc, 1979;

Wolery & Gast, 1984). Stimuli are changed in a systematic sequence of steps

and subjects move throuih the sequence by reaching a criterion at each step.

The trial sequence for stimulus manipulation strategies is shown in

Figure 1, and involves the presentation of the stimulus at a specific step in

a sequence. The participant is given the opportunity to respond and
&-

consequences are provided for correct or incorrect responses. A description

of the subjects, settings, behaviors, results, and experimental designs that

were involved in the investigations using stimulus manipulation procedures are

shown in Table 1; codes for information presented in Table 1 are found in

Appendix A. The behaTiors and strategy specific information are shawn in

Table 2. 217
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Behavior/Population

Stimulus manipulation procedures were used to teach visual discrimination

tasks (Deckner & Blanton, 1980; Irvin, 1976; Smeets, Lancioni, Striefel, &

Willemeon, 1984), responses to auditory cues (Goetz, Gee, & Sailor, 1983),

match-to-sample skiIls (Lancioni, 1983; Lancioni, Smeets, & Oliva, 1984;

Nalvane, Withstandley, & Stoddard, 1984), fine motor skills (Stoddari &

Gerovac, 1981), and cognitive skills such as receptive/ezpressive

identification of worth.; (LaVigne, 1977; Smeets, Hoogeveen Striefel,

Lancioni, 1985), and word construction (Mackay, 1985). All of the behaviors

taught in these studies were discrete tasks. The population involved in these

studies included subjects with mild, moderate, severe, and profound mental

retardation, autism, behavior disorders, and multiple handicaps. Ages ranged

from preschoolers to adults across studies.

Names of Procedures

The majority of the studies changed stimuli based on the relevant

dimension (stimulus shaping) and have been referred to in the literature as

brightness-fading (Deckner & Blanton, 1980), easy-to-hard procedure (Irvin,

1976), anagram training (Mackay, 1985), prompt fading (Smeets et al., 1985),

and stimulus shaping (Lincioni, 1983; Lancioni et al., 1984; McIlvene et al.,

1984; Stoddard & Gerovac, 1981; Smeets et al., 1984). Only three reviewed

studies manipulated an irrelevant dimension of the stimulus and can be

identified as stimulus fading procedures. These procedures were referred to

as fading (Goetz et al., 1983), stimulus fading (Lancioni et al., 1984), and

errorless training (LaVigne, 1977).
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Manipulation of Stimuli

In all of the studies reviewed, the instructional materials were

manipulated (e.g. Deckner & Blanton, 1980; LaVigne, 1977; Smeets et el.,

1985), or, in one instance, an added prompt was manipulated (Goetz et al.,

1983). Stimuli were changed from discriminations the subject could initially

make to the criterion target discrimination. Relevant dimensions which have

been manipulated in the reviewed stimulus shaping investigations included the

dimension of intensity (Deckner & Blanton, 1980), size (Irvin, 1976), shape

(Lancioni, 1983; Lancioni et al., 1984; McIlvane et al., 1984; Smeets et al.,

1985; Sweets et al., 1984), shape and position (Mackay, 1985), distance

(Stoddard & Gerovac, 1981), and number (Deckner & Blanton, 1980). For

example, Irvin (1976) taught 24 adults with severe retardation to discriminate

between the raised and flat sides of an axle nut. The size of the raised side

of the nut was initially increased to a height where the subjects could

correctly discriminate between flat and raised. The height of the raised side

was then systematically decreased until the subjects responded correctly to

the target stimei.

In the stimulus fading studies, the stimuli were manipulated on the

irrelevant dimensions of intensity of the brightness of light (Goetz et al.,

1983), size (Lancioni et al., 1984), and color (LaVigne, 1977). An example of

fading on the dimension of size when the relevant dimension was shape, was

presented in Lancioni et al. (1984). The experimenters taught 3 adolescents

with multiple handicaps to match a full-size object to a miniature of the same

object in a 3-choice format. Initially, a full-size object was presented and

die subjects matched it with an identical full-site object. Across trials,

II

_A-

mmag.
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the sample object was gradually decreased until the subject could match the

miniature to the fullsize object.

Movement through Shaving/Fading Sequence

In all of the stimulus manipulation studies, a specific criterion was

defined for moving from one shaping/fading step to another. In order for

subjects to move to the next step in the sequence they were required to attain

a specific percentage of correct responses (Deckner 6 Blanton, 1980; Goetz, et

al., 1983; LaVigne, 1977) or a specified number of correct responses (e.g.

Irvin, 1976; Lancioni, 1983; Stoddard & Gerovac, 1981).

In addition to progressing to the next step in a sequence following

correct responses, fiva studies specified prcnedures for returning to a

previous step following incorrect responses. Deckner and Blanton (1980)9

Mackay (1985), Stoddard and Gerovac (1981) and Smeets et al. (1985) all stated

that subjects returned to the previous step in the sequence following a number

of incorrect responses. In the McIlvane et al. (1984) study, subjects

returned to a previous step following incorrect responses and at the beginning

of each instructional session.

An example of movement through a sequence of steps is described by Smeets

et al. (1985). Eight adolescents with moderate retardation were taught to

receptively identify words. A stimulus shaping procedure was compared with a

stimulus shaping procedure plus a letter diicrimination procedure. In both

procedures, the width of the distinctive feature of the first letter in the 8+

word ias thickened. Following 10 correct responses, subjects moved to the

next step in the sequence which gradually decreased the width of the line. If

10 correct responses were not attained, the subject returned to the previous

step. The stimulus shaping plus letter discrimination procedure consisted of
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the procedure described above plus the subjects placed plastic letters over

the letters of the S+ word after a correct response. Both procedures were

found to be equally effective.

Consequences

Correct Responses

Consequences for correct responses occurred regardless of the step in the

sequence being used. Consequences included praise (Irvin, 1976), praise plus

tokens (Mackay, 1985; Smeets et al., 1985; Smeets et al., 1984), praise plus

tangibles (Lancioni, 1983; Lancioni et al., 1984), edibles (Goetz et al.,

1983; McIlvane et al., 1984), edibles plus praise (Lavigne, 1977), and edibles

plus chimes or bells (Deckner 6 Blanton, 1980; Stoddard 6 Gerovac, 1981).

Incorrect Retulonses

Nine studies specified consequences for incorrect responses. Some of the

procedures required the subject to perform the correct response or provided

more information to the subject following an error. Goetz et al. (1983),

Irvin (1976), and Lancioni (1983) provided physical prompts fos.Lowing an

incorrect response. Smeets et al. (1985) provided a verbal reprimand and

repeated the S
D
while Smeets et al. (1984) interrupted the incorrect response

and called the subject's attention to the relevant dimension. The remaining

studies did not provide the correct response but instead provided a 10-sec.

in-seat timeout (LaVigne, 1977), witheld a token (Mackay, 1975), witheld an

edible (Stoddard & Gerovac, 1981), or ended the trial (Melvane et al., 1984).

Results

Effectiveness

The majority of the stimulus manipulation procedures reported that

stimulus shaping (Leacioni, 1983; Lancioni et al., 1984; McIlvane et al.,
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1984; Stoddard fi Gerovac, 1981; Sweets et al., 1985), and stimulus fading

(Goetz et al., 1983; Lancioni et al., 1984, LaVigne, 1977) were effective

procedures in teaching the target behaviors. The remainder of the stimulus

shaping procedures were not totally effective in that sone subjects met

criterion where others did not (Deckner & Blanton, 1980); posttest data

indicated responding rose above baseline but some errors occurred in the final

test (Mackay, 1985); or an adaptation was required for 1 subject in order to

meet criterion (Smeets et al., 1984). In the Irvin (1976) investigation,

training was stopped after 700 trials. Seven of the 24 subjects did not meet

criterion with this amount of training.

Efficiency

All of the studies reported at least one efficiency measure. The most

frequently reported measures included errors to criterion (e.g. Lancioni,

1983; Lancioni et al., 1984; McIlvane et al., 1984) and trials to criterion

(e.g. Deckner & Blanton, 1980; LaVigne, 1977; Sweets et al., 1985).

Additional measures included sessions to criterion (Deckner & Blanton, 1980;

Goetz et al., 1983), days to criterion (Lancioni, 1983), and training time

(Smeets et al., 1984). Seven of the studies, including both stimulus shaping

and fading, reported error measures which indicated a low number of errors

(Lancioni, 1983; Lancioni et al., 1984; LaVigne, 1977; Mackay, 1985; McIlvane

et al., 1984;

(1984) stated

Mackay (1985)

380).

Smeets et al., 1985; Smeets et al., 1984). Lancioni et al.

that "error rates during training were quite low" (p. 119), and

reported that "errors were rare on teaching program trials" (p.



Summary

Based on the literature reviewed, the following statements can be made:

Stimulus manipulation procedures have been conducted with subjects who
have -41d to profound mental retardation, autism, or multiple handicaps;
secondary-aged subjects were the most frequently used age-population in
the studies.

Instructional materials were the stimuli manipulated in all but one of
the studies.

More stimulus shaping studies existed in the literature than stimulus
fading studies.

All behaviors taught were discrete tasks.

Relevant dimensions that were manipulated in stimulus shaping studies
included intensity, size, shape, position, distance, and number.

Irrelevant dimensions that were added and faded in stimulus fading
studies included intensity, size, and color.

All studies indicated a criterion level that must be attained by the
subject before moving to the next step in the sequence.

Five of eleven studies reported procedures for returning to previous
steps in the sequence following errors.

Most studies corrected subjects' errors by providing the subject with
additional information or instructions, or guiding the subject to perform
the correct behavior.

The majority of stimulus manipulation procedures were effective in
teaching the targeted behavior.

The most commonly reported efficiency measures were errors and trials to
criterion.

Seven of eleven studies reported near errorless responding using both
stimulus shaping and stimulus fading procedures.
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Comparative Studies

Chapter 11

Melinda Jones Ault, Mark Wolery, Patricia Munson Doyle, and David L. Gast

In this document, instructional strategies used to teach a variety of

behaviors were analyzed and described. Studies comparing two or more

instructional strategies in terms of their relative effectiveness and/or

efficiency also appeared in the literature. Billingsley and Romer (1983)

reviewed studies which compared the prompt fading procedures of decreasing

assistance, graduated guidance, time delay, and increasing assistance. The

authors identified only six studies. Schoen (1986) also reviewed comparison

studies with the same procedures, and included the instructional procedures of

stimulus fading and stimulus shaping. This section expands on the above

reviews and includes studies which systematically compared one or more of the

following instructional strategies: constant time delay, progressive tine

delay, most-to-least assistance, system of least prompts, antecedent prompt

and fade, antecedent prompt and test, incidental teaching, stimulus fading,

stimulus shaping, and error correction procedures.

Types of Comparison

Of the 27 comparative studies reviewed, 15 compared two procedures (e.g.

Ellis, Walls, & Zane, 1980; Godby, Gast, & Wolcry, in press; Neef, Walters &

Egel, 1984), seven compared three (e.g. McGee & McCoy, 1981; Richmond & Bell,

1983; Strand & Mr-ris, 1986; Walls, Zane & Thvedc, 1980), and five studies

compared four procedures (Dorry, 1976; Haught, Walls, & Crist, 1984; Walls,

Dowler, Haught, & Zawlocki, 1984; Zane, Walls, & Thvedt, 1981; Zawlocki &

Walls, 1983). Of these studies, two compared a single instructional strategy
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with "integrations of assistance procedures" (Schoen, 1986, p. 68), or

procedures which combine more than one instructional strategy (Irvin &

Bellamy, 1977; Nook & Bucher, 1984). Irvin and Bellamy (1977) for example,

taught an assembly task to subjects with severe retardation using stimulus

shaping, stimulus fading, and a combined shaping and fading procedure. Mosk

and Bucher (1984) taught students with moderate and severe handicaps to put

pegs in a pattern on a pegboard and hang up washcloths and toothbrushes. In

both of the experiments in their study, the system of least prompts was

compared with system of least prompts plus stimulus shaping. The majority of

the studies in this review compared stimulus manipulation procedures with

another instructional strategy (e.g. Dorry 1976; Schreibman, 1975; Wolfe &

Cuvo, 1978), or compared error correction with another strategy (e.g. Ellis et

al., 1980; McGee & McCoy 1981; Zane et al. 1981). A description of the

subjects, settings, behaviors, results, and experimental designs that were

involved in the investigations using stimulus manipulation procedures are

shown in Table 1; codes for information presented in Table 1 are found in

Appendix A. The behaviors and strategy specific information are shown in

Table 2.
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FP full physical

manipulation

gg ir discriminative

!toil*
EP system of least

Farts
S4 correct stimulus

5- incorrect stmailus

S subJect

11/0 = not defined

cootinuoue

reinforce-

ment

VR variable

reinforce-

ment

NO mo011

fi/D mg
del nod

VR vette!

reprimono

NO model

Via verbai

instruction

1V1 v indirect

vernal

instruction

FP full

physical

menipulation

IR = no response

N/D 2 not defined
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Table 2 continuec.

Ci tat ion hew let ion khavior
luober/Diag. Noe Type

Prxedires Comequences
Correct trns
Responses Responses

Cavallaro &
DMA&
11982)

Strategy I
Incidental
teaching

Strategy 2
Ovest ion-
label

DD lloo-vord
SU requesting

S initiated then 4 west levels: praise.
DS MAIM. Reponse present

interval 3 sec. abject
regested

Described objects. events in None

the raiment. bied
slestions. Never rewired S
to relculd to gain 'Aerials.

present next
Prost level:
If incorrect
after bid mode;
Paldented ObjeCt
anyway

None

Ciao
(1M)
grainy 1 6 SKR

Strategy 2
Rost-least

Fluency IS
in recept.
color
identification

4 prole levels: 1104PIPP. waive, IUD

3 sec. reponse interval. edibles OE
If 3 correct at on level, reinforce
for corrects at decreased level of
Prcsiging.

4 propt levels: PP/PP/G/I. Pram, edibles
3 corrects. love to next level. CPI RiD

Dorry
(1976)
Xrategy 1 48 IMIR Vccd

Fade usrd In

Strategy 2
Fade picture out

Strategy 3
Double-fade

Strategy 4
Staedird

XR reeding
X Picture vas visible, iford verbal praise VR

tredJally faded in. edible

Picture and iced risible. verbal praise YR

picture graceially faded cot. edible

Simultaneously faded word in verbal praise YR

edibleand picture cot.

VCCd and picture paired vadat verbal praise YR

ediblefading.
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Table 2 continued. 236

Ci tat ion Pau tat ion khav or ProcetreS 0310,4bencal
Nuter/Diag. TyPe Correct Error

NeWnanen Renclets

Ellis et al.
WNW
Strategy 1 23 NM Apparatus Ch Nodel preceded response verbal praise SO,

PrereePara SI Iambi y trial repeated

IRote?! 2
Error Noel fatigued error verbal praise 103

Correct ion

i
Glendennino

I
et al.
(1M)
Strategy 1 12 NW Tying Ch NI/0/103/10 MI Repropted
SIP swim SR string on reSenee

I Strategy 2

box

v1,17/VI,PP/V1.0,1I In Reprapted
Mt-least relit=

i"Able.
Strategy 3 1P/Ikiderate phys. assist./ 11/1) Reprapted
Rost-least liglit phys. assist./0 raPonse

I"lenge

I
Geer et al.
(in press)
Strategy 1 3 bt kapt. OS 50 mat; 1 sec delay increase descriptive 10 sec.
PIE 911 *Act lad session. Wad 7 sec. verbal in-seat

I NH id. delay. Mile. t getout
edibles

Strategy 2 5 prompt levels: 1/6111YPP/FP. damptive present nut

I SIP

5 sec. response interval, verbal pronpt level

eaPrai seibles

1 24 1
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Table 2 dont inued.

Citation Popu)ation Behavior

Member/Dias. lase rille

Proclaim Coesequences

Correct Error

Imam Reposes

husk
et al.
(1914)

Strategy 1 21 1112 Apparatus

Short task - NOP asseel y

kerne.

Strategy 2

Shcet tak -

Error COrr.

ftrategy 3

LOBO task -

Prangs.

Strategy 4

Long task -

Ch NO preceded response (6 parts)

NO folioed error (6 parts)

NO proceed response (12 parts)

9) followed error (12 parts)

NiD

ND

Nip

NO. theft
FP if DIO000

NO. then

FP if seeded

103, the)

IP if medic

NO. then

FP if needed

Irvin A

Bellmay

Urn
Strategy 1 51

Stimulus shaping

Strategy 2

fading

Strategy 3

Cembinild

Shapincyfamag

of nut

faces

DS Raised vs. flat side o4 nut.

Ramed side of nut vas exaggerated.

decrease" heicet of raised side.

Added color to raised sm. Color

intensity grub/illy Woo.

Combined both procecktres and

faded.

social. verbal

praise

SOCIAL verbal

praise

social, verbal

Mitt

Verbal, full or

faded prcepts

used 48 MOO.

VerD41, full or

faced prolpts

used 48 SMOG.

Verbal, full or

Med prcepts

Wed 48 MM.

Mee
et al.

(1905)

Striate 1

Error Correction

Strategy 2

Incidental teaching

3 Aut Express DS

labeling of

prepositions

PreStflted materials and SD.

Seated at table.

Materials on shelves. When $

requested item, the SD vas

Presented.

descr pt ve

pram, 5 ea..

access to

materials.

asscriptive

praise. 5 sec.

access to

laterals.

NO

NO



Table 2 continued.

Citation Population Behavior

Rimber/Diag. lame TYP*

Processes Consemences

Correct &Tor
Responses Responses

Ids* &

Reny

(1985)

Strategy 1 4 NW Word

Error Corr.

Strategy 2

Stis. fading

Strategy 3

PYD

reading

OS ihrd presented for 10 sec.

tluin picture aserteposed on

Picture and mord riteSented

simaltanectisly: picture

intensity gradially decreased

After correct, decrease picture

intensity 1 step.

VP: 1 sec delay increase etch

correct remoras,.

Niltida 5 sec telay.

illumination

of light CRP: la
tokens VI3

illumination

of light CIF: 114

tokens VR3

i l imi nat i on

of 1 ittht CRY; VD
tOMIN VR3

lbsk

& Mier

!garment 1

Strategy 1

RP
6 No111 Placing X 5 prompt levels: Ifl,0,1,10/1,PP edib:e

SNI pegs I,FP. S sec. response interval Cif

in pegboard

Strategy 2 prolpts and cradually

Stim,aping added S-

112

Experiment 2 6 NoNI Hang items X Sae ammarisons as above

SS co peg

edible

CRY

Present

next prompt

level

Present

next prompt

level

242
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Table 2 dont inued.

Ci tat ion Pogylation Behavior

NAmber/Diag. MO Type

Proceitres ConStquences
Correct Inv
Rergonses Imam

Neef et al.

(1464)

Strategy 1

km CM.

Strategy 2

Incidental

teaching

4 Alit

DD

TOM OS $ labeled evict, then yes/no

response ($i) we presented

S initiated request, then yes/no

(S1)) uho presented

descriptive

praise OH

edible or

taegible

Yes quest ions-

descr ipt Ivo

praise. Oliver),

of Am

No questions-

descriptive

pram. delivery

of selected

item

BO. repeat SD

;Atli correct
response

occitrred.

yes quest ions-

vithhold as.
wait 1 etie.

repeat quest ion.
prompt catTeCt

MOON.

Vo qmeetioos-

offer Item.

repeat question.

prompt correct.

ad deliver an

Precious

(10115)

Strategy 1

PTD

Strategy 2
CID

4 LB Sight word DS NO prompt; 1 stc. delay increase

reading each blcci of 10 trials. Maximo

7 sec. delay.

11, prdepti 3 sac. delay increase

after 1st block of 10 trials.
Name 3 sec. delay

verbal praise

verbal praise

vV.

10 SIC

in-leat tillOut

VI.

10 sec in-seat

timeout

Richmond&

!ell

(14413,

Strategy 1 15 PNR Size OS Size of S- was gradually

aim. shaping Muria.
of circles

Strategy 2

Prompt-fade

Stratee 3

Error Corr.

increased over 12 trials.

Point prapt. !he proxisity of
the point to the S. vas

gradually decreased.

S. and S. at criterion levels
throughout instruction.

Verbal praise.

edible

verbal praise,

edible

viral praise.

edible

VR,

remove

materials

VR.

11M0,1

materials

VI.

remove

materials



Table 2 continued.
240

CI tat in 1coulation khavior
limber/Di ag. Nan Type

Procedures CORIMMITC
Can't/et trror
Remains Responses

Rynders
et al.
(1979)
Strategy 1 Itas 00 DS 4 rapt levels: fi/D present next
SLP assessment prapt level

Strategy 2 Presented SD and vaited 15 sec. 11/D VI up to 3
Errs Corr. or X sec. for correct reponse. t INS if ondeo

Welton
(19a)
Stratew 1 6 Aut Visual/ DS Visa! talk - Proximity of point Verbal praise. YR

kat-least audi tory rapt to S. vas grad/Ally edibles 111110
decreased. materials
Aud. task - Paired buzzer vitt, S.
Volume of buzzer faded.

Strategy 2 VISA! task - Sin and position Verbal praise. VR

Stim. shaping propts uere faded out. edibles remove
Reckuuint mounts were faded in. materials
Aud. task - Reckiadent caponents
UM in. Volume intensity
gradially increased.

Strand &
REM
C1986)

Strategy 1 21 MR Visual DS 8 Knot levels: VI, O. 1P/fade muter tunes. If incorrect
Nost-least discus. out prompts over 8 levels. verbal praise, score error.

Levels IVD.2 corrects, move to edible If 12-IVI.
next elf. If still V-

lore error.

Strategy 2 faded in intessity of S-: coputer tunes, If incorrect
Stis. shaping 2 corrects, we to next step. verbal praise, score errcT.

edible If WP-IVI.
If still NI
sate eller.

Strategy 3 Stimuli presented. muter tunes. If incorrect
Irma' Corr. verbal praise, score error.

edible If 15"-IVI.
If still KR
score error.

245
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Table 2 cemtinued.

CI tat ion !triplet ion Behavior

thimberisag. Name Type
Proceikres Compiences

Correct Error
Responses Responses

Thole
(1996)
Rating 1 3 LP &Ott DS NO prompt: 1 see. delay increase verbal praise YR

PTO word nch seseion. Rai= 6 sec.
reading delay

Strategy 2 NO rapt; 3 sec. delay increase verbal praise YR

after 1St seaman. WIWI 3 NC.
delay.

Valls
et al.
(1901)
Strategy
SP sequence

Straters 2
Nost-leist sequence

Strategy 3
Nost-least sequence

14 NiNR Fold shirts; (1, 4 prise levels: liVI/NWIP vertal praise Rill

UR Set table;
Use tape
Piller

4 meet levels: I/TMOIVI verbal praise

4 Kart levels: Ii1P/PP4I iitit verbal praise WO

physical prompt

Valls
et al.
t1904i
Strategy 1 19 NM Apparatus A.v.. First trial-NO given before verba l VII, NO.

Vole too- N assembl y eadi response la talk, praise require
Error corr. Thereafter. no NO and given as correct

such time as needed to coplete response
response.

Strategy 2 First trial-sae as above. 1 sec. verbal VP. NC.

Whole tali- delay increase each correct praise 11311fe

PTD rellpOnse. Cirreet
cesponse

Strategy 3 New part of task only &Wed verbal VP. NO.

Forward chain- after correct reponse. Given praise require
Error CWT. as much tun ss needed to complete correct

reSPCION. reponse

Strategy 4 New part added only after verbal VP. M.

Forward chain- anticipation. 1 set. *lay praise reviu i re

PIT increase each correct reponse. correct
response
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Citation Population khavior

Niaber/Diag. Noe TYPb

Ptomains CossequenceS

Correct Error

'Moses Rescontes

Val Is

et al.

(lve0)

Strategy 1 12 MIR kparatus

Personal method assembl y

Strategy 2

Volt tasi-

Error corr.

Strategy 3

lickwa chain-

Preresponse

Ch Trainers taught however they Varied

vished.

NO Mire task-then disassembled Social

mo preseeted to S. praise

NO entire task. disassembled. last Social

part and proviced NO. feecription, praise

FP, then S performed.

Veiled

VI. NO.

**crania,.

IP

VII,

NO

Villa

Lamberts

(1979)

Strategy 1 30

St im. fedi ng

Strategy 2

Stu. tbaping

Noll? Sifit word DS Word and picture presented

redding simultaneously, picture gradial y

faded.

gegn inch grossly dismal lar

Kigali and gradually sanipulated

letters until stimuli sore similar

to target word.

VR1 MO

S repeat

NO

VP. NO

S repeat

Volk & Ovo

(1970)

Strategy 1

Nost-least

Strategy 2

Stim. shaping

24 SNR Recept.

letter

id.

DS Point prompt, 3 prompt levels

each increases distance of point

from S.. Ot10 correct at moth

level, give probe trials.

Wig of letters thickened.

iradually decrease thickness aod

heitAt of lints.

praise,

choice

of ceinforcer

frog tray

praise,

choice

of reinforcer

fro tray

incorrect-

R. remove

stiaili
MR-6Let's try

another ace'

Incorrect-

VI/. remove

stimuli

lill-net's try

anther one'.

247
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Toole 2 continued.

Citation Pops lama lehavior
%Met lag. Noe Type

Proceoses Commons
atreet kror
Responses homes

Zane et al.
UM)
Strategy 1 12 NW Watt*
Datinvard chain- XR useably
Pro:wore

Strategy 2

awkward chain-

Effie corr.

Strategy 3
Total tast-Preresponsg

Stratton 4
Total telt-
!trot corr.

Ch NO thee S performed. hiten en Verbal praise v11. FP

errors, another part removed

odeled.

No NO given before response Verbal praise. VP. FP

NO

NO tefore each step in ton Verbal prime YR. IP

analysis. Then $ performed.

No NO given; all parts presented. verbal praise. VR, IP

NO

ZWIOCILI

t1980)

Strategm 1 12 Nig Visual

Stia. IMMO
co S.

Strategy 2
Stu. shaping
co 5-

Strategy 3
SUL shaping
ce S. and 5-

Strategy 4

!trot' corr.

Nolll dila is.
DS Site of S. circle gradually 'Yee

faded.

Numerosity of S - was graitally 'Yes'

increased.

Slo faded simultaneously on S. 'Yes'
and S-; Numerosity faded

simultaneously on S. and S-.

Stieuli were at criterion levels. les'

YR

VR

VR

YR
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Behavior/Popluation

Behaviors that were taught in these studies included expressive language

skills (Bennett, Gast, Wolery, & Schuster, 1986; Cavallaro & Bambara, 1982;

McGee, Krantz, & Melannahan, 1935; Neef et al., 1984), receptive language

skills (Godby, Gast, & Wolery, in press), discrimination tasks (Csapo, 1981;

Richmond & Bell, 1983; Schreibman, 1975; Strand & Morris, 1986; Zawlocki &

Walls, 1983), daily living skills (Walls, Crist, Sienicki, & Grant, 1981),

self-help skills (Moak & Bucher, 1984; Rynders, Behlen, & Horrobin, 1979),

vocational skills (Ellis et al., 1980; Glendenning, Adams, & Sternberg, 1983;

naught et al., 1984; Irvin & Bellamy, 1977; Walls et al., 1984; Walls et al.,

1980; Zane et al., 1981), and cognitive skills such as reading (Ault, 1985;

Dorry, 1976; McGee & McCoy, 1981; Precious, 1985; Thomas, 1986; Walsh &

Lamberts, 1979), visual-motor tasks CMosk & Bucher, 1984), preacsdemic items

on an assessment tool (Rynders et al., 1979), and letter discrimination (Wolfe

& Cuvo, 1978). The majority of these investigationb taught discrete behaviors

(e.g. Csapo, 1981; Walsh & Lamberts, 1979; Wolfe & Cuvo, 1978), while eight of

the studies taught chained taska. These chained tasks included all of the

vocational behaviors and daily living skills (e.g., Ellis et al., 1980; Walls

et al., 1981; Zane et al., 1981).

The populations thit participated in these studies included persons with

learning disabilities, mild to moderate retardation, autism, or multiple

handicaps. Ages ranged from infants to adults with the majority being

secondary-aged students or adults.

24 !R
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Results

Antecedent Prompting versus Error Correction

The most frequent comparison studied in the literature was an antecedent

prompting procedure versus an error correction procedure to teach assembly

skills (Ellis et al., 1980; Haught et al., 1984; Walls et al., 1980; Zane et

al., 1981). Ellis et al. (1980), for example, taught 23 adults with mild

mental retardation to assemble three apparatus. An antecedent prompting

procedure in which a model was given before a trial, was compared with an

error correction procedure, in which a model was given only after an error.

Other comparisons were made in these studies in addition to the

antecedent/error correction comparisons. For example, Haught et al. (1984)

compared a short task with a long task; were both conducted with each

procedure. Walls et al. (1980) compared a personal method (i.e., trainers

were told to teach however they wanted), a structured whole method (i.e., an

error correction procedure presented in a total task sequence), with a

backward chaining method (i.e., a preresponse model procedure presented in a

backward chaining sequence). Zane et al. (1981) compared a backward chaining

sequence with a total task sequence conducted with each procedure.

Effectiveness. Three of these studies did not specify effectiveness

measures but taught subjects with one procedure for a specific number of

minutes then discontinued training at that time if criterion was not met

(Ellis et al., 1980; Naught et al., 1984; Zane et al., 1981). The Walls et

al. (1980) study stated that all procedures were effective except for one

subject that did not meet criterion with the personal method.

Efficiency. In terns of efficieacy all studies reported instructional

time and error measures. Ellis et al. (1980) and Walls et al. (1980) both
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reported no significant differences between procedures in terms of

instructional time. Zane et al. (1981) reported that the total task

antecedent model procedure required less time than any of the other

procedures. Haught et al. (1984) only stated that the short task took less

time than the long task. In terms of errors during training, all studies

reported that the antecedent model procedure produced fewer errors than the

error correction procedure (Ellis -t al., 1980); Haught et al., 1984; Walls et

al. 1980; Zane et al., 1981).

Stimulus Modification 4ersus Other P.ocedures

Ten of the studies compared some type of stimulus manipulation procedure

with one or more other procedums. These comparisons included within-stimulus

fading (i.e., stimulus shaping) versus extra-stimulus fading (i.e.,

most-to-least procedure) (Schriebman, 1975; Wolfe 6 Cuvo, 1978); stimulus

shal ng versus stimulus fading (Irvin & Bellamy, 1977; Walsh & Lamberts,

1979), stimulus shaping versus error correction (Zawlocki & Walls, 1983),

stimulus shaping versus antecedent prompt and fade versus error correction

(Richmond 6 Bell, 1983); superimposition and stimulus fading versus

progressive time delay versus error correction (McGee & McCoy, 1981), ptImulus

fading versus most-to-least versus error correction (Strand & Morris, 1986),

three kinds of stimului fading versus a preresponse prompt that was not faded

(Dorry, 1976), and stimulus shaping plus system of least prompts versus system

of least prompts only (Mask & Bucher, 1984).

Effectiveness. Schreibman (1975) and Wolfe and Cuvo (1978) both found

that the stimulus shaping procedure was more effective than a most-to-least

procedure in teaching visual/auditory discriminations and letter recognition,

respectively. In the Strand and Morris (1986) study, both stimulus fading and

251
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most-to-least procedures were found to be more effective than an error

correction procedure in teaching discrimination skills. Stimulus shaping was

also more effective than stimulus fading in teaching sight word reading to

students with trainable mental retardation (Walsh & Lamberts, 1979). Richmond

and Bell (1983) found that all procedures (i.e., stimulus shaping, prompts and

fade, error correction) were effective in teaching a size discrimination to

adults with profound handicaps. In the Zawlocki and Walls (1983)

investigation, error correction was not as effective as three stimulus shaping

procedures in which the relevant dimension was faded on the 8+, the S-, and

the S+ and S- simultaneously. All shaping procedures resulted in increases in

correct responding whereas the error correction procedure did not increase

responding over chance levels. A combined stimulus shaping plus stimulus

fading procedure was more effective than either procedure in isolation for

teaching a bicycle axle assembly to adults with severe retardation (Irvin &

Bellamy, 1977). Mosk and Bucher (1984) also found that the combined procedure

of stimulus shaping plus system of least prompts was more effective than

system of least prompts alone. McGee and McCoy (1981) reported mixed

effectiveness results. Stimulus fading was most effective for two subjects,

progressive time delay was most effective for one subject, and no difference

in effectiveness between progressive delay and stimulus fading was found for

one subject. The authors also reported that for all subjects, both fading and

time delay were more effective than error correction. Subjects' history with

either stimulus shaping or progressive time delay appeared to result in

increased effectiveness of that procedure. In the Dorry (1976) study, word

reading was taught to 48 adolescents and adults with mental retardation who

had a mean IO of 38. Four procedures taught sight word reading by pairing a
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picture the subject could identify with the target word. The procedures

included: 1) fade-word-in condition - the picture was always visible and the

word was faded in; 2) fade-picture-out condition - the word and picture were

initially paired and the picture was gradually faded out; 3) double-fade

condition - the word was gradually faded in while the picture was faded out;

and 4) standard condition - the word and picture were always paired without

fading. The percentage of correct responses to the word only was then tested.

Results indicated the fade picture out was the most effective condition

followed by the double fade, the standard, and iinally the fade word in

cundition.

Efficiency. All of these studies, with the exception of Walsh and

Lamberts (1979), reported some type of efficiency data. Number or percentage

of errors was most frequently reported and was included in seven studies (e.g.

Richmond is Bell, 1983; Schreibman, 1975; Strand & Morris, 1986), trials to

criterion measure was reported by four (Irvin & Bellamy, 1977; McGee & McCoy.

1981; Nook & Bucher, 1984; Strand & Morris, 1986), and one study reported

number and percentage of prompts given (Nook & Bucher, 1984). In the studies

which reported error efficiency measures, stimulus shaping or stimulus fading

produced a lower number or percentage of errors than most-to-least

(Schreibman, 1975), syétem of least prompts (Moak & Bucher, 1984), time delay

or error correction (McGee & McCoy, 1981), and antecedent prompt and fade or

error correction (Richmond & Bell, 1983). No significant differences existed

between most-to-least and stimulus fading procedures in terms of number of

errors, but both had less errors than the error correction procedure in

teaching discriminations (Strand & Morris, 1986). The combined stimulus

shaping and stimulus fading piocedure used in the Irvin and Bellamy (1977)

253
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study produced less errors than the stimulus fading procedure, and stimulus

fading resulted in fewer errors than stimulus shaping. Zawlocki and Walls

(1983) did not report errors, but stated that fewer correct responses occurred

in the error correction procedure than in any of the stimulus shaping

conditions. Regarding the trials to criterion measure, stimulus shaping had

fewer trials to criterion than a most-to-least strategy (Wolfe & Cuvo, 1978).

Strand and Morris (1986) reported no significant differences in the number of

trials between most-to-least and stimulus fading, but both procedures required

less trials than error correction. Error correction had fewer trials followed

by progressive delay and finally stimulus fading had the most trials in the

McGee and McCoy (1981) investigation. Irvin and Bellamy (1977) reported that

the combined stimulus manipulation procedures had the fewest trials to

criterion followed by the stimulus fading procedure and then the stimulus

shaping procedure.

Time Delay versus Other Procedures.

In addition to the McGee and McCoir (1981) study, progressive time delay

was compared with the system of least prompts (Bennett et al., 1986; Godby et

al., in press) and with an unlimited delay (i.e., error correction) procedure

(Walls et al., 1984). Progressive delay was also compared with constant delay

in teaching sight word'reading to students with moderate retardation (Ault,

1985), and learning disabled subjects (Precious, 1985; Thomas, 1986).

Effectiveness. Both Bennett et al. (1986) and Godby et al. (in press)

found that progressive time delay and system of least prompts were effective

in teaching expressive manual signing and receptive object identification to

students with moderate to severe retardation, respectively. Ault (1985).

Prwious (1985), and Thomas (1986) all.found that both progressive and

I.
1
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constant time delay were effective procedures in teaching word reading to

elementary children.

Efficiency. Both Bennett et al. (1986) and Godby et al. (in press) found

progressive time delay to be more efficient than the system of least prompts

on the efficiency measures of sessions, trials, errors, and direct

instructional time to criterion. Each of the progressive versus constant

delay comparison studies found only slight differences in efficiency and so

cone.dered the two procedures to be equally efficient on the measures of

sessions, trials, errors, and direct instructional time to criterion. Walls

et al. (1984) compared progressive delay with error correction when each

procedure was taught using a total task and forward chaining sequence.

Nineteen adults with a mean IQ of 77.7 were taught to assemble four apparatus.

Assembly was not trained to criterion but each procedure was used in training

for a maximum of 75 minutes. The authors reported efficiency measures of

number of errors, training time, and number of prompts. Error correction in a

total task sequence had more errors than the othei procedures. In addition,

total task required more prompts and less training time than forward chaining.

System of Least Prompts versus Other Procedures

Not only has the system of least prompts procedure been compared to time

delay and stimulus shaping, but it also was compared to a most-to-least

procedure (Csapo, 1981; Glendenning et al., 1983; Walls et al., 1981), and to

an error correction procedure (Rynders et al., 1979).

Effectiveness. Csapo (1981) found both procedures (system of least

prompts, most-to-least prompts) were effective in building fluency with

students who had severe and profound handicaps. Both Glendenning et al.

(1983) and Walls et al. (1981) compared one prompt sequence arranged in a

25r
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least-to-most order of assistance (i.e., system of least prompts), with two

prompt sequences arranged in a most-to-least order of assistance. Neither

study taught skills to criterion but stopped training after a specific number

of trials or minutes so effectiveness data were not reported. Rynders et al.

(1979) compared a system of least prompts procedure with an error correction

procedure. Three-year-old children with down syndrome mere compared to

3-year-old children without handicaps in solving preacademic tasks and

self-help skills. The system of least prompts sequence (i.e., augmented

instruction), consisted of the independent level, followed by verbal

instruction, verbal instruction plus modeling, and verbal instruction plus

manual guidance. Each prompt level was given contingent upon the subject not

performing the task correctly. The error correction procedure (i.e., repeated

verbal instruction) consisted of the subject being given the opportunity to

perform, and contingent upon errors a verbal instruction was presented up to

three times, if necessary. In terms of effectiveness, the authors stated that

"despite either augmentative or repetitive verbal assistance, 56 to 42 percent

of the problems remained unsolved by the Down's Syndrome children" (Rynders et

al., 1979, p.72). The augmented instruction (system of least prompts),

however, resulted in more problems being solved than the repeated verbal

instruction procedure..

Efficiency. Csapo (1981) reported efficiency measures of errors per

minute and mean increase of correct responses per minute. She stated that the

system of least prompts was more efficient than the most-to...least procedure in

building fluency of a color discrimination task. Walls et al. (1981) taught

shirt folding, table setting, and use of a tape recorder. The authors found

no efficiency differences between two most-to-least sequences and the system

I.
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of least prompts sequence in terms of number of errors to criterion, number of

seconds to criterion, and percentage of correct responses. Glendenning et al.

(1983) compared three prompt sequences in teaching string tying which

involved: Sequence One was verbal cue, gesture, model and full physical

assistance; Sequence Two was verbal cue plus full physical assistance, verbal

cue plus light physical assistance, verbal cue plus gesture, and verbal cue;

and Sequence Three was full physical assistance, moderate physical assistance,

light physical assistance, and gesture. In terms of efficiency, the authors

examined the aspects of the prompt sequences. For example, a verbal prompt

alone was found to be more effective when presented last in a sequence rather

than first. However, no difference existed if full physical guidance was

presented first or last in a sequence. A gesture prompt was found to be more

efficient when preceded by verbal cues, and Sequence Two, which included

verbal cues, was more efficient than no verbal cues in Sequence Three.

Overall the authors state that "using the more-restrictive to less-restrictive

prompt sequence appears to represent not only a more success-based approach

but also an approach that would require less branching via correction steps"

(Glendenning et al., 1983, p. 325).

Naturalistic versus Other Strategies

Effectiveness. Three studies in the literature were found which compared

incidental teaching with either a "question-label" procedure (Cavallaro &

Bambara, 1982) or with error correction procedures (McGee et al., 1985; Neef

et al., 1984). Cavallaro and Bambara (1982) compared incidental.teaching with

a question-label procedure in teaching a 5-year-old child with developmental

delays to use two-word requests. In the question-label procedure, the teacher

asked questions and described objects in the environment, but the child was
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not required to speak before gaining access to materials. The incidental

teaching procedure was more effective in teaching two word requests. When

compared with error correction, incidental teaching was found to have no

difference in effectiveness in teaching children with autism to expressively

label prepositions (McGee et al., 1985). In the Neef et al. (1984)

investigation, however, incidental teaching was effective whereas error

correction was not in teaching yes/no responding to children with autism and

severe handicaps.

Efficiency. The only efficiency measure found in these studies is

reported by McGee et al. (1985) who stated that no significant difference in

terms of training time existed between the two procedures.

Summary

Based on the literature reviewed, the following statements can be made:

Comparative studies have been conducted with students with mild to

profound handicaps, autism, and multiple handicaps.

The majority of the studies were conducted with secondary-aged students

or adults.

Both chained and discrete tasks have been taught in these studies.

Most studies compared two instructional strategies although up to four

have been compared.

Four out of 27 studies did not report efficiency measures (Cavallaro &

Bambara, 1982; Beef et al., 1984; Rynders et al., 1979, Walsh & Lamberts,

1979).

The most frequently reported efficiency measure was errors to criterion

or errors during training.

An antecedent model procedure produced fewer errors than error correction

procedures.

Procedures using stimulus shaping or stimulus fading had'less errors than

a most-to-least procedure, system of least prompts, time delay, error

correction, or an antecedent prompt and fade procedure.
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Mixed results exist for effectiveness and efficiency when the system of

least prompts is compared to the most-to-least prompting procedure.

Progressive delay was more efficient than system of least prompts in

terms of number of sessions, errors, trials, and training time to

criterion.

Progressive and constant time delay appear to be equally effective and

efficient. However, with some students efficiency differences exist, but

no predictor variables could be identified to determine which of the two

delay procedures would be more efficient with which students.

In some cases, incidental teaching appears to be more effective than

error correction.

Integrated strategies appeared to be more effective than single

strategies used alone.
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Summary Statements and Recommendations

Chapter 12

Mark Wolery, Patricia Munson Doyle, Melinda Jones Ault, and David L. Gast

This document is a review of articles that investigated instructional

strategies used with persons whose handicaps were moderate and severe. As

noted in the introduction, a strategy was defined as a replicable, systematic

approach for providing instruction that addressed both antecedent and

consequent events. Since the review focused on strategies, instructional

variables common across strategies, the content of instruction, and many other

issues were not addressed. In short, this is not the "last word" on teaching;

it is a synthesis and description of strategies that are used while teaching.

Ideally, the summary chapter of a document such as this would provide

clear statements telling practitioners, "if you want to teach a given behavior

to a particular student who has the following prerequisite behaviors, then you

should use such and such strategy." Unfortunately, the current data base does

not allow such recommendations. Strategy by skill, strategy by population,

and strategy by setting recommendations are not possible. However, in each of

the preceding chapters, summary statements about the literature were made.

This chapter focuses on (a) summary statements that can be made across the

strategies, (b) identification of issues for further research, and (c)

guidelines for selecting instructional strategies.

AcrossStrategy Summary Statements

1. Reports exist attesting to the effectiveness of each strategy with a

variety of behaviors and students. This statement has both positive and

negative aspects. Apparently, less than a dozen separate instructional

strategies can be used to teach almost any behavior to a wide variety of
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students in different settings. This finding suggests that teacher

preparation programs should ensure that their students can competently perform

these strategies. Given this small number, the task of teacher preparation

should be manageable. However, two qualifications must be noted. First,

although some subjects in many studies performed better than others, there

were few reports of total failures in the literature. Given the presence of

the educability debate (Baer, 1981; Baumeister, 1981; Kauffman, 1981),

however, it is clear that the strategies are not universally effective. If

they were totally effective, then the educability debate would be solved.

Second, variations in the implementation of the strategies can influence their

effectiveness and efficiency. Examples include the types of instructional

modifications discussed in the first chapter (e.g., using distributed rather

than spaced trials, presenting stimuli concurrently rather than serially,

requiring an active attending response, using response-related reinforcers,

and many others). Simply using the strategies as they have been described

does not ensure effectiveness nor efficiency. The teacher must attend to the

environmental conditions in which instruction occurs, the behaviors being

taught, the manner in which stimuli and assistance are provided, and the

feedback given for students' responses.

2. Relatively few rIplication studies assessin( the 1rocedural _parameters of

the strategies exist. While the need for replication may exist in nearly all

areas of research, the instructional strategy literature appears to suggest a

need for a pa&ticular type of replication study: those that assess variations

in the procedural parameters of the strategies. Such studies would allow

-
investigators to systematically vary components of the strategies and assess

their relative effectiveness and efficiency. As noted above, numerous reports
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exist concerning the effectiveness of the strategies; however, those studies

infrequently contain systematic variations of earlier studies. Thus, the

differences in effectiveness or efficiency could not be attributed to specific

variables in the latter studies. Without such studies, an empirical

technology of instruction will not be developed.

3. eoninstct1otzpATheliteraturruras_primarildevelodusin

students who were upperelementary age, secondary eget and adults. Across

nearly all of the strategies, the majority of the investigations were

conducted using subjects who'were at least 12 years of age. Thus, a

considerable need exists for assessing the effectiveness and efficiency of the

strategies with younger populations.

4. Most studies occurred in _Rublic schools or in institutional settin s.

Although studies occurred in settings such as special schools, preschool

centers, and in the community, the majority of the studies were in public

school and institutional settings. Since these are frequently the primary

educational environments of many students, it appears that the instructional

strategies literature has been conducted in applied settings.

5. Many of the ilvestigations targeted discrete rather than chained

responses,. Discrete responses are those which are brief and involve one

behavior rather than a series or sequence of behaviors. Chained responses are

those that involve a nsmber of behaviors which, when performed in a specific

sequence, are classified as a skill, task, or complex behavior. For example,

many of the articles addressed discrete responses such as naming (pictures,

objects, etc.), matching, or pointing to instructional stimuli. Fewer of the

articles focused on skills such as toothbrushing, dressing, selffeeding,

making a meal, or assembling an apparatus. Unfortunately, many of the
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behaviors that are considered useful or practical by teachers and parents are

classified as chained tasks. It appears that the knowledge of instructional

strategies is, in large part, a body of information related to teaching

discrete behaviors; the possible exception is the system of least prompts

where a majority of the behaviors taught were chained responses. Thus, when

teaching chained responses, the current literature would suggest using the

system of least prompts.

6. ,The behaviors targeted in the investigations were for the most,part,,

socially valid responses. Because the review attempted to focus on applied

studies, this finding may be an artifact of the methods used. However, it is

clear that across strategies there was a tendency for the stimulus

modification strategies to deal with less applied behaviors than were found

with other instructional procedures. Further, it is clear that a large body

of knowle4ge about teaching applied behaviors exists.

7. Relatively few studies exist where two or more of the instructional

strategies were directly compared. Only 27 studies were found that compared

two or more of the instructional strategies;.the comparisons that have been

made are shown in Table I. As can be seen, error correction has been compared

most frequently to other instructional strategies followed by the stimulus

modification procedures (stimulus shaping and fading) and the system of least

prompts. The antecedent prompt and fade pi ,cedure, constant time delay, and

naturalistic teaching proceddres are the three strategies receiving the least

attention in the comparative literature. Given current trends to use

naturalistic procedures, this lack of comparative research is striking.
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A summary of the results from comparative investigations is as follows:

Procedureo using antecedent prompting appear to produce fewer errors than

error correction procedures (naught, Walls, & Cristo 1984; Walls, Zane, &

Tbvedt, 1980). Strategies using stimulus shaping and fading had less errors

than a most-to-least procedure (Schreibman, 1975), system of least prompts

(Mosk & Bucher, 1984), time delay (McGee & McCoy, 1981), error correction

(McGee & McCoy, 1981), or an antecedent prompt and fade procedure (Richmond &

Bell, 1983). Mixed results exist for effectiveness and efficiency when the

system of least prompts is compared to the most-to-least prompting procedure

(Csapo, 1981; Glendenning, Adams, & Sternberg, 1983). The system of least

prompts appears more effective than error correction (Rynders, Behlen, &

Rorrobin, 1979). Progressive delay was more efficient than system of least

prompts in terms of number of sessions, errors, trials, and training time to

criterion (Bennett, Gast, Wolery, & Schuster, 1986; Godby, Gast, & Wolery, in

press). Progressive and constant time delay appear to be equally effective

and efficient; however, with some students efficiency differences exist, but

no predictor variables could be identified to determine which of the.two delay

procedures would be more efficient with which students (Ault, 1985; Precious,

1985). In some cases, incidental teaching appears to be more effective than

error correction (Reef, Walters, & Egel, 1984). Integrated strategies

appeared to be MOTO effective than strategies used alone (Mosk & Bucher,

1984).

Because of the questions and subjects involved in comparative

investigations, special experimental designs are required. Traditional group

comparison designs were used in some of ti corparative investigations, but

require that the subjects assigned to each compared condition must be
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equivalent. If this requirement is not met, the threat of subject selection

may be present and is likely to influence the results. When using subjects

with moderate to profound retardation, autism, and multiple handicaps,

establishing equivalence of groups requires a large population and may be

difficult to document. As a result, many investigators have chosen to use

single subject designs such as the multitreatment (Birnbrauer, Peterson, &

Solnick, 1974), parallel treatments (Gast & Wolery, 1985), alternating

treatments (Barlow & Rayes, 1979), adapted alternating treatments (Sindelar,

Rosenberg, & Wilson, 1985), or simultaneous treatments designs (Browning,

1967). Regardless of the design used, the investigator must control for

sequence or order effects and multitreatment interference (Tawney & Gast,

1984). Further, depending upon the research question, the investigator may

wish to determine which strategy will result in criterion level performance

and which strategy will be more efficient in establishing such performance

(Wolery & Gast, 1986). In either case, the investigator must be able to

document the effects of each treatment on independent responses that are of

equal response difficulty.

8. Soue methodological inade uacies were found in the literature. Although

the purpose of this literature review was not to analyze the methodological

adequacy of the investigations, several comments are pertinent. Some of the

inadequacies can be remedied by more consistent reporting when writing

articles for publication. Two areas deserve particular comment. First, the

instructional strategies should be more consistently named. As noted in

nearly every section, procedures that involved the same operational

description were given different labels by different investigators. The

system of least prompts strategy had the most names, but this may be due to

269
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the fact that it also was the most frequently studied. Naming procedures

consistently within the literature will help clarify and focus knowledge about

a given strategy. Second, the operational descriptions of the strategies

should be mitten more completely and clearly. In some cases, important

information was not presented (e.g., haw prompts were faded in the antecedent

prompt and fade procedure, the response interval between prompts in the system

of least prompts, and the criterion for moving from one delay interval to

another in the time delay studies). In other cases, information was

presented, but repeated readings by multiple readers could not produce a

reliable interpretation of the text. Authors, as well as editors, should be

more careful in ensuring that the final description of the study communicates

the events that actually occurred.

Other methodological inadequacies may require changes in investigators'

behaviors. While most studies provided reliablity estimates of the

consistency with which student performance was measured, very few

investigations included procedural reliability estimates (c Billingsley,

White, & Munson, 1980; Petevson, Homer, & Wonderlich, 1982). As noted

earlier, variations in the manner in which the strategies are implemented can

influence their effectiveness. Thus, investigators should be careful to

document the extent and manner in which the strategies were implemented. At a

minimum, procedural reliability should be collected in every experimental

condition/phase, but it is desirable to collect it on at least 20 percent of

the experimental sessions. The procedures for conducting such measures were

adequately described by Billingsley et al. (1980), and require no more

investigator time or measurement expertise than collecting dependent measure

reliablity estimates. In addition to reporting procedural reliability,
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investigators should assess and describe subjects' entry level skills. Such

assessment and description is needed because (a) subjects' history and entry

level skills can be used to explain the results, and (b) knowledge of the

functional relationships existing prior to the study is needed for

generalizing to other students (Birnbrauer, 1981). Examples of needed

information are subjects' sensory abilities, compliance with task relevant

commands, imitative abilities, expressive and receptive language performance

on tasks similar to those in the investigation, matching abilities, response

to tactile stimuli when physical prompts are used, reinforcer preferences, and

their history with the procedure(s) being studied or compared.

Issues for Future Research

Although some areas for future research have been noted above and in

other sections of this document, several issues are included here to highlight

their importance. First, the instructional strategies should be investigated

with preschool and early elementary students who have moderate to profound

retardation, autism, and multiple handicaps. Second, more research should be

conducted with chained responses. Chained responses are frequently those

needed by students to function independently, but the current knowledge base

related to teaching such skills is more limited than the knowledge base

related to teaching discrete responses. Third, investigations which document

failures should be reported. These investigations should include (a) careful

documentation of subjects' entry level functioning, (b) careful description

and documentation of the procedures used and of the modifications made, and

(c) clear description of the behaviors being taught. Further, investigators

should be encouraged by editors to report findings where a strategy was
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successful with some subjects but not with others. Fourth, more

investigations that report on replications of the strategies with other

subjects and populations should be conducted. Fifth, a series of studies that

examine systematic variations of the procedural parameLars of each strategy is

needed. Sixth, more investigations that compare two or more strategies should

be conducted. As noted in Table 1, at least 25 direct comparisons are

possible but have not been conducted and described. Seventh, more integrated

strategies should be investigated. Integrated strategies as defined by Schoen

(1986) are combinations of two or more instructional strategies into a single

procedure. In some cases (e.g., Mosk & Bucher, 1984), integrated strategies

have been more effective than the strategies alone. Given this finding,

integrated strategies deserve much more research attention. Eighth, the

efficiency of the procedures should be assessed in all investigations that

evaluate procedural variations of the instructional strategies, compare two or

mdre strategies, or investigate integrated strategies. Examples of efficiency

measures include sessions, trials, errors, and direct instructional time to

criterlon by procedure, and correct and error responses by prompt levels by

procedure. Learning to learn phenomenon and other efficiency indicators such

as incidental learning should also be investigated. Based on these

suggestions, it is apparent that considerable research is needed before our

knowledge of instructional strategies is complete.

Issues For Consideration when Selecting Instructional Strategies

A considerable amount of literature has accumulated concerning the

selection of strategies for reducing the occurrence of inappropriate behaviors

(cf. Bailey, Wolery, & Sugai, in press; Barton, Brulle & Repp, 1983;

I.
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Donnellan, Mirenda, Mesaros, 61.Fassbender, 1984; Evans & Meyer, 1985; Favell

et al., 1982; Gast S Wolery, 1987); however, selection of instructional

strategies is frequently left to the preference of the trainer. As a result,

this section attempts to list some general guidelines by which instructional

strategies should be selected. The purpose of listing these guidelines is to

(a) cause more reasoned selection of instructional strategies, and (b)

stimulate discussion of the reasons why a given strategy should be considered.

Each guideline addresses the selection issue from a slightly different

perspective; thus, each is important. The relative value of each will

undoubtedly vary from student to student, skill being taught, add the

preferences and biases of the team selecting the strategy. As a result, the

order in which the guidelines are listed is arbitrary.

Empirical Data Base

Teams should select strategies based on the existing empirical data base.

Teams should determine whether research reports exist documenting the

effectiveness and efficiency of the strategies under consideration. This

analysis should be twofold. First, it should determine whether (a) the skill

targeted for instruction has been taught using the instructional strategies

under consideration, (b) the subjects who will receive instruction have been

taught with the strategies under consideration, and (c) the settings in which

instruction will occur has been used in previous research. If no reports exist

*describing successful use of the strategies with behaviors, subjects, or

settings similar to those targeted for instruction, then the team should use

other selection criteria, and investigate and describe the effects of the

strategy selected for instruction. If, on the other hand, several strategies
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have been successful in teaching students to pirform the targeted behaviors in

similar settings, then the team should consider direct comparisons of the

strategies.

Second, the literature should be reviewed to determine whether the

instructional strategies under consideration have been compared with similar

responses, subjects, and settings. If comparison studies exist, then

ineffective strategies should be excluded from consideration. If both (all)

procedures were effective, then the efficiency of the strategies should be

analyzed, and the inefficient strategies excluded from consideration. When no

comparison studies exist and when only efficient strategies are ideatified,

then other selection variables should be considered.

Harmfulness of Procedures

The principles of primum non noscere (first not to injure) (Zigler

Sietz; 1975, p. 490) and the least dangerous assumption (Donnellan, 1984)

should be considered. While most of the instructional strategies described in

this report are relatively harmless, some involve physical contact with

students that could set the stage for injury if inappropriate application

occurred. When two or more strategies are equally effective and efficient

based on their scientific data base, or if the scientific dat3 base is

lacking, then selection of strategies based on their potentisl for causing

injury one harm is appropriate.

Intrusiveness and Restrictiveness

Teams should consider the intrusiveness and restrictiveness oe

procedures. Intrusiveness and restrictiveness are closely related ixsues:

intrusiveness refers to the e.....ent to which the instructional strategy
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intrudes or impinges on a student's being; whereas restrictiveness refers to

the extent to which students' freedoms are constrained. In some cases, a

prompt is both intrusive and restrictive; for example, a full physical

manipulation is intrusive because it involves an intrusion on to the student's

body, and is restrictive because the student's freedom to move is constricted.

Some instructional variables may be intrusive but not restrictive; for

example, an error consequence such as a verbal reprimand may be intrusive but

does not restrict a student's freedom. On the other hand, a 15sec timeout

contingent upon errors may be more restrictive than intrusive: the timeout

restricts the students' access to reinforcing events but does not intrude on

their body or personal well being. Strategies that are not intrusive and are

not restrictive tend to be more "natural," that is, similiar to stimulus

events in the environments to which generalization of the acquired behaviors

are targeted. Since training natural behaviors in natural contexts is thought

to lacilit.a4e generalization, instructional strategies that are less intrusive

and leer cestrictive should be used. However, when strategies are evaluated

and selected on the basis of :itrusiveness and restrictiveness, they should be

simultaneously evaluated on the basis of effectiveness. Ineffective

instructional strategies should not be selected simply because they are not

intrusive, are not restrictive, and appear "natural."

Response Patterns

When selecting instructional strategies, teams should consider students'

response patterns. Response patterns include such variables as reinforcement

history, attention to instructional stimuli, history with similar

instructional content, and history with similar instructional formats. For
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example, if physical contact with the teacher is a strong positive reinforcer,

then instructional strategies that involve physical prompts may be less

successful than those that do not rely on physical prompts. If students

respond quickly to task directions without attending to the instructional

stimuli or waiting for teacher assistance, then (a) procedures that delay

assistance may be contra-indicated, (b) an attention response should be

required, or (c) waiting for assistance should be taught. If students have a

history of learning particular types of responses with a given procedure, then

use of similar procedures may be indicated. Students with a history of

one-on-one instruction may need specific insiruction in group formats before a

new instructional strategy in group formats should be used. If students have

generalized imitative repertoires, then strategies that use models should be

considered; if they do not, then those strategies should not be selected.

Phase of Performance

Instructional strategies should be selected that match the phase of

learning evidenced by the student (Baring, Liberty, & White, 1980; Wolery

Brookfield-Norman, in press). Raring et al. (1980) have suggested that (a)

different phases of learning exist (i.e., acquisition, fluency, maintenance,

generalization, and adoption), and (b) each phase may require unique

instructional manipulations. In general, acquisition, is promoted by

procedures that provide antecedent information to students. This review

focused on strategies used to establish acquisition of targeted responses;

however, teams must select strategies that focus on the other phases as well.

Fluency appears to be established by procedures that manipulate consequences

and increase practice time. Maintenance appears to be promoted by thinning

2 7t;
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reinforcewent schedules, delay reinforcers, using natural reinforcers, and

duplicating natural reinforcement schedules. Generalisation appears to be

facilitated by careful selection of teaching examples; varying examples,

teachers, teaching formats, instructional materials, and instructional

settings; and matching the instructional environment to the generalisation

environment. When the phase of learning is identified for a student, then the

instructional strategy that best matches that phase should be selected. Tte

instructional strategies reviewed in this document can be used for

establishing acquisition, and then components of those strategies can be

manipulated to facilitate fluency, maintenance, and generalization.

Principle of Parsimony

When all other factors are equal, teams should select procedures on the

basis of parsimony (Etzel & LeBlanc, 1979). The principle of parsimony states

that when two solutions are correct, then the simpler solution should be

employed. Tim advantages accrue from the use of simpler strategies: (a) fewer

procedural errors are likely to occur, and (b) teachers must expend less

effort. The chapters describing strategies in this document are roughly

listed in order from the most to the least parsimonious. As with

intrusiveness and restrictiveness, the principle of parsimony should apply

only to those strategies that are effective; strategies should not be used

only because they are simple.

Social Validity

Social validity refers to the worth assigned by experts and consumers to

the educational goals, procedures, and outcomes of an educational endeavor

(Wolf, 1978). P.L. 94-142, through the UP process, requires that
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instructional goals and procedures be selected and used based on their social

validity. That is, the team, including the parents, should determine whether

the instructional objectives are worthwhile and whether the methods used to

establish them are appropriate. Social validity involves judgments by

different parties, thus, there may be some disagreement among team members

about the social validity of given strategies. However, for intervention

strategies designed to reduce the occurrence of inappropriate behaviors, it is

clear that more intrusive and restrictive procedures are judged as socially

valid if the behavior to be controlled is severe, and that judgements about

the social validity of procedures is malable. Thus, no procedure is

inherently socially valid, rather procedures appear to be judged valid for

specific situations and those judgments can be changed if more information is

provided about previous success and likely outcomes.

lummary

The literature reviewed in this document can be summarized by eight

statements:

(a) considerable evidence exists suggesting that the instructional

strategies are effective across a wide array of behaviors and

subjects;

(b) relatively few replication and parametric studies of the

instructional strategies exist;

(c) secondary aged students and adults were used in most of the

investigations;

(d) most studies occurred in public school and institutional setings;
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(e) chained tasks were taught much less frequently than discrete

responses;

(f) most of the behaviors taught were socially valid,

(g) relatively few studies comparing the instructional strategies have

occurred, and

(h) the research has certain methodological weaknesses that should be

addressed.

More research is needed that includes younger subjects and chained responses.

Also, reports of failures of the strategies should be reported. More

replication studies, comparative studies, integrated strategy studies, and

efficiency studies should be conducted. Finally, instructional strategies

should be selected based on their empirical data base, potential harmfulness,

intrusiveness and restrictiveness, correlation with students' response

patterns, match to students' phase of performance, parsimony, and social

validity.

27f4
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